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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Multi-ethnic Migration in Northwest China 

Xiaoxihu is an area located in the urban fringe of Lanzhou city, Gansu province, Northwest 

China (NWC). Many rural Hui and Dongxiang people move to the communities in Xiaoxihu 

for better livelihoods because farming life is hard in their rural hometowns. Agricultural 

productivity in many areas of rural NWC is rather low due to meager natural conditions and 

infertile land, in addition to less agricultural mechanization and other institutional insecurities 

(like crops without insurance). However, life for rural migrants moving to urban destinations 

may not be as promising as they had thought. By virtue of their unique ethnic identity and 

distinguishable clothing with strong religious characteristics, many Hui and Dongxiang are 

perceived by local authorities and Han Chinese as the ―trouble-makers‖ who are ―hard to deal 

with.‖ A cadre to whom I had been introduced while conducting my fieldwork in Boshuxiang 

community (a Hui community in Xiaoxihu) in 2015 told me, ―it was very difficult to manage 

the place because of the six ‗MANYS‘ (‗many floaters,‘ ‗many minorities,‘ ‗many religious 

sites,‘ ‗many alleys,‘ ‗many minority enterprises,‘ ‗many poor‘).‖   

    In the past four decades, China has experienced its most unprecedented rural-urban 

migration in human history. Recent estimates show that around 2.82 million out of the total of 

1.34 billion people have moved from rural to urban areas seeking employment (NBSPRC 

2016). This process has totally changed the face of China, transforming China from a planned 

economy into a more market-oriented society. On the one hand, the socio-economic condition 

of both rural and urban regions would never have developed this far without the industrious 

contributions of these migrants. On the other hand, millions of migrants benefit from this 

process by escaping from the poverty. Although both the majority Han and minority groups 

are involved in this process, in a relative sense, the minorities are always placed in 

marginalized positions in terms of social exclusion, job market discrimination and cultural 

stereotypes (Hasmath 2014). Minorities are also marginalized at the macro-level. Economic 

growth and market mechanisms have largely been applied in the developed regions, thereby 

exacerbating the regional disparity between eastern and western parts, especially where 

minorities aggregate (Wu 2014). 

    China is advertised by its state media propaganda as a united multi-ethnic nation (tongyide 

duo minzu guojia) with majority Han (Hanzu) and other 55 minority groups (shaoshu minzu) 

who share social equality from a single strand of ethnic policies. Although the minority 

groups in China only represent around 10% of the whole population, their unique 
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characteristics, absolute numbers, and extensive spatial distribution make them a non-

negligible part of this rural-urban migration process. These minorities are usually less 

prepared and less competitive than their Han counterparts when they enter the job market in 

the cities (Zang 2008). Not only do they need to overcome the challenges caused by the rural-

urban divide, but migrants also have to deal with the cultural barriers in a totally different 

cultural context. Moreover, because of the institutional barriers, especially the Hukou system 

(see Chan 2018), local authorities are not always fully prepared to accommodate these 

migrants.  

As the largest group in China, the Han are always deemed as the ―benchmark‖ in Chinese 

society in term of social norms and customs. The Hui
1
 people are usually seen as the offspring 

of the Arabian, Persian, Mongolian, and central Asian Muslim businessmen who had travelled, 

settled and inter-married with local Chinese along the Silk Road in around 10th century under 

the unification of Islam (Gladney 2003; Dillon 2013). The Dongxiang, who sometimes call 

themselves Sarta, are mainly the Semu people who had migrated from Central Asia in the 

13th century and assimilated with local Han, Hui, Tibetan, and Mongol over the years. 

Although the Dongxiang speak a different language, which is similar to Mongolian mixed 

with Chinese, Persian, and Arabic words and expressions other than Mandarin, the vast 

majority of Dongxiang use the Chinese formal writing system. Prior to the 1950s, Hui and 

Dongxiang were officially categorized as one group because they share the same Muslim 

religion, geographical location and history, and have similar cultural backgrounds. 

    The purpose of this thesis is to probe the dynamics between ethnic identity and migration 

and to excavate the mechanisms behind the multi-ethnic migration process through case 

studies in three city/prefectures in Gansu province, NWC. Many cities in NWC (figure 1-1) 

are the first cities to be comprised of multi-ethnic societies of people from different ethnic and 

economic backgrounds living closely together. Furthermore, NWC has two of the most 

important religious groups, namely, Islam and Tibetan Buddhism, which has made and 

continuous to shape the composition of the urban population as an entirely unique mix 

compared to cities in the Eastern part of China. Specifically, the present thesis focuses on four 

groups of migrants: Han, Hui, Dongxiang, and Tibetan. 

                                                           
1
In the thesis discussion of Hui people, the focus is on those who live in Northwest China; this 

manuscript does not discuss the Hui from Southwest China (for instance, the Hui from Yunnan or 

Fujian or Hainan province), as we have not conducted interviews or studied the people of this region. 

A detailed review of these Hui can be found in Gladney (2004). 
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Figure 1-1 Schematic map of Northwestern China Provinces (colored ones).  

Source: Adapted from National Geomatics Center of China, made by Dr. Lei Jiang 

    We have chosen three city/prefectures
2
 namely, Lanzhou city (figure 1-2), Linxia Hui 

Autonomous Prefecture (figure 1-2) and Gannan Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture (figure 1-2) 

in Gansu Province as our targeted areas for the following reasons. In a geographical sense, 

this region is a buffer area situated between the Tibetan and Loess Plateaus and is one of the 

most highly mixed multi-ethnic zones in NWC. It borders Inner Mongolia and Ningxia Hui 

Autonomous Region to the north and Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region and Qinghai 

Province to the west. Historically, it has been an essential part of the Silk Road, favoring both 

Han Chinese and Central Asian Muslims commercially since ancient times. Many of the cities 

in this region have evolved from the former frontier settlements with divided morphologies, 

distinct cultural backgrounds and multi-functional spaces (Gaubatz 1998). Thus, it is the 

intersection of different religions and ethnic groups and has the innate predominance suitable 

for the study of multi-ethnic migrants.  

                                                           
2 Autonomous prefectures have a municipal level administration. Generally, the number of ethnic 

minorities within an autonomous prefecture comprises a large proportion (sometimes even +50%) of 

its total population. Historically, they were once home to these minorities. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tibetan_Plateau
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inner_Mongolia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ningxia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xinjiang
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qinghai
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Figure 1-2 Schematic map of Gansu Province and three targeted cities (colored ones).  

Source: Adapted from National Geomatics Center of China, made by Dr. Lei Jiang 

Lanzhou  

Ever since the Tang (C.E.618-C.E.907) and Song (C.E.960-C.E.1279) dynasties, Lanzhou has 

been a vital traffic artery and commercial port on the Northern Silk Road. Much later became 

an important metropolis for connecting ethnic minorities from the Western Regions. By the 

end of the 19
th

 century, however, the entire population of Lanzhou was fewer than 10,000, 

most being White Hat Hui and Black Hat Hui. Prior to the founding of the P.R. China in 1949, 

the population was less than 100,000. As the capital city of Gansu Province and regional 

central city in NWC, Lanzhou has consistently attracted large numbers of migrants (over 90% 

are Han) from across China (Lanzhou PADIS
3
). Notably, a huge number of Han migrants 

were state-orchestrated in the 1950s and 1960s while recent Han migrants are self-promoted. 

The earliest Muslim migration has been recorded at around the 10
th

 century, at a time when 

many Muslim groups from Arabia, Persia and central Asia engaged in commercial activity, 

manual work, and culture communications along the Silk Road.  

Linxia Hui Autonomous Prefecture (hereafter referred to as Linxia) 

Linxia is situated in the south of Lanzhou. For centuries, Linxia has been one of the major 

religious and commercial centers for all Chinese Muslims, with the nickname ―the little 

Mecca.‖ Historically, Linxia City has stood at the crossroads of a vital trade route: one of the 

important paths connecting China‘s heartland to Central Asia. From the 1670s onward, Linxia 

became an important Islamic center. Nearly all of the major Islamic events in history have 

                                                           
3 Abbreviation of ―Population Administration Decision Information System‖ 
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more or less connected with this city: for example, the establishment of Hua Si Men Huan in 

the mid-18
th

 century and the Great Muslim Rebellion in NWC in 1862. Nowadays, according 

to the Sixth National Census, it is the largest Muslim cluster in Gansu Province, with 59.14% 

of the population in Linxia as Muslim, 31.6% Hui, and 26.1% Dongxiang. It is safe to say that 

Muslims are the dominant power in local economic and cultural affairs. Linxia is also a 

significant transportation center connected to Lanzhou in the North and Gannan Tibetan 

Autonomous Prefecture to the South.  

Gannan Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture (hereafter known as Gannan)  

Gannan, the home of the traditional Tibetan nomad, has the largest Tibetan aggregation 

(54.64% are Tibetan according to the Sixth National Census). Gannan is located in the 

southern part of Gansu Province and connects to the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau to the Northeast. 

Han and Hui people have a long migration history to Gannan. The earliest Han-Tibetan 

interactions can be traced back to commercial activities during the rule of Emperor Hanwu 

(B.C.E. 141-87). Later contacts were also mainly commercial actions, generally through 

exchanges of Han silk, tea, china, and dye, and Tibetan Yaks, highlander goats and horses. 

The establishment of the Labrang Monastery and Heicuo Temple in the latter part of the 

1800s led to the formation of informal settlements around them, and the appearance of the 

new ―Congla‖ commodity trading market, which promoted the migration of Han. In the so-

called modern era of the 1950s, migration was state-orchestrated to ―support the development 

of under-developed areas.‖ Nowadays, many Han people from all over China are self-

promoted gold diggers who arrive to Gannan to earn money. Hezuo city has become one of 

the major Han clusters in Gannan. 

1.2 Theoretical Framework 

Circulation, Migration Decision-making and Hukou  

Migration was once deemed as a linear process ending up with a static state. The 

displacement of family members is temporary; migrants who sojourn to the destination alone 

will either return afterwards or the family members will gradually join the sojourner and 

ultimately the family will move as a unit (Mincer 1978). The hypothesis of the inevitable 

family reunion in migration studies has been continually challenged by the appearance of new 

technology (for instance, the internet, telephone and high-speed rail), especially within the 

past 30 years (Skeldon 1977; Hugo 1982, 2014; Fan et al. 2011). This is particularly the case 

among internal migration, where the cost of shuttling between place of destination and place 
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of origin is less expensive and effortful (e.g. the lower traveling and telephone costs, no visa 

needed). Nowadays, distance in time and space is less of a barrier in preventing migrants from 

maintaining connections between their origin and settlement societies. According to a UN 

report (2014), the small and mid-size cities in Asia and Africa will become increasingly 

important in accommodating a huge population in the future. Circulation emerges as the 

major characteristic of migration in most of these countries (Hugo 2014). Cities in NWC are 

no exception because most of them are small and middle sized (the definition of small and 

middle size cities in China is provided in the section on Hukou) compared to the East and 

Coastal part of China. 

Research on circular migration has been carried out extensively since the 1970s. Zelinsky 

(1971: 226) defines it as ―a great variety of movements, usually short-term, repetitive, or 

cyclical in nature, but all having in common the lack of any declared intention of a permanent 

or long-lasting change in residence.‖ This definition rests on the perspective of human agency 

and stresses that migration is re-duplicative rather than just a one-off human movement. In the 

viewpoint of Skeldon (1977), circulation is not only considered as temporary, but it is also 

assumed as a stepping stone to another destination or as a transitional phase which may lead 

to a longer or more permanent condition during the transitional period. Hugo (1982: 70) 

emphasizes the rural-urban dual structure and argues that circulation is the ―strategy that 

keeps the mover‘s options in the village completely open so that the risk of not being able to 

earn subsistence is reduced by spreading it between village and city income opportunities.‖ 

The recent formulation by Oakes and Schein (2006: 20) illustrates that circulation can be 

explained through the concept of trans-locality which ―deliberately confuses the boundaries of 

the local in an effort to capture the increasingly complicated nature of spatial processes and 

identities, yet it insists on viewing such processes and identities as place-based rather than 

exclusively mobile, uprooted or ‗travelling.‘‖ Despite all the different criteria and domains of 

defining circular migration, the concept of circulation puts forward the very nature of 

migration as family based, dynamic and socio-spatially interconnected. The major results of 

circulation emerge as different migration patterns. 

Circulation can be explained from the viewpoint of rational choice theory and social 

networks. On the one hand, rational choice theory is parallel to neoclassical economics which 

is largely based on the assumption of the rational human (who has the full knowledge of 

information) and stresses the utility maximization of individual migrants. Migration decision-

making is an accounting of a net cost-benefit calculation and largely abides by human capital 

factors (Todaro 1969; Haug 2008). In this vein, migration patterns are supposed to be the 
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rational arrangements of family members based on the family‘s utility maximization. 

However, it is hard to explain why many migrants who are better paid in their destinations 

nevertheless return to their home origins after working in the host society for a long time (c.f. 

Dustmann 1996).  

On the other hand, rational choice theory is closely related to the new economics of labor 

migration (NELM). NELM ―shifts the focus of migration theory from individual 

independence to mutual interdependence‖ because ―migration decisions are often made 

jointly by the migrants and by some groups of non-migrants (for instance, family members 

who are left behind and the wider communities in the Chinese context)‖ (Stark and Bloom 

1985: 174–175). As a matter of fact, migration decision-making is not only a process of 

pursuing the maximizing of individual‘s utility, but it also includes a consideration of 

minimizing the risks of families having to cope with market failures in the hometown (De 

Haas 2010). From the NELM perspective, migrants are more likely to return home once they 

earn enough money because the ―target earners only seek short-term access to paid labor‖ 

(Constant and Massey 2002: 11; De Haas et al. 2015). In this sense, circulation can be seen as 

risk aversion behavior. It encourages the flowing and exchange of resources among family 

members in order to minimize the potential risks (e.g. natural disaster and deficient markets) 

(Massey et al. 1993). Family networks become significant resources which produce 

reciprocity support and long-lasting social capital in case of unemployment or other accidents 

occur (Ryan et al. 2009). 

From the aspect of social networks, circulation is the result of multiple forms of spatial 

connectedness because people are always ―being identified with more than one location‖ 

(Oakes and Schein 2006; Greiner and Sakdapolrak 2013). Furthermore, modern 

communication technologies now allow migrants to keep in contact with family members 

who remain in the place of origin without any physical movement whatsoever. This has led to 

the transformation and reinforcement of multiple-related trans-local networks in the 

destination and the depopulation and decay of villages (Ryan et al. 2009; Skeldon 2012). In 

relation to rural-urban migration, circular migration is gradually transformed from a rural-

based to a more urban-based phenomenon as migrants tend to spend more time in the place of 

the destination (Skeldon 2010). Thus, these trans-local ties articulate the importance of rural-

urban dynamics in different geographical scales such as cities and neighborhoods and families 

(these three geographical scales), which could facilitate the circulation of migrants, resources 

and everyday practices (Brickell and Datta 2010). The implication here is that the rural-urban 

dynamics should be discussed in a more localized context (Guarnizo and Smith 1998).  
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As Stark and Bloom (1985) put forward the importance of family relations in migration 

studies, it is necessary to clarify the concepts ―family‖ and ―household‖ when discussing 

circular migration. Although these two words are also distinguished in Chinese (the Chinese 

translations of ―family‖ and ―household‖ are Jia and Hu, respectively), it is not always easy to 

clarify these two words. In a general sense, family and household are usually used 

interchangeably in China (Fan et al. 2011). Giddens (2010: 331)‘ elaboration points out that a 

family is ―a group of individuals related to one another by blood ties, marriage or adoption, 

who form an economic unit, the adult members of which are responsible for the upbringing of 

children.‖ In other words, family members have to be related to each other in some defined 

terms (usually in kinships). In regard to the geographical aspect, family members can 

definitely be split among different geographical locations for multiple purposes (I have 

demonstrated these purposes in chapters 2 and 3). In contrast to a family, a household 

emphasizes geographical closeness, namely, ―a group of people living together in a fixed, 

tangible, building, sharing the living accommodation of that building (or sharing meals 

together)‖ (Haskey 2010: 11). This is to say that household members are not necessarily 

related (although they can be, and always are) in any form as long as they are living together 

at the same address. Given that this thesis stresses the splitting of family members, I 

consistently use the word ―family.‖ 

The institutional connotation of understanding circular migration in China is the unique 

Chinese Hukou (household registration) system. The Hukou system, as an institutional tool, 

relates to personal medical care, children‘s education, pension, housing subsidies, and other 

social benefits (Chan 2018). The original purpose for setting up the Hukou system is to 

provide a legal basis for controlling the flow of Chinese citizens. The Hukou system has 

become less restrictive since the implementation of reforms and the opening-up policy in later 

part of the 1970s. However, the past two decades have witnessed a decreased influence of the 

Hukou system on rural-urban mobility after several reforms were implemented. The most 

recent Hukou reform has released the constraint on small-size cities (population less than 0.5 

million) and only put little control on middle-size cities (population between 0.5 million and 1 

million) (State Council of China 2014). With the exception of Xi‘an, there are no huge and 

mega cities in NWC, therefore the influence of the Hukou system upon migrants has 

weakened considerably in NWC compared to the huge and mega cities elsewhere in China. 

Although rural residents nowadays are much less restricted when they move from rural to 

urban areas, the nature of unrecognized social status of these migrants has not yet been totally 

javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
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changed. A large number of circular migrants have emerged under such circumstances in 

NWC.  

Ethnic Identity, Social Capital and Ethnic Communities 

The main argument for the division of different ethnic groups in this thesis is because ethnic 

identity can be seen as a special kind of social capital which can only be gained through one‘s 

ethnic background. The concept ―social capital‖ can be defined as group-based resources and 

information embedded in and generated by migrants‘ social networks (Lancee 2012). The 

formation and extension of social networks persistently reduces the costs of migration by 

creating a social support system in the destinations (Massey and España 1987). This support 

system usually provides migrants with access to financial help, accommodation and job 

information (Boyd 1989). In return, the spatial structures (for instance, ethnic communities) 

that have been established by migrants promote the migration behavior (Massey 1990). This 

process of the proliferation of social networks is called cumulative causation, which finally 

promotes the formation of communities (Massey et al. 1993). 

    From a functionalist perspective, Coleman (1990) argues that families and communities are 

employed as the significant assets of migrants in order to achieve their social goals during the 

migration. His argument treats social capital as a collective good, however he overlooks 

inequality positions of the people in a social structure (e.g. an ethnic community). Besides, it 

can be problematic to emphasize only the positive aspects of social capital and the formation 

of ethnic communities in the study of ethnic identity, because in doing so, we only amplify 

the cooperative side while neglecting the power relations of ethnic groups (Portes 1998).  

Putnam (2007: 145) takes a step further and divides social capital into bonding capital that 

―ties to people who are like me in some important way‖ (e.g. migrants from the same ethnic 

group) and bridging capital that ―ties people who are unlike me in some important way‖ (e.g. 

migrants from different ethnic groups). In this sense, the ethnic community is formed through 

bonding capital with the members from the same ethnic background. Wiley (1967) proposed 

the concept of ethnic mobility entrapment to describe the situation in which individual 

migrants are only able to seek opportunities in the homogeneous group. Li (2004) argues that 

wide socio-economic opportunities are missed in the larger society due to migrants‘ 

dependence on communities because ―the marginal status of minority communities affects the 

resourcefulness, which in turn constrains the effectiveness of social relations developed in 

such contexts‖ (Li 2004: 1778). Social capital built within the ethnic communities could be at 
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the expense of disconnecting from mainstream society and it becoming difficult to ―flee 

away‖ from their communities (Morales 2016). 

The concept of location-specific capital indicates that the human social and cultural capital 

of migrants may be difficult to transfer from one place to another. Haug (2008: 58) explains 

that ―location-specific capital ties persons to particular places, referencing goods which are 

not available everywhere, assuring that utility would be lost or diminished if the person were 

to migrate to another place.‖ That is to say, the resources embedded in the ethnic identity of 

migrants can be considered as the location-specific capital in one cultural context while these 

same resources may be partly or completely lost in another. In China, the state authorities 

have endowed a certain degree of autonomy to the lower administrative entities from province 

to village level due to the aggregation and proportion of certain ethnic groups. This makes 

these autonomous entities different from the places where the Han are always the dominant 

group in terms of population, economy and culture. Thus, these diverse cultural contexts in 

these autonomous entities can also be vital to migrants because the social capital that derives 

from ethnic identity is highly context-specific (Bourdieu 1986). 

Ethnic Identity and Acculturation 

Despite the diverse research, most scholars agree that ethnic identity is developed within a 

constructionist framework where such identity is fluid and negotiated by and through the 

context, inter alia, of group contacts (Barth 1969; Phinney 2003; Sullivan 2012). The wider 

significance of ethnic identity construction involves the negotiation of ethnic boundaries, 

where the individuals classify ―self‖ and ―others‖ in terms of their ethnic categories through 

labelling (Wimmer 2008). The act of labelling unveils the process of othering, which is 

achieved by maximizing the distinctiveness of those outside the group (―out-groups‖), and the 

similarities of those inside a specific ethnic group (―in-groups‖) (Brewer 1991; Nagel 1994). 

The constructionist point of view downplays, however, the essential traits of ethnic identity, 

thereby allowing for new forms of representation to appear as the different cultural groups 

encounter each other during the migration (Chacko 2015). Ethnic identity formation 

―performs‖ as a perpetual negotiation and renegotiation rather than drawing a fixed boundary 

because all forms of culture are continually in flux (Bhabha 1990). The formation and 

negotiation of ethnic identity is thus made manifest by the dialectical entanglement of social 

structure and human agency, one‘s endowment and individual choices, and the imposed along 

with the optional (Nagel 1994; Cox 2014). 
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    At the moment of cultural encounter, arriving groups with alienated cultural backgrounds 

and receiving groups start to renegotiate boundaries and redefine their identities. The 

intentions and meanings of the migrants‘ performances reflect their own interpretations of 

ethnic identity and are largely based on the experience of human subjectivity (Carlin 2017). 

Although ethnic identity formation may present itself as ceaseless construction and 

reconstruction, it is also true that actors must often apply stereotypes in order to catch up with 

the perception that ethnic identity can be reconciled as inherent allegiance to particular 

elements, e.g. communities, territories and cultures, in order to normalize the meanings of 

various actions in both home and host society (Chirkov 2009; Skop and Li 2017). This is 

because human experience can be largely grounded on what migrants deem to be ―primordial 

ties‖ or ―essentialized representations‖ which go beyond the internal divergence (Scott 1990). 

These stereotyped signifiers are exaggerated, simplified and reified. The stereotype relies on 

the concept of fixity, thus indicating the repetitive and concrete part of ethnic identity that 

handles ―otherness‖ (Bhabha 1994; Ridanpää 2014).  

    Berry (1992) formulates acculturation as the cultural orientations among different ethnic 

groups that are not characterized as ―one falls, another rises,‖ but are instead independent to a 

certain extent. In this view, ethnic identity can be conceptualized through four acculturation 

strategies, integration, assimilation, separation, and marginalization using two issues: the 

migrants‘ relative tendency to retain their original identity (or cultural heritage of their society 

of origin), or to obtain the ethnic identity of the host group (or cultural characteristics from the 

host society). Integration (or biculturalism strategy), is defined as positive to both, whereas 

assimilation strategy is negative to the first and positive to the second, and the separation 

strategy is positive to the first and negative to the second. Marginalization strategy manifests 

not in accordance to either of them (Phinney 1990). Acculturation is the process of 

psychological or cultural change occurring in both the group and the individual after engaging 

in intercultural contact (Berry 1992). At group level, it involves changes such as collective 

actions, social institutions, cultural forms, and group solidarity (Berry 1997). At individual 

level, it involves changes in attitudes, behavior and even loyalty. These changes at group level 

may be relatively stable and fixed as a whole, but large variations may exist among individual 

members, even for those from the same cultural origin who experience acculturation together 

(Sam and Berry 2010).  

From a universalist perspective, the acculturation strategies presuppose a relatively ―stable‖ 

and unitary identity (Berry and Sam 1997). This epistemological stance may, however, be 

problematic at times since there are hardly any ―pure‖ or unitary identities that have never 
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experienced change within historical and geographical dimensions. From the interpretive 

perspective, acculturation can be explained through symbols, meanings, representations, and 

performances of ethnic identity because ―people intentionally reason their actions through a 

meaningful socio-cultural context‖ (Chirkov 2009: 96). The dialectical relationship between 

group and individual acculturation is reflected in changes in intersubjective and subjective 

meanings, this is to say, migrants construct their identities at group level collectively through 

normalizing and consenting ―shared essences,‖ while individuals label the categories and 

negotiate the meanings of their identities according to their own perceptions and 

interpretations (Hollis 2002; Skop 2006; Carlin 2017). It is individual migrants who 

experience acculturation as self-perceived and who associate their affections to either the 

ethnic identity of the host group or to their original identity. Acculturation is therefore not 

only an objectively identified and sculpted paradigm but may also be subjectively perceived 

and fluidly negotiated. 

1.3 Research Questions and Outlines of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 of the thesis presents the relationships between migration decision-making and the 

ethnic identities of migrants in three city/prefectures in Gansu. As discussed earlier, migration 

and settlement might be a better way for migrants to escape from poverty and improve their 

livelihoods compared to working on farms in the hometowns, especially for minorities who 

are more likely to live in regions that have felt the hardest pinch of the economic recession. 

Potentially, the chapter may provide evidence for the future trends of population flow and 

policy implications for local authorities in better accommodating migrants from different 

groups. Chapter 2 seeks to answer two main questions: 

1. What are the determinants influencing migrants‟ settlement intentions in NWC?  

2. How does the ethnic identity influence migrants‟ settlement intentions in 

different cultural contexts of receiving societies? 

The focus in Chapter 3 shifts from individual to family migration. Minorities are usually less 

competitive in the job market compared to Han; they tend to remain in the minority 

communities when they arrive at destinations. Although migrants benefit from ethnic ties 

fostered from ethnic communities in regard to access to jobs, accommodation, and 

information, ethnic communities always function as a pitfall, by isolating migrants and 
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disallowing them to integrate into the larger society. Relevant questions in Chapter 3 are the 

following  

1. What factors influence the migration patterns namely, sole (moving alone), 

couple (moving with spouse), and family (moving with all family members) of Han 

and Hui families, respectively in NWC? 

2. Why are Hui communities important to Hui families?  

3. Do Hui benefit or are they trapped within the Hui community?  

4. How do the Hui migrants and their families establish new networks and gain 

access to social networks within the Hui communities?  

Thereafter, in Chapter 4 we examine the roles that ethnic identities play in the acculturation 

process. In China, there are vast differences among the regions in terms of cultural traditions. 

Regional ethnic autonomy is applied to these regions at different administrative levels where 

minorities usually aggregate. Although minorities are less likely to be the dominant group in 

terms of politics, they are usually bestowed with a certain degree of freedom to use their own 

language, practice their own religion and maintain their own cultural habits. This makes 

cultural contexts in these regions still markedly different from many Eastern and coastal cities. 

As Phinney (1990) argues, ethnic identity is conditioned by the cultural context of the 

destinations. Minority migrants as well as Han migrants may face more cultural barriers and 

have to adapt to cultural differences when they move to the cities where the cultural contexts 

are totally different from their own origins. We therefore address two pertinent questions in 

Chapter 4  

1. How do migrants interpret and negotiate ethnic identities in their new cultural 

contexts?  

2. How do the ethnic identities of migrants influence their acculturation to a new 

cultural context?  

Next, Chapter 5 takes the phenomenon of Han outward migration and Hui inward migration 

in the Boshuxiang community in Lanzhou as its starting point in an analysis of the ethno-

territoriality process. Ethnic identity not only implies the embeddedness of ethnic capital but 

also indicates boundaries among different ethnic groups. Ethnic community can be seen as the 

reification of these boundaries. In this sense, ethnic community fits into the definition of 
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territory, where ethnic migrants assert power and claim space. It is important to notice that the 

power relations underpinning the social spaces are always under negotiation. Thus, the 

following questions are examined in Chapter 5  

1. How do Hui migrants claim the community as “their place”?  

2. How do Hui migrants defend the ethno-territoriality of Hui communities?  

3. How do Hui migrants assert their power in Hui communities?  

         4. What roles do local and central authorities play in the process of the ethno- 

         territoriality in host societies? 

1.4 Fieldwork Report 

The data sources of this thesis were mainly derived from extensive survey questionnaires (for 

quantitative analysis) and in-depth interviews (for qualitative analysis) from 13 street level 

administrations in Lanzhou, Linxia and Gannan, all in Gansu province from August to 

November, 2013. We applied a random sampling method to collect questionnaires, a total of 

2,500 questionnaires were prepared for distribution. Appendix 1 summarizes the selection 

process and number of questionnaires distributed in each Street/Zhen/Xiang. We chose these 

areas for two reasons. Firstly, according to our observations and the information acquired 

from key informants (I explained the ―key informants‖ in the later part of fieldwork report), 

these sub-district administrations are all located in peri-urban areas or so-called “urban 

villages” in which the migrants with different ethnic backgrounds are densely aggregated due 

to the low cost and high accessibility. Secondly, we need to obtain the information of these 

who also brought their family members when they migrated while the low-rent independent 

housing in these areas offers more flexibility and relative privacy for the family members of 

migrants.  

The survey questionnaires include five parts, namely, basic information of the 

respondents; housing condition of the respondents; jobs and incomes of the respondents; 

intention of settlement and community relations of the respondents (for the detailed 

information of the questionnaires, please refer to appendix 2). To guarantee the quality of 

questionnaires, we have set up cross checking questions (see appendix 2). For instance, we 

asked the marital status in appendix 2-1-5, number of the children in appendix 2-1-6 and the 

condition of the family member in appendix 2-4-6; Another example is we asked if the 

migrants was self-employed in appendix 2-3-7 and checked it in appendix 2-3-11. Before the 
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official fieldwork starts, I have organized pilot studies. The purpose of the pilot is to adjust 

the questionnaires. For instance, we found that many interviewees were reluctantly to share 

their exact age and incomes, so we changed the age (appendix 2-1-1) and incomes (appendix 

2-3-1) into scales. We removed 582 questionnaires with discrepancies and incomprehensible 

answers and those who have an urban Hukou from our original data set, leaving 1,918 cases 

for the regression analysis of the settlement intention of migrants for chapter 2. And we used 

1,132 family migration cases out of 1,918 total cases for the analysis of chapter 3.  

The materials from in-depth interviews (appendix 3) were collected for two times. The first 

one was conducted at the same time with the distributions of questionnaires in 2013. To keep 

the data consistent, we included the samples of in-depth interviews in the quantitative 

questionnaires (only the first 39 samples were included). The second one was carried out in 

October and November in 2015. Our total of 59 interviews included 9 Han and 7 Hui migrants 

in Lanzhou; 8 Han, 10 Hui, and 4 Dongxiang migrants in Linxia; 5 Han, 5 Hui and 11 Tibetan 

migrants in Gannan, some of who were visited more than once, and 11 key informants. These 

interviewees were approached through both snow-balling and random sampling method 

because we intended to make sure these samples were representative and balanced in terms of 

the age, gender, ethnic backgrounds and employment types.  

All participants were above 21 and had lived in their destination cities for at least two years. 

They all had engaged in inter- and intra-group contacts during their migration process. The in-

depth interviews were semi-structured. This is because the pilot I conducted before the 

official fieldwork indicated that it was difficult to strictly confine my questions in a structured 

way because I need to let the interviewers talk in a way they felt like to talk freely without 

interrupts or constraints, so the interviews were semi-structured and organized in a 

conversational way to make the interviewees feel easy. The questions are outlined on several 

dimensions of migration process including: migration history, migration decision-making and 

inquired into how migrants' ethnic identities and the cultural contexts of the cities influence 

their decision-making, family migration patterns, migration experience of the interviewees 

(personal stories) in/outside communities/neighborhoods. The conversation were always 

starting with questions on their migration experience, job search, and living conditions. Each 

interview lasted approximately one hour. The results of the in-depth interviews were mainly 

presented in chapter 4 and chapter 5, I also used them to complement and enrich the results of 

quantitative data for chapter 2 and chapter 3 because the results of regression sometimes 

could be rigid, inflexible and insufficient to explain the dynamics of the migration process. 
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The fieldwork was organized and conducted by the author with the assistance of three 

groups of trained students from local universities. It is not possible to reach all the 

respondents in the targets street level administrations because interviewees may live work in 

different places. Therefore, we approached interviewees who work and live in the targeted 

areas in each street-level administration in the day time and organized the home-visiting to 

those who work in a different place other than their dwellings with the help of our key 

informants, ji sheng zhuan gan (JSZG, 计生专干, special workers for family planning) and 

liu dong zhuan gan (LDZG, 流动专干, special workers for floating population). These cadres 

in sub-district administrations usually have frequent contacts with migrants every day and are 

familiar with the basic conditions of the floating population. They are also obligated to help 

these new arrivals who are in need and register them every month. Furthermore, the cadres 

who deal with the minorities are usually with minority backgrounds. With all these familiarity 

and expertise, we may furthest surmount both trust and language issues. 
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Chapter 2 Does Ethnic Identity Influence Migrants’ Settlement Intentions? 

Evidence from Three Cities in Gansu Province, Northwest China
4
 

 

Abstract: The debate concerning the determinants of rural-urban migration in China has thus far paid 

little attention to migrants with different ethnic backgrounds. The present article investigates the 

determinants of settlement intentions using survey data for three city/prefectures in Northwest China. 

Under four strategies: Settling in the city (as the baseline); Returning home; Moving to other cities, 

and Undecided, we analyze migrants‘ intentions through a multi-nominal logit approach, in 

conjunction with in-depth interviews and participant observations. The results demonstrate a range of 

determinants that include human capital, migration characteristics, employment, network, and local 

factors. Findings indicate in particular that type of contract and job training strongly influences 

migrant settlement in all models. The implication of this finding is that migrants will have to learn 

practical skills if indeed they have a settlement plan. It may be attractive to invest in vocational 

schools and to regulate the labor market and contracts for local authorities if they are willing to 

accommodate these migrants. As expected, ethnic identity and city characteristics also play an 

important role in determining migrants‘ decisions to settle. Worth to notice that minority migrants tend 

to stay in cities where there is higher cultural homogeneity, thus lower demand for integration. They 

are less likely to resort to migration for a better livelihood compared to the Han majority. We advocate 

that the creation of a more inclusive socio-cultural context may promote minority migrants‘ mobility, 

thereby improving their livelihoods through migration. 

 

Key words: Settlement intentions; Multi-ethnic migration; Northwest China; Ethnic identity; Cultural 

context; Social capital 
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2.1 Introduction 

In China, the rapid growth of urbanization has triggered massive rural-urban migration since 

the late 1980s. Millions of migrants have flocked from rural areas to cities in response to the 

high demand for labor. A major question has arisen as to whether these migrants will decide 

to settle in their destination cities. In fact, concern has grown about settlement intentions over 

the past few years (among others, Yang 2000; Zhu 2007; Yue et al. 2010; Fan 2011; Shen 

2012; Cao et al. 2015). A noteworthy omission in the literature is the analysis of differences 

relating to the ethnic backgrounds of migrants in multi-ethnic regions in China. Possible 

reasons for such neglect could be that Chinese ethnic issues and policy continue to be 

sensitive, official data is often disputable and/or lacking, and scholars have low accessibility 

to these regions. 

    This article attempts to enrich the research on settlement intentions by paying close 

attention to the ethnic identities of migrants in China‘s multi-ethnic regions. The phrase 

―multi-ethnic migration‖ immediately conveys the idea that our migrants in question comprise 

different ethnic backgrounds. Migration to and settlement in cities has constantly been the 

escape route from poverty and the quest for better livelihoods, especially for minority 

migrants who are more likely to depart from economically depressed regions. Minorities are, 

however, generally vulnerable in the job market and are less prepared than their Han 

counterparts to compete for employment (Zang 2008). Moreover, they face formidable 

challenges during the settlement process because not only do migrants need to overcome 

rural-urban disparities but they also have to manage the barriers raised by heterogeneous 

ethnicity such as culture adaptations. Local and regional governments may also witness 

incidents of tension among different groups during the multi-ethnic migration process.  

We specifically target three typical ethnic groups in Gansu province: Han, Hui, and 

Tibetans in three cities, namely Lanzhou, Linxia Hui autonomous prefecture (Linxia), and 

Gannan Tibetan autonomous prefecture (Gannan) in Northwest China (NWC). The Gansu 

province, situated in the buffer zone between the Tibetan and Loess Plateaus and the ancient 

Silk Road, is one of the most ethnic heterogeneous regions in NWC where mainly the Han 

Chinese, Central Asians, Arabic, Mongols, and Tibetans were frequently acculturated and 

commercially favored to each other. We chose these three groups not only because they are 

the most influential ones in terms of the local socioeconomic development. Lanzhou, the 

capital city of Gansu province, attracts many migrants (mainly Hui Muslims) of different 

ethnic backgrounds. In Linxia, the population (59.2%, The Sixth National Census) is larger 

than the national majority Han. The prevalence of Muslim cultural practice and tradition in 

https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+prevalence
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the city has made it renowned as the ―Little Mecca‖ of China. Whereas Gannan, which is 

more populated by Tibetans (56.4%, The Sixth National Census) with diverse Tibetan cultural 

backgrounds, is the homeland of traditional Tibetan nomads. It is safe to say that the targeted 

groups and cities are representative for ethnic-oriented studies.  

We tackle the following questions: 1. What are the determinants influencing migrants‘ 

settlement intentions in NWC? 2. How do migrants‘ ethnic identities influence their 

settlement intentions in different cultural contexts in different city/prefectures? The research 

presented here not only provides signals for future trends of population mobility but it also 

gives strong evidence to policy-makers and city managers as they formulate urban plans for 

future socioeconomic development and, more precisely, in their aim to better accommodate 

incoming migrants in this region. 

2.2 To Stay or To Go? Framing the Settlement Intention in Northwest China 

Both international and internal migration can be seen as human movement between 

geographical locations which is determined by a multitude of factors (Mangalam 2015). In 

general, economic factors are among the most conspicuous in relation to migration behaviours. 

From the perspective of Neoclassical Economics (NE), the impetus for migration comes from 

a cost-benefit calculation, on the part of individuals, between destination and place of origin 

(Hagen-Zanker 2008). Specifically, migration decision making is based on the calculation of 

―the material costs of travelling, the costs of maintenance while moving and looking for work, 

the effort involved in learning a new language and culture, the difficulty experienced in 

adapting to a new labor market, and the psychological costs of cutting old ties and forging 

new ones‖ (Massey et al. 1993: 434). Under this assumption, migrants seek higher wages and 

better employment opportunities. The whole migration process is regarded as an investment 

of individuals‘ human capital for the purpose of maximizing their own utility (Bauer and 

Zimmermann 1999). The theory of NE therefore assumes that maximizing one‘s utility will 

promote migrants‘ settlement at their targeted destinations (Constant and Massey 2002). 

    In a strict NE paradigm, migration decision-making is arbitrarily based on the rational 

choice of individual migrants. NE fails, however, to explain why, despite migrants earning a 

higher wage and successfully managing their employment, a large proportion of them still 

return home after years of working in the host society (c.f. Dustmann 1996). The New 

Economics of Labor Migration (NELM) comes as a more nuanced approach to ―shift the 

focus of migration theory from individual independence (optimization against nature) to 

mutual interdependence (optimization against one another)‖ because ―migration decisions are 
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often made jointly by the migrants and by some groups of non-migrants‖ (Stark and Bloom 

1985: 174–175). In fact, migration is not exclusively maximization of the individual‘s utility 

but also includes minimization of family risks in response to a failed market at home (De 

Haas 2010). The NELM treats migration as merely a temporary action because migration, in 

this scheme, is regarded as a family livelihood strategy; the allocation of family members 

highlights the different ways to avoid risk as well as spread risk. Moreover, the migrants are 

seen as ―target earners only seek short-term access to paid labor‖. Logically, once migrants 

have earned enough money, they prefer to return to their place of origin (Constant and 

Massey 2002: 11; De Haas et al. 2015). 

    Although economic approaches are largely able to explain the impetus for migration, 

sociological approaches show more potential for explaining the continuation of migration. 

From the social network perspective, migrant networks are regarded as the paramount form of 

capital; these can provide access to information and resources and hence influence migrants‘ 

decision to stay or leave (Reynolds 2010). When migrants move to the city, they tend to 

establish and expand their networks in order to generate social capital (Ryan et al. 2008). To 

clarify the concept ―social capital‖, we can interpret it as group-based resources and 

information embedded in and generated by migrants‘ social networks when they arrive at 

destinations (Lancee 2012). On the one hand, the mere forming of networks and their 

extensions suggests the capacity to consistently decrease migration costs by creating a social 

support system in the host society (Massey and España 1987). On the other hand, the social 

structures created by migrants tend to encourage migratory behavior (Massey 1990). This 

process is known as cumulative causation, which leads to the spatial aggregation of the 

population (Massey et al. 1993). One result of cumulative causation is the socio-spatial 

aggregation of the population, in other words, the formation of communities.  

    As in social network theory, NELM also contends that building networks is the most 

important aspect of migration. The assumption of NELM is that the whole family is an 

enveloped unit and gives emphasis to the influence among family members. Whilst family is 

no longer a geographically enveloped unit; instead, the family members are open and linked 

with outsiders through the complex social network (Ryan 2011). Whereas social network 

theory takes a broader view and sees migratory behavior as facilitated and guided by migrant 

networks. The networks are characterized by ―sets of interpersonal ties that connect migrants, 

former migrants, and non-migrants in origin and destination areas through ties of kinship, 

friendship, and shared community origin‖ (Massey et al. 1993: 448). These complicated social 

networks can be seen as a resource that may positively or negatively influence migrants‘ 
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settlement intentions. The main argument for making distinctions among Han, Hui and 

Tibetan in the current research is because ethnic identity can be seen as a type of special 

social capital which is only achieved through one‘s own ethnic membership. In other words, 

ethnic identity reveals the embodiment of social capital through migrants‘ cultural 

backgrounds. In fact, both social capital and ethnic identity highlight the importance of 

networks. Migrants‘ ethnic identity offers them easy and reliable access to information and 

resources through the ethnic ties and networks, and in so doing, contributes to the formation 

of different ethnic communities (Li 2004).  

Ethnic identity not only relates to ethnic members, groups and communities; it also links to 

the cultural context of the receiving society (Rosenthal and Feldman 1992). Some research 

finds that migrants‘ ethnic identity can be salient in one cultural context while being less 

pronounced in another (Ethier and Deaux 1994; Philip 2007). In fact, the settlement intentions 

of migrants are influenced by their cultural integration in the host society (De Haas and 

Fokkema 2011), indicating that the interactions between ethnic identity and cultural contexts 

of the destinations may either promote or discourage migrants‘ movement. Davanzo (1981) 

proposes the location-specific capital to put forward the idea that the human capital, social 

capital and cultural capital that the migrants bear may not be easily transferred from one place 

to another. This is because the ―location-specific capital ties persons to particular places, 

referencing goods which are not available everywhere, assuring that utility would be lost or 

diminished if the person were to migrate to another place‖ (Haug 2008: 58). In other words, 

the cultural resources that migrants have absorbed from their ethnic identities can be seen as 

the location-specific capital in one cultural context while may be partly or completely lost in 

another. Thus, the decision to move to a certain location can be largely based on the 

preferences of the cultural context of that location. Such preference, according to De Vroome 

and Van Tubergen (2014), is likely to exert the impact on migrants‘ settlement intentions. 

2.3 Data Source and Research Settings 

The data sources for this article are derived from a joint project survey of quantitative 

questionnaires and qualitative interviews conducted in three cities in Gansu Province, NWC, 

from August to November, 2013. A total of 2,500 questionnaires were prepared for 

distribution. Prior to the official fieldwork, we carried out a pilot study in order to localize our 

questionnaires. After exchanging ideas with key informants, including workers specialized in 

the floating population (liu dong zhuan gan) and family plan (ji sheng zhuan gan) in street 

level administrations, we narrowed our selection to 13 street level administrations. We chose 
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these regions for two reasons. Firstly, they are all located in peri-urban areas or so-called 

―villages-in-the-city‖ (Chengzhongcun) in which the migrants are densely congregated due to 

high accessibility and low cost (key informants). Secondly, the low-rent independent housing 

in peri-urban areas offers more flexibility and relative privacy for migrants‘ family members 

(Fan 2011).  

    Appendix 1 summarizes the selection process and number of questionnaires distributed in 

each street. We have only targeted those who neither have an urban Hukou nor are registered 

in their place of destination. It would have been unrealistic to approach all of the interviewees 

in these street level administrations because migrants may live in one place and work in 

another. We therefore approached interviewees through two means. During the day time, and 

with the help of three groups of trained interviewers, we applied a random selection method 

and targeted migrants who work across the spectrum of every street-level administration. 

During the evenings, our interviewers visited migrants in their dwellings with the assistant of 

the special workers for floating population. These special workers are familiar with the basic 

conditions of local migrants and have gained their trust. Since they must register migrants 

every month, they are obligated to offer help to new arrivals. More importantly, the workers 

who are responsible for handling the cases of minority migrants usually have the minority 

background. With these circumstances of familiarity, we overcame language and trust issues. 

After excluding 582 questionnaires due to discrepancies and incomprehensible answers (we 

set up the cross check questions in the questionnaires to guarantee the reliability of the 

answers), our data set comprised 1,918 cases for analysis.  

    We conducted multinomial regression analyses using our 1,918 cases. In-depth interviews 

and participant observations were also carried out to complement and enrich the results of 

quantitative data because the results of regression can sometimes be mechanical, inflexible 

and not entirely plausible with regard to explanations of dynamic social facts. We used the 

snowballing technique to select 39 interviewees: 5 Han and 5 Hui migrants in Lanzhou; 6 Han, 

7 Hui, and 2 Dongxiang migrants in Linxia; and 5 Han, 5 Hui and 4 Tibetan migrants in 

Gannan. These samples are also included in the regression analysis for the purpose of data 

consistency. The in-depth interviews were semi-structured and conversational. We focused on 

questions about migration-related issues, including migration history, migration decision-

making and inquired into how migrants‘ ethnic identities and the cultural contexts of the cities 

influence their decision-making. 
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Dependent variables 

In general, migrants‘ settlement intentions can be considered as a dual structure issue: to stay 

permanently or temporarily. Owing to the focus of researchers, different questions were used 

to obtain structured information about migrants‘ settlement intentions. For instance, Yue et al. 

(2010) concentrate on migrants‘ job types and categorize settlement intentions into three 

groups: migrants who plan to return for farm work, those for non-farm work, and settlers. In 

Fan‘s work (2011), settlement intentions are considered to be time-sequenced and observed 

using five categories: leave anytime, leave after 1-2 years, leave after 3-4 years, stay 

permanently, and undecided. To stress the importance of family strategies, Yang (2000) 

illustrates settlement intentions using three options: migrate as an individual, family migration, 

and no migration. In order to demonstrate the settlement intentions of migrants, we follow the 

methodology of Zhu (2007) and have developed four strategies for our questionnaire, namely, 

staying in the current city (stay), going back to the hometown afterwards (return), moving to 

another city (transfer hub), and undecided. We apply this strategy for two reasons. Firstly, the 

results of our pilot study showed that many interviewees were undecided about their future. 

Secondly, most surveys in the literature have been conducted in first-tier cities in terms of 

social and economic development, e.g., Beijing, Shenzhen or Guangzhou. In the 

aforementioned cases, host cities were likely to be the final destinations for migrants. 

However, in this article we assume that a certain number of migrants will consider their host 

cities merely as transfer hubs, and may move to a place with higher social and economic 

opportunities. 

Independent variables 

In accordance with the discussion of our framework, we group the determinants of settlement 

intention into five categories in Table 2-1.  

The first group, Human Capital, includes four variables: age, gender, educational 

attainment, and language proficiency. Existing literature on settlement intention has already 

confirmed the importance of a series of human capital factors. For instance, Zhu and Chen 

(2010) argue that higher educated, female and younger migrants are more likely to settle 

down. As an alternative to the age factor, the generation factor (the ―pre-80s‖<=35 and ―post-

80s‖>35) is highly recommended in studies of migration in the Chinese context (Liu et al. 

2012). 

The second group, Migration Characteristics, includes length of migration, motivation for 

migration and family conditions. Migrants move to the city for a variety of reasons. Studies 
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indicate that migration motivation is always decisive in migrants‘ settlement intentions (Van 

Tubergen and Kalmijn 2009). Family circumstances of migrants are deemed to influence their 

opportunities as well as their risk behavior (Zhu 2007), i.e. family strategies are likely to 

impact on how migrants handle the uncertainties of an unfamiliar environment (Creese et al. 

2008).   

    The third group, migrant Employment conditions, is composed of income, job type, 

contract type, and job training. The employment mentioned in this article mostly refers to the 

―Three-D‖ jobs – dirty, dangerous and demeaning – which require non- or low-skilled labor; 

these jobs are not preferred by locals. ―Retail‖ includes myriad types of street peddlers, like 

self-employed shops, food and clothing stands, where work is messy and uncomfortable and, 

as such, fits the ―Three-D‖ category; ―Service‖ indicates low-skilled occupations in the 

service sector, e.g., waiter, housekeeper and nursing-aid; ―Professional‖ denotes all kinds of 

self-taught repairmen without qualifications, apprentices on construction sites, among others.   

    The fourth group is migrant Networks. Rural migrants, who barely have access to public 

services because of the institutional setting (the Hukou system), tend to concentrate in 

informal settlements, such as urbanizing villages, in order to access social networks upon 

arrival in the city (Hao et al. 2013). Thus, the community relationships developed in these 

informal settlements may affect their intention to settle (Du and Li 2010). There are six 

variables that we use to denote community relationships, namely friendliness, help given, help 

received, trust, communication frequency and degree of familiarity. However, we find multi-

collinearity between these six variables after a Pearson Correlation Test (Appendix 4). In 

response, we performed a factor analysis to reduce the six variables to a single variable 

representing migrants‘ community relationships (Appendix 5).  

The fifth group, Local Factors, consists of ethnic identity and city variables. We have, 

however, placed Hui and Dongxiang into one group because they share the same Muslim 

religion, geographical location and history, and have similar cultural backgrounds. In fact, 

Dongxiang is also called Dongxiang Hui. Despite they are classified into different ethnic 

groups by the Chinese authority, they still identify themselves as the same ethnic group. 

Table 2-1 Profile of independent variables and their definitions 

Independent variables Definitions 

Human Capital  

X1 Age 

X2 Gender 

1-<=35, 0->35 

1-Female, 0-Male                                                      

X3 Education Attainment 1-High school or above, 0-Junior high school or below                          

X4 Language Proficiency 1-sufficient, 0-insufficient 
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Migration Characteristics 

X5 The length of migration 

X6 Motivation of migration 

 

 

X7 Family conditions 

 

1->2 years, 0-<=2 years  

1-Economy/family-promoted, 

2-Skill driven,  

3-Others 

1-Single (unmarried),  

2-Split (family members are not living together),  

3-Family (family members are living together) 

Employment   

X8 Income 1->2000, 0-<=2000 (Units: Yuan/month) 

X9 Job type 1-Retail  

2-Service  

3-Professional 

X10 Contract 

 

X11 Job training 

1-Long (1 year or more), 2-Short (less than 1 year), 3-No contract,  

4-Self-employed  

1-yes, 0-no  

Networks 

X12 Connections in destinations 

X13 Community relationships 

 

The numbers of friends and relatives contacted frequently in destinations 

The variables were measured through 5-point Likert scales. 

From 1 to 5: 5 is the highest, 1 is the lowest 

Local Factors 

X14 Cities 

X15 Ethnic identity 

 

1-Lanzhou, 2-Linxia, 3-Gannan 

1-Han, 2- Hui, 3-Tibetan 

 

2.4 Results 

Descriptive analysis  

As indicated in table 2-2, the chi-square test shows that there is the significant difference 

between different ethnic groups in terms of the settlement intentions. When we compare our 

findings with similar surveys conducted elsewhere in China (Zhu 2007; Hu et al. 2011; Fan 

2011), the proportion of respondents in our study who have chosen to stay is relatively high 

(40.1%). Considering the limited resources and relatively unproductive land in NWC, fewer 

migrants (25.8%) in our survey plan to return. We suggest, therefore, that the group 

―undecided,‖ which in our survey accounts for 18.6% of respondents, should not be ignored. 

―Undecided‖ might indicate that some migrants have vague attitudes and are more likely to be 

influenced by others‘ opinions (Lundberg and Payne 2014).   

    Of the respondents, 15.5% assume the current city to be a springboard to a ―better‖ 

destination. The reasons for regarding the current city as a transfer hub vary widely. Some 

assert that, once they have become more skilled, they will travel to a more developed place: 

―We are practicing skills; you know if you can survive here, then you may survive in a better 

place, and otherwise return” (male, Hui, 21, Linxia). Others plan to leave for better 

circumstances as soon as they assume they can adapt to city life: ―Of course I want to go to 

Lanzhou… first I want to get a feel for city life in Linxia” (male, Hui, 30+, Linxia). For some 

of the ethnic groups, the purpose of moving from rural to urban areas is because they consider 

the religion in the hometown as constraining them in modern life. However, when they move 

to the city and locate in an area where people of the same origin are concentrated, they are 
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still confronted with a strong religious atmosphere. Longing for a more secular society makes 

them more likely to move again. For instance, ―You do not drink or smoke in front of them” 

(male, Dongxiang, 30±, Linxia); and ―You would be criticized if you did not fast during 

Ramadan” (female, Hui, 24, Lanzhou). The motivation to reside in a secular city is also found 

in very different contexts elsewhere in the world (Iceland: Bjarnason and Thorlindsson 2006; 

the Netherlands: Thissen et al. 2010). 

    There are few differences between Han and Hui migrants in Lanzhou and Linxia except for 

a lower percentage of Han migrants (14.7%) who are undecided, compared to Hui migrants 

(20.9%). When we consider that Han migrants are among the least likely, percentage-wise, to 

choose ―Undecided‖ in all the cities in our study, we may deduce that Han migrants are more 

explicit and consistent in their objectives. Han migrants, who consider the current city as a 

transfer hub, constitute the highest proportion in that category for all three cities. This finding 

suggests that Han migrants, more than all others, may perceive these cities as socially, 

economically and culturally backward, which then fosters higher mobility among Han 

migrants.  

Table 2-2 The distribution of interviewees in terms of the cities, the ethnic groups and settlement intentions. 

Settlement Intentions Lanzhou Linxia Gannan 

Han Hui Han Hui Han Hui Tibetan 

Stay 44.1% 38.1% 41.9% 39.4% 33.0% 38.3% 45.5% 
Return 29.7% 31.3% 25.7% 23.2% 18.7% 26.1% 18.8% 

Transfer Hub 11.5% 9.7% 15.9% 10.9% 35.4% 23.5% 17.9% 

Undecided 14.7% 20.9% 16.5% 26.5% 12.9% 12.1% 17.8% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Obs 390 339 339 414 209 115 112 

χ2 6.434* 12.931*** 16.061*** 

Note: * P<0.1 and *** P<0.01 in 2-tailed tests 

Modelling 

A multinomial logistic regression analysis was conducted to model migrants‘ settlement 

intentions. We define ―stay‖ as the reference group against the other three groups. We first 

estimated models using ethnic identity and city variables while controlling for other variables. 

Following on in a second estimation, we measured the interaction effects of ethnic identity 

and city variables while excluding ethnic identity and city variables to avoid multi-collinearity. 

Results are given in table 2-3. We only present the first estimation and the interaction effects 

of ethnic identity and city variables of the second estimation because the two estimations 

illustrate the same results in terms of the signs and the significant levels of the coefficients of 

the other variables. We next discuss the results of first estimation.  

    In the human capital group, we find age and language proficiency to be significant 

variables. In model A, the ―pre-80s‖ tend to return home. It may be that the older generation 
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more strongly considers migration as a way to generate income; furthermore, they might be 

more attached to their hometown than the younger generation. It is reasonable to assert that 

the ―post-80s‖ have stronger intentions to stay in the cities, because the ―post-80s‖ are more 

interested in non-farm jobs and city life so that they tend to establish more networks at their 

destination, which, encourage and foster their settlement in return (Yue et al. 2010; Liu et al. 

2012). Model C shows how the attainment of sufficient language ability reduces the 

probability of ―undecided.‖ Language proficiency is always positively associated with 

migrants‘ length of stay at the destination, which is mainly because migrants obtain benefits 

from their settlement arrangements through effective communication (Dustmann 1999). In 

addition, social exclusion and cultural integration, which influence migrants‘ settling, are 

always related to migrants‘ language proficiency (Musgrave and Bradshaw 2014).  

    Three variables in the migration characteristics category: length of migration, motivation 

for migration and family type, are significant in the different models. Surprisingly, a longer 

migration experience does not reduce the probability of ―undecided‖ in model C. In general, 

we assume that, compared to returning migrants, the length of stay in the destination city 

should be positively associated with the probability of staying (Snel et al. 2015). Nevertheless, 

in our interviews we noticed that some respondents do have clear targets when they are at the 

initial stage of migration, but as they spend more time at their destinations, the migration 

decision becomes difficult to make. We find this especially to be the case for some minorities. 

For instance, ―I never thought that I could stay such a long time in the beginning, because I 

knew nothing except farming; I just wanted to make some money and go back” (Hui, male, 

40+, Linxia). The relationship between motivation for migration and settlement intention is 

revealed in model C. When we control for the other variables, migrants who came for 

economic reasons or are skills-driven (either to learn or to practice skills) are regarded as 

having a greater probability of staying rather than being undecided.    

    If we keep the other variables constant, single migrants tend to stay rather than return, 

compared to family migrations. One of our single interviewees remarked: ―The „family‟ will 

not starve because I just need to feed myself well” (Han, M, 20+, Lanzhou). Single migrants 

seem to be less attached in regard to responsibility to family members. Family migration 

entails managing an array of practical problems, such as children‘s education, higher living 

costs, losing land in the hometown, etc., which we observe in our study to decrease the 

probability of staying. To some extent, family may even be a burden if the migrants 

themselves have few qualifications and thus appear vulnerable in the labor market, let alone 

the fact that employment opportunities in the labor market in NWC cities are relatively low. 
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We find no significance between different family strategies (split and family) in the three 

models. It seems that different family strategies do not necessarily influence migrants‘ 

settlement intentions (cf. Fan 2008, 2011). 

    Almost all the variables in employment are significantly associated with settlement 

intentions. In model A, migrants who are involved in retail and service jobs are positively 

associated with migrants who want to stay rather than return. We suggest that this is due to 

the difficulty in engaging in retail or service-related jobs in the NWC countryside, which is 

still heavily dependent on the primary sector. In model B, those who earn an income of over 

2000 Yuan tend to stay rather than transfer to another city. We may consider this as risk 

aversion behavior, since settling into another city leads to new uncertainties. Receiving job 

training, however, notably increases migrants‘ settling intentions in all three models. As 

mentioned above, migrants in East China generally surpass the skill levels of migrants in 

NWC, who are generally low-skilled or even unskilled laborers. Therefore, it is extremely 

important for NWC migrants to learn practical skills. In the long run, job training is expected 

to increase their skills and thus increase their opportunities for employment (Lechner et al. 

2011).  

    Interestingly, in all three models having a labor contract is positively related to migrants‘ 

choice to stay, compared with the self-employed. This is because having stable work is 

essential to migrants‘ intentions to stay (Hu et al. 2011). Zhu and Chen‘s (2010) investigation 

in Fujian also confirms that the length of job contract is positively related to intention to stay. 

However, other literature argues the opposite that the self-employed are inclined to stay 

because they have invested more and are more involved in the urban socioeconomic 

environment (Cao et al. 2015). It is worth mentioning that the majority of the self-employed 

in our survey cities are unstable peddlers with little investment. They are vulnerable and their 

mobility is therefore easily activated by this unstable position.  

    Communities are the physical forms and vessels of human connection. Model A indicates 

that community relationships are negatively related to the probability of return. Although 

nowadays there are more ways for migrants to access the job market, kinship and friendship 

networks are still considered as the major means in Chinese society (Chang et al. 2011). 

Furthermore, these networks can be widespread and deeply rooted within migrant 

communities, especially in NWC, where the major job market for low- or unskilled migrants 

is the private sector, so personal networks are instrumental (Chua 2011). Model C reveals that 

better community relationships decrease the probability of being undecided. We may infer 

that good salient community relationships increase the likelihood of mutual benefits between 
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migrants and their neighbors, which could in turn influence the migrants‘ decision making if 

they happen to be undecided. 

    When we examine the city variable in model A, we observe that migrants living in Lanzhou 

are more likely to return, compared to those in Gannan. As mentioned earlier, the 

interviewees in our sample were in general low- or unskilled workers who usually lack 

competitiveness. They may be vulnerable and ill-equipped in terms of competing with others 

for employment in the socioeconomically more developed context of Lanzhou. Model B 

illustrates that Gannan is more likely to be considered as a transfer hub compared to Lanzhou 

and Linxia. We can offer two major potential reasons contributing to migrants‘ tendencies to 

move. One is that the underdeveloped labor market cannot provide stable job positions. 

Interviewees would commonly complain that ―Although there is less competition here, every 

job I have done was not last long” (Hui, male, 30+, Gannan). And “There are not many jobs; 

you finish what in your hand then you are likely to move or lay off” (Han, male, 27, Gannan). 

The second reason derives from the harsh natural environment and living conditions in the 

Tibetan plateau. The comments are provided as follows, ―This is not a good place for old 

people; young people work, earn, and leave if they are not locals” (Hui, male, 45, Gannan); 

―It is easy money here but a really harsh environment” (Han, male, 30+, Gannan).  

    In so far as ethnic identity variables are concerned, Han migrants are more inclined to 

consider the current city as a transfer hub and Tibetans are more likely to stay, compared to 

Hui in model B. There are several reasons why Han migrants tend to have higher mobility 

than Hui migrants. First and foremost, Han migrants are less bounded by their ethnic identity 

and hence freer to choose their destinations. They usually have higher adaptability to the 

socio-cultural context as long as the local environment is not exclusive. This attitude is 

expressed by Han migrants: “Any place as long as I can make money” (Han, male, 30+, 

Gannan); “I am not jiangjiu [picky]…I do business with minorities, I eat halal food” (Han, 

male, 40±, Linxia). Hui migrants in general are apparently more constrained by ethnic identity 

which lessens their probability of transferring to another city. Ethnic issues, such as a Muslim 

community, mosques and diets, are taken into consideration when choosing destinations. For 

instance, “When I arrived I first looked for a Muslim community…” (Hui, male, 40±, 

Lanzhou); “I prefer living with minorities…” (Dongxiang, female, 30±, Linxia); ―I cannot go 

to a place without halal food” (Hui, male, 45, Gannan).  

    The probability for Tibetan migrants to transfer to another city is even lower than that of 

Hui migrants. Two Tibetan respondents commented: “We cannot survive just like our 

ancestors, there is not much land left” (Tibetan, male, 28, Gannan); “I do not speak good 
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Chinese…It is not easy for us to get a job outside Tibetan regions” (Tibetan, female, 40±, 

Gannan). The cultural heterogeneity, e.g., language and dietary habits, results in low 

adaptation to the locations outside of Tibetan regions. Tibetan migrants, generally lack access 

to modern industrial society, which is predominantly run by non-Tibetans. It is difficult for 

Tibetans to return, since the main agricultural sector at home is animal husbandry which 

cannot absorb large numbers of workers. The only choice remaining for them is to stay in 

cities within the Tibetan region. Model C indicates that Han migrants are the least undecided 

of all. As Drinkwater and Garapich (2013) argue, the ones who are undecided are likely to be 

the ―less qualified‖ migrants; whereas Han migrants in our study have the widest scope of 

working skills.  

    The results of the interaction terms of ethnic identity and city variables in the second 

estimation largely support the findings above and consistent with what we have found during 

the fieldwork. In model A, Hui migrants are more likely to stay in Linxia while Tibetan 

migrants are more in favor of Gannan. Many Hui and Tibetan migrants claimed that they 

prefer to stay in ―their own place‖ because they cannot get use to the lives outside Muslim or 

Tibetan cultural contexts. Although we did find interviewees who were longing for secular 

lives, for most minority migrants, their choices of settlement locations were always grounded 

in issues concerning ethnic identity and religion, e.g. food taboos, language, fasting, and visits 

to temple. In other words, migrants tend to settle down in the place where they may encounter 

less culture-relevant barriers requiring lower demands for cultural adaptation. In this sense, 

the location-specific capital of the minority migrants is seen as a type of social capital 

embedded in the ethnic identity and can be only accessed within the specific cultural context.  

    It is worth mentioning that Han migrants also tend to stay in Gannan. We attribute this 

finding mainly to the state-orchestrated Han migration in the 1980s to support the 

development of under-developed areas which results Han controlling the Tibetan regions in 

terms of city economies (Fischer 2011). In fact, there are only limited Tibetan migrants and 

Han people take up most of the jobs in urban areas in Tibetan regions (Fischer 2008). 

Moreover, Han migrants generally have higher competitiveness than Tibetans in job market, 

so it is easier for Han migrants to stay in Gannan if they are willing to. Model B demonstrates 

that compared to the stay group, the Han and Hui migrants who are currently in Gannan may 

have a higher probability of moving to other cities. It seems that Gannan is less familiar to 

non-Tibetan migrants, and therefore more difficult to integrate into in terms of cultural 

context. For instance, ―I am not trying to integrate… you practice your skills and earn some 

money, then you go” (Han, male, 30+, Gannan). The variables in model C also echo the point 
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that Han migrants in general are less likely to be undecided. They are more determined in 

terms of migration plans and targets. 

Table 2-3 Regression results of the multinomial logistic regression  

Independent Variable Model A Return  Model B Transfer Hub Model C Undecided 

 B SE B SE B SE 

Human Capital       

X1 Age (Ref: Older generation >35)       

 Young generation<=35 -0.273** 0.129 0.118 0.158 -0.133 0.143 

X2 Gender (Ref: Male)       

 Female 0.093 0.123 0.167 0.145 0.180 0.137 

X3 Education attainment (Ref: Junior high or below)       

 High school or above 0.027 0.140 -0.009 0.166 -0.219 0.163 

X4 Language Proficiency (Ref: insufficient)       

 sufficient  

Migration Characteristics 

0.044 0.133 -0.116 0.153 -0.307** 0.145 

X5 Length of Migration (Ref: <=2 years)       

 >2 Years 0.043 0.130 0.127 0.154 0.307** 0.146 

X6 Motivation for Migration (Ref: Others)       

 Economically motivated -0.133 0.253 -0.044 0.321 -0.725*** 0.252 

 Skill-driven -0.298 0.265 0.120 0.331 -0.454* 0.262 

X7 Family conditions (Ref: Family)       

 Single -0.802*** 0.189 0.307 0.219 -0.201 0.204 

 Split -0.147 0.154 -0.019 0.199 -0.179 0.175 

Employment        

X8 Income (Ref: <=2000 Yuan/month)       

 >2000 Yuan/month -0.104 0.134 -0.286* 0.158 0.062 0.148 

X9 Job Type (Ref: Low or unskilled workers)       

 Retail -0.652*** 0.203 -0.260 0.242 -0.039 0.223 

 Service -0.430*** 0.148 0.060 0.178 -0.126 0.170 

X10 Contract (Ref: Self-employed)       

 Long (More than one year) -0.690*** 0.222 -0.733*** 0.261 -0.537** 0.245 

 Short (Less than one year) -0.707*** 0.229 -0.592** 0.265 -0.295 0.249 

 No contract -0.151 0.220 -0.362 0.256 0.100 0.239 

X11 Job training (Ref: No)       

 Yes -0.668*** 0.203 -0.496** 0.252 -1.508*** 0.299 

Networks       

 X12 Connections in destinations -0.078*** 0.029 0.045 0.031 -0.017 0.031 

 X13 Community relationships -0.282*** 0.063 -0.099 0.075 -0.205*** 0.071 

Local factors       

X14 Cities (Ref: Gannan)       

 Lanzhou 0.403** 0.201 -1.192*** 0.215 0.296 0.234 

 Linxia 0.125 0.193 -0.968*** 0.196 0.351 0.220 

X15 Ethnic identities (Ref: Hui)       

 Han  -0.027 0.130 0.257* 0.157 -0.337** 0.145 

 Tibetan  -0.120 0.328 -0.697** 0.332 -0.032 0.348 

Model -2 log-likelihood 

χ2 

  4739.611 

309.265 

   

X14*X15 Cities * Ethnic identities (Ref: Lanzhou Hui) 

Lanzhou Han                                              

Linxia Han 

Linxia Hui 

Gannan Han 

 

-0.125 

-0.278 

-0.398** 

-0.524** 

 

0.188 

0.204 

0.198 

0.253 

 

0.024 

0.361 

0.066 

1.397*** 

 

0.263 

0.264 

0.267 

0.271 

 

-0.448** 

-0.382* 

0.008 

-0.497* 

 

0.222 

0.232 

0.208 

0.284 

Gannan Hui 

Gannan Tibetan   

-0.400 

-0.580** 

0.298 

0.303 

0.877*** 

0.358 

0.338 

0.337 

-0.676* 

-0.386 

0.364 

0.314 

Model -2 log-likelihood 

χ'2 

  4735.050 

313.826 

   

Number of the cases                                1918    

Note: * P<0.1, ** P<0.05, and *** P<0.01 in 2-tailed tests. 
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2.5 Conclusion and Discussion 

In this article we have selected three cities in Gansu province in a case study analysis of the 

determinants of multi-ethnic migration in Northwest China (NWC). In contrast to previous 

studies, not only have we examined the intentions to stay or return home but we have also 

discussed the scenario of the current city as a transfer hub and also accounted for migrants 

who are ―undecided.‖ In the regression analysis we established ―staying‖ as the baseline. We 

found that those who are older, who have family members, are engaged in ―low or unskilled‖ 

jobs, are self-employed, or who have not had job training, are likely to return. Migrants 

having more friends and relatives and better community relationships decrease probability of 

return. Those who have a lower income; are self-employed and not trained are more likely to 

consider the current city as a transfer hub. The probability of being undecided is positively 

related to the migrants with weak language skills and who have been at their destinations for a 

longer period, and negatively related to migrants who were motived by economic and skill 

reasons and had a long-term contract, job training, and good relations with neighbors. After 

having considered theoretical approaches to migration behavior, we contend that the 

determinants of multi-ethnic migration are more in line with NELM and network theory, 

which emphasize migrants‘ interdependence and interaction with their surroundings, e.g., 

family, friends, relatives, and neighbors, rather than NE, which highlights individual 

motivations in the economic context. Our research leads us to the conclusion that social 

capital plays a more significant role than human capital in the migration process in NWC.  

    It is also noteworthy that having a work contract significantly could increase migrants‘ 

intentions of staying in all models. Although the current labor contract law aiming to protect 

the legal rights of migrants has been in force since 2008 (Standing Committee of NPC 2007), 

it is still difficult for migrants in NWC to obtain their legal labor rights, given that most of the 

contracts are only in oral and not written form. The bond between employers and migrants is 

built primarily on interpersonal trust rather than a written contract, especially if the work 

comes through introductions by friends and relatives (Li 2006). Formal written contracts are 

even fewer among minority migrants, since their jobs are mainly initiated by friends and 

relatives (Jinkner 2015). Another finding in our study is that job training also significantly 

increases the probability of staying in the destination. Job training not only increases wages 

and skills but also decreases the threat of unemployment in the long-run (Lechner et al. 2011). 

In fact, job training is understood to be an investment for the future for both individuals and 

the receiving society (Knight et al. 1999). Compared to well-developed regions, migrants in 

NWC are more often low-skilled or even unskilled laborers, with relatively low educational 
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attainment. For migrants, it is therefore critical that they learn practical skills if indeed they 

have a longer settlement plan. For local authorities, it may be attractive to invest in vocational 

schools and to regulate the labor market and contracts for migrants.  

    As expected, ethnic identity and the cultural context of the city are also important 

determinants for migrants‘ settlement intentions. Migrants in Lanzhou are more likely to 

return, compared to those in Gannan. Migrants in Lanzhou and Linxia are less likely to move 

to another city. However, this sounds quite controversial because on the one hand, it would be 

easier for migrants to survive in Gannan than Lanzhou due to weaker competition and given 

the low-quality requirements for the labour force. On the other hand, a Tibetan context seems 

to be the least favorable in terms of cultural integration, compared to migrants in the Han and 

Muslim context. Han migrants are more likely to transfer to another city while Tibetan 

migrants in the study are less likely to move, and Hui migrants fell somewhere in between 

these two groups. This finding may be because Han migrants generally resort to a variety of 

methods when applying for jobs, while minorities still rely heavily on traditional ways, that is, 

personal ties. Both Hui and Tibetan migrants tend to stay in cities with higher cultural 

homogeneity due to these cities‘ lower demands to integrate. This could be one of the main 

reasons why minorities have lower mobility. In our study, Han migrants appear to be less 

undecided and more confident and determined when facing the challenges and uncertainties 

of a new environment. So in a more general sense, Han migrants have higher mobility 

because they are more flexible when choosing their settlement destinations.  

    Overall, our findings indicate that migrants‘ settlement intentions can largely be based on 

the contradictory assessment and interactions of their ethnic identity and upon the socio-

cultural contexts in which they move. This is especially true for those minorities who are still 

at a disadvantage when seeking opportunities in the cities. According to Li et al. (1995), 

ethnic identity is socially constructed and impacts individuals‘ opportunities at their 

destinations. We would therefore conclude that creating an inclusive socio-cultural context 

may promote minority migrants‘ mobility, and in so doing, provide them with better chances 

to secure their livelihoods through migration.  

    The conclusions of the article are constrained by the nature of the cross-sectional data and 

the possibilities of controlling for the unobserved heterogeneity is limited. Besides, the 

richness and complexity of ethnic identity should be further explored through qualitative 

research. Future studies may also focus on whether and how the settlement intentions of 

migrants from different ethnic groups could be influenced by their extended family in the 

place of origin. 
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Chapter 3 Hui Family Migration in Northwest China: Patterns, 

Experiences and Social Capital
5
 

 

Abstract: Based on an extensive questionnaire survey in three cities in Northwest China, this article 

identifies the factors influencing the sole, couple and family migration of Han and Hui. We find that 

Han migrants are more utility-oriented and tend to circulate among different places in order to 

maximize their utility. Hui migrants are more likely to seek opportunities to settle in destinations with 

their families. They rely on Hui communities and dedicate themselves to creating networks and 

accumulating social capital for their families. We suggest that the accumulation of bonding capital 

does not necessarily suggest the increase or decrease of bridging capital. Moreover, the ethnic 

community should neither be regarded in negative nor positive terms but rather as a coin with two 

sides, pro and con. The ethnic community is a vessel which migrants can use for minimizing risks, 

improving livelihoods and fostering the settlement of families. 

Key words: Migration patterns; ethnic identity; social capital; bonding and bridging; ethnic 

community; Northwest China 
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 A slight different version is accepted (2018-08-14) and forthcoming as ―Zhang, B.*, Druijven, P., 

and Strijker, D. 2018. Hui Family Migration in Northwest China: Patterns, Experiences and Social 

Capital. Ethnic and Racial Studies‖. 
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3.1 Introduction: The Story of Bai’s Family  

During search for rural migrants as interviewees within the Xiaoxihu Region of Lanzhou in 

September of 2013, we met 28-year-old Bai and his wife in their small Tangsumo (Hui 

Muslim sweet bread) shop. Hailing from Dongxiang County, Linxia Hui Autonomous 

Prefecture (Linxia), the Hui couple had moved to this Hui community in 2010. When we 

asked why they had decided to work in Lanzhou, leaving their children behind, Bai said: 

…You can barely plant anything in our hometown…no future to stay home…youngsters work and 

try to stay outside…My uncle‘s family stays here for over 20 years… here it is convenient for us, 

the food (Halal), mosques and being near other Hui…Making bread is a two person job…She has 

to come and help me…Children are too small (six- and eight- year-old boys)… They are taken 

care of by my elder brother…  

The case of Bai‘s family vividly illustrates one possible migration pattern encountered by 

millions of Chinese families: couples depart for the city, leaving their children behind. When 

we consider that family relations indeed impact on the mobility of family members in 

different ways (Root and De Jong 1991; Nivalainen 2004), the rationale for particular family 

members to move differs from the reasons compelling whole families to migrate. Past 20 

years witness a growing concern of the internal migration in China; and yet, the complex role 

of family members in migration patterns and decision-making has not yet received sufficient 

attention by scholars (Choi and Peng 2016). Therefore, in order to shed light on this particular 

phenomenon, the present article explores three different migration patterns, namely, sole 

(moving alone), couple (moving with spouse) and family (moving with all family members). 

We first aim to understand what factors influence migration patterns of Han and Hui families 

in three cities in Northwest China (NWC). 

    China is delineated by its propaganda department as a unified multi-nationality state 

composed of the majority Han and other 55 ethnic minority groups. The Han people, as the 

largest ethnic group, are usually regarded as the ‗benchmark‘ in terms of social performances 

in Chinese society (to some extent similar to white people in U.S.). In fact, most of the 

existing literature dealing with Chinese migration issues is focusing on Han rather than 

minorities. However, just like their counterpart Han, China‘s minorities are also involved in 

the huge demographic change. Many minorities move from rural to urban areas in pursuit of 

better livelihoods, but their ethnic identities continue to place them in marginalized positions 

in terms of employment discrimination, social exclusion and cultural conflict throughout the 

migration process (Hasmath 2014). The Hui, usually seen as the offspring of the Arabian, 

Persian, Mongolian and central Asian Muslim businessmen who had travelled, settled and 
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inter-married with local Chinese through the Silk Road in around 10
th

 century under the 

unification of Islam (Gladney 2003). As the most mobile minority (Howell 2017), Hui 

represent a typical example of how the Chinese minority migrants cave living space for their 

families in cities.  

    In Bai‘s case, it seems that the best bet for the Hui couple to live successfully in the 

destination city is to work and stay within a Hui community. Minorities are usually less 

competitive in the formal job market when competing with Han (Wu 2014). The ethnic ties 

fostered within ethnic community not only promote group solidarity and offer psychological 

support, but they also provide minorities with basic living assistance, including 

accommodation and help with the job search (Li 2004). It seems that the ethnic community is 

of utmost importance to these minority migrants. In the current research, we then attempt to 

contribute a more differentiated and nuanced understanding of the ethnic community through 

the personal experiences of migrants. Particularly, why are Hui communities important to Hui 

families? Do they benefit or are they entrapped in the Hui community? How do these Hui 

migrants and their families establish new networks and gain access to social networks in the 

Hui communities? We intend to analyze these questions through the lens of ethnic identity, 

social capital and experiences of migrants within Hui community.  

3.2 Migration Patterns as the Result of Circulation 

The hypothesis of the inevitable family reunion in the migration process has been challenged 

continuously within the last 30 years through the appearance of new technologies (e.g., 

Internet, cellphone and high-speed train). This is especially true for internal migration, where 

the cost of shuttling between place of destination and origin is less expensive and arduous (i.e., 

lower traveling and cellphone costs, no visa needed). Nowadays, the barriers of time and 

distance no longer prevent migrants from maintaining connections between their society of 

origin and settlement destination. Circulation has now become the major characteristic of 

migration in most developing countries (Hugo 2014). A plethora of research on circular 

migration reaches back to the 1970s (among others, Zelinsky 1971; Skeldon 1977; Hugo 

1982). Despite the manifold criteria and domains in the definition of circular migration, the 

concept of circulation conveys the essence of migration as family-based, temporary and 

nonlinear (Skeldon 2012). 

    On the basis of net cost-benefit calculations that largely adhere to human capital factors, 

rational choice theory emphasizes the utility maximization of migrants (Haug 2008). 

Migration patterns are mirrored as the rational arrangement of family members grounded on 
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the idea of family utility maximization. Furthermore, the theory of new economic of labor 

migration (NELM) stipulates that circulation encourages the flow and exchange of resources 

among family members expressly to minimize potential risk (e.g., natural disasters and 

deficient markets) (Massey et al. 1993). In this sense, family networks become significant 

resources which produce reciprocity support and long-lasting social capital in the event of 

unemployment, or in the case of accidents (Ryan 2011). Social networks are the core of 

migrants‘ support systems and contribute to the concept of circulation. In practice, especially 

at destinations, migrants have access to different types of assistance, such as financial help, 

accommodation and job information through social networks (Ryan et al. 2008). 

Technological advancements now allow migrants to keep in touch with families and friends at 

very low cost and without physical movements. This has led to the transformation and 

reinforcement of multiple related local networks at migrant destinations and the depopulation 

and decay of the villages (Skeldon 2012; Gao et al. 2017). Circular migration is gradually 

evolving from a rural-based to an urban-based system as migrants increasingly spend their 

time in urban destinations (Skeldon 2010). 

    In China, the shift of the circular migration pattern from rural-based to a more urban-based 

one is usually driven by the intention to leave villages because of the low returns from the 

agricultural sector (Fan 2011). Many peasants working in the primary sector in the 

countryside sometimes cannot even make ends meet. Particularly in NWC, where the degree 

of agricultural mechanization is low, infertile land in combination with drought conditions has 

resulted in markedly low agricultural productivity. Compared to the majority Han, the 

minorities usually live in the barren areas in Western China. They may have a strong intention 

of not returning to their impoverished hometown after living in the urban area for some time. 

3.3 Social Capital and Ethnic Communities in Northwest China 

Ethnic identity can be seen as a special kind of social capital based on group solidarity and 

attained through one‘s ethnic membership. As for Bourdieu (1986, 248), ―social capital is the 

aggregate of the actual potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable 

network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance or recognition‖. 

This definition implies that social capital is embedded in the social network and accumulated 

through time. For migrants, to invest time and resources in building network can be seen as 

the strategies, individual or collective, aiming at reproducing available relations (such as 

kinships and friendships) in the foreseeable future. Social relationships, as important 

resources that migrants possess, are unequally distributed in space. Besides, the amount of 
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social capital of migrants depends on the size of the usable networks of relations they hold. 

Moreover, Bourdieu holds a reductionist viewpoint and sees social capital as convertible 

resources which in some conditions can be reducible to economic capital eventually 

(Bourdieu 1986).  

    Adopting a functionalist approach, Coleman (1988: S98) writes social capital as ―a variety 

of different entities, with two elements in common: they all consist of some aspect of social 

structures, and they facilitate certain actions of actors‖. In this formulation, social capital is 

delineated as certain resources which are controlled by certain individuals in specific social 

structures. For migrants, families and communities can be seen as specific social structures 

which are usable to achieve their social goals in migration (Coleman 1990). Another merit of 

Coleman‘s narration is the conceptualization of closure. Closure means social capital is 

maintained and reproduced in rather closed networks to guarantee strong social norms. For 

instance, in his discussion of wholesale diamond business in Jewish community in New York, 

Coleman (1988) argues the diamond trade is not bounded by legal contract; instead, the 

transactions are secured by dense ties through relatively sealed social structures such as the 

family, community and religious organization. Any members who tend to cheat during the 

transactions would be in facing of losing family, religious, and community ties. Besides, both 

Bourdieu and Coleman suggest the rational action paradigm of social capital because the 

actions of individuals are always deemed as utility-oriented (Bourdieu 1986; Coleman 1988). 

However, Coleman emphasizes only the positive aspects of social capital and the ethnic 

communities by accentuating cooperative aspects, thus neglecting the rivalry aspects (Portes 

1998). 

    Putnam (2007: 145) divides social capital into bonding capital, which are ―ties to people 

who are like me in some important way‖, and bridging capital, which are ―ties to people who 

are unlike me in some important way‖. In this sense, the ethnic community is formed through 

bonding capital with members of the same ethnic background. The development of bonding 

capital may lead to ethnic minorities‘ dependency on the dense networks and homogeneous 

labor market (Putnam 2000). Li (2004), following the argument of ethnic mobility entrapment 

(Wiley 1967), points out that widely available socio-economic opportunities may eventually 

be missed in the larger society because ―the marginal status of minority communities affects 

the resourcefulness, which in turn constrains the effectiveness of social relations developed in 

such contexts‖ (Li 2004: 1778). In other words, bonding capital fostered in ethnic 

communities could come at the expense of disconnecting with mainstream society as it 

becomes increasingly difficult for migrants to ‗flee away‘ from their communities (Morales 
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2016). Migrants may, however, overcome the disadvantages of the bonding capital through 

establishing weak ties and developing bridging capital (Granovetter 1973). The ways in which 

migrants forge weak ties beyond the dense network of relatives and close friends is likely a 

complicated process, since different migrants will confront the problem in different ways and 

to a greater or lesser extent. 

Putnam‘s (2007) observation confirms that strong bonding capital is usually positively 

associated with strong bridging capital, namely, migrants who have a good relationship with 

their group members are also more likely to develop friendships with others outside their own 

ethnic group. In fact, homogeneous ethnic contexts are conducive for migrants and their 

families to develop trust and solidarity and to further engage in civic society (Peucker and 

Ceylan 2017). In some western countries ethnic community is gradually deployed through the 

practice of civic engagement as a solution to the issue of segregation (McGhee 2006). 

Moreover, it is noted that Putnam (2007) explicitly defines social capital as the social norms 

of reciprocity and trustworthiness built on the social networks. Community relations, as 

important social capital, are reflected through social reciprocities such as trusts, helps, 

friendship and degree of familiarity (Du and Li 2010). Thus, in a more general sense, what 

Bourdieu, Coleman and Putnam share in common is that they all see the social capital as the 

collective asset which is generated through social relationships and mobilized by individuals 

and the social relationships are the vital resources embedded in the certain social structure 

(space). Migrants rely on the social relationships to access to social support (Ryan et al. 2008). 

    Morris (2003) contends that migrants‘ ability to mobilize their social capital to access 

resources can depend largely on the migration-related policies and social attitudes of the host 

society. On the one hand, unlike some western countries where ethnic aggregations are widely 

discussed in social media, ethnic communities in China are rarely reported on by state media 

propaganda. The silence of public debate on ethnicity issues is considered to be a way to 

maintain ‗ethnic harmony (Minzu Tuanjie)‘. On the other hand, local authorities in China are 

keen to assist rural minorities in finding opportunities in cities as part of their vanity projects. 

Besides, the central government has granted the special governmental structure from the 

autonomous region (provincial level) to the autonomous county (village level) in accordance 

with the concentrations of minorities. Unlike other areas of China where the Han are usually 

predominant in terms of population, economy and culture, emphasis is placed on the 

distinctive cultural backgrounds of different minorities in NWC cities. These diverse cultural 

contexts can also be vital to migrants because social capital that derives from ethnic identity is 

highly context-specific (Bourdieu 1986).  
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3.4 Data and Research Settings 

Our fieldwork was conducted in three cities in Gansu Province, NWC from August to 

November 2013, and both quantitative and qualitative data have been collected. We carried 

out a pilot in order to localize questionnaires (translation of local dialects and expressions) 

and exchange ideas with key informants, including workers specialized in the floating 

population (liu dong zhuan gan, LDZG) and family plan (ji sheng zhuan gan, JSZG) in street 

level administrations in these areas prior to the official interviews. We distribute 

questionnaires in 13 street level administrations, namely, Yannan, Yanbei, Xiyuan, Xinhu in 

Lanzhou, Chengjiao, Nanlong, Baohan, Zheqiao in Linxia and Yihe‘ang, Jianmuke‘er, 

Dangzhou, Tongqin and Nawu in Gannan. These places were chosen for two reasons; first, 

they are located in the peri-urban areas where migrants traditionally aggregate due to the high 

accessibility; and second, the cheap independent housing in these places allow migrants to 

take their spouses and children without sharing with the others.  

We approached the interviewees using a random selection method in each street 

administration with the assistance of three groups of trained interviewers from the local 

universities. In total, 1,918 of 2,500 questionnaires comprise the final dataset; 582 

questionnaires were dropped due to incomprehensible or inconsistent answers. We selected 35 

respondents for in-depth interviews through both the random and snowball techniques; they 

are included in the questionnaires to keep consistent with quantitative analysis. These 

interviewees include 5 Han and 5 Hui in Lanzhou, 6 Han, 7 Hui, and 2 Dongxiang in Linxia; 

5 Han and 5 Hui in Gannan. We also interviewed 11 key informants. The in-depth interviews 

were semi-structured and conversational, with each interview lasting between 40 minutes and 

one hour. Questions focused on the migration patterns and migration experience of the 

interviewees in Hui communities.  

Dependent Variable  

We have asked each interviewee, ―Are you married?‖ and ―Are you living with your spouse 

or children here?‖ We keep only the interview samples representing sole, couple and family 

migration, that is, 1132 samples remain for analysis. Table 3-1 presents the proportions and 

the significant differences between Han and Hui in terms of migration patterns.  

Table 3-1 Cross table of ethnic identity and migration patterns 

Migration Patterns Han (%) Hui (%) 

Sole 41.2 48.7 

Couple 22.9 22.7 

Family 35.9 28.6 

Total 100 100 

χ2 8.383** 

Note: ** means P<0.01 in two-tailed tests. 
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Independent Variables  

Table 3-2 provides socio-demographic characteristics, employment and housing, and social 

capital of the interviewees. We have asked the question, ―How many local friends or relatives 

do you usually get in contact with (through phone, meet in person)?‖ to measure the number 

of local acquaintances. We have used six variables to measure the community relationships, 

namely friendliness, help given, help received, trust, degree of familiarity, and communication 

frequency. Each of the variables is measured through 5-point Likert scales. The results of 

Pearson Correlation tests indicate there is multi-collinearity between these variables 

(Appendix 6-1, 6-2 and Appendix 7-1, 7-2). We thereafter have conducted factor analyses to 

reduce the dimensions of the six variables into one variable representing community 

relationships. 

    The chi-square tests in table 3-2 illustrate significant differences between Han and Hui 

interviewees in terms of circulation, settlement intentions, hometown locations, and 

destinations. Results showing a higher per cent of Hui interviewees as ―undecided‖, indicates 

that minorities are generally hesitant, less determined and inconsistent in migration (Zhang et 

al. 2017). Compared to Han, it is easier for Hui interviewees to reunite with their families in 

the destinations because fewer per cent Hui have arrived from outside the Gansu province. 

Han respondents are relatively evenly distributed in the three destinations, while the Hui 

respondents are more aggregated within Lanzhou and Linxia.  

Table 3-2 Description of the independent variables 

Independent Variables Han (%) Hui (%) χ2 

Socio-demographic characteristics 

  AGE  

     <=25 

     26-45 

     >45 

  GENDER  

     Female 

     Male 

  EDUCATION 

     Junior high and below 

     Senior high and above 

  NUMBER OF CHILDREN (Mean) 

Employment and Housing 

   EMPLOYMENT TYPES 

     Employee 

     Self-employed 

   INCOME (Unit: Yuan/month) 

     <=2000 

     >2000 

RENTING PRICE (Mean, Unit: 

Yuan/person/month) 

Social Capital 

   TIME OF STAY  

     <= 2 years 

     >2 years 

NUMBER OF LOCAL ACQUAINTANCES 

 

 

17.1 

72.1 

10.8 

 

37.6 

62.4 

 

64.2 

35.8 

2.2 

 

 

63.7 

36.3 

 

42.6 

57.4 

187.6Y 

 

 

 

43.9 

56.1 

3.4 

 

 

18.7 

67.6 

13.8 

 

38.5 

61.5 

 

82.7 

17.3 

2.4 

 

 

76.5 

23.5 

 

50.6 

49.4 

216.1Y 

 

 

 

45.5 

54.5 

3.5 
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Circulation 

    Yes 

    No 

 

22.2 

77.8 

 

27.7 

72.3 

43.24** 

Settlement Intentions   16.98** 

    Stay in the current city 35.0 36.3  

    Returning home after earning money 30.9 29.9  

    Transfer to another city 17.7 10.6  

    Undecided 16.4 23.2  

Hometown Locations   73.99** 

    Within the city 53.1 58.8  

    Outside the city, within the province 20.9 33.3  

    Out of the province 26.1 7.9  

Destinations   38.86** 

    Lanzhou 33.1 36.0  

    Gannan 30.7 15.6  

    Linxia 36.1 48.4  

  Number of the cases 537 595  

Note: ** means P<0.01 in two-tailed tests. 

3.5 What Influence the Migration Patterns of Han and Hui in Northwest China? 

Table 3-3 presents the results of multinomial regressions of Han and Hui. Concerning the 

Socio-demographic characteristics, age and number of children are significant variables for 

Han, but not for Hui families. Specifically, the younger Han (<=45) are more likely to move 

as couples or families. The number of children is positively associated with couple and family 

migration of Han. Compared to Hui, Han are described as more independent and autonomous 

and are less likely to leave family members behind (Zhang et al. 2018). It is noteworthy that 

Han can afford the higher cost of including more family members in the migration. 

    In the employment and housing group, both self-employed Han and Hui are positively 

related to couple and family migration compared to those who work as employees. As the Hui 

couple mentioned at the preamble, these self-employed are generally low-skilled and engaged 

in labor intensive small workshops; the best way for them to maximize efficiency is to work 

with their families. The monthly rent for Han migrants is positively related to move as a 

family, but is insignificant to Hui migration patterns. A possible explanation for this could be 

that more members in the destination increases the accommodation cost. The cost may be 

affordable to Han, but could be a heavy burden for Hui families, given the fact that the 

average housing cost for Hui (216.1Y/P/M) is higher than Han (187.6 Y/P/M).  

Han and Hui families rely on different types of social capital. For Han, the number of local 

acquaintances is positively associated with family migration. For Hui, good community 

relations are positively associated with family migration. Furthermore, a longer stay at the 

destination is significantly co-related to the probability of family migration of Hui. First, the 

social capital of Hui families may aggregate within the Hui communities while the social 

capital of Han families may not necessarily gather within the community but instead scatter in 

the receiving society. The community is essential not only for individual Hui migrants but is 
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also vital for the other family members when they reunite with the pioneer migrants at the 

destinations. Second, the obtainment of social capital of Hui families may require times to 

accumulate while the social capital that Han families rely upon may be prepared prior to 

migration. 

    In regard to settlement intentions, Han migrants who are presently staying in the current 

city or transferring to another city are less likely to bring their families, that is to say, the 

settling intention of individual Han migrants does not indicate their families‘ long-term 

settlement plan. During the interviews, many Han respondents informed us that they had 

adapted a strategy of circulation (not limited to one destination) in order to pursue a higher 

utility. Remarks include, for instance, “There are not many jobs; you finish what is in your 

hand then you are likely to move or get laid off” (Han, male, 27, Gannan) and ―I am not 

trying to integrate… you practice your skills and earn some money, then you go” (Han, male, 

30+, Gannan); and “Any place as long as I can make money” (Han, male, 30+, Gannan). 

Those who do not circulate, however, are more likely to bring their families with them. 

    Many Han migrants have arrived from origins of higher socio-economic development than 

at their destinations, suggesting better living conditions and employment opportunities for 

family members and better education resources for their under-aged children at their 

hometowns. Relying on their relatively higher personal qualities of professional skills or 

education levels, Han migrants are more likely to be the utility-oriented ‗gold diggers‘ who 

attempt to take advantage of circulating among destinations rather than settling permanently 

in current cities. On the contrary, Hui migrants‘ intention to stay increases the likelihood of 

couple and family migration, which also confirms our observation that many Hui interviewees 

who were separated from family members claimed that they were expecting to reunite sooner 

or later with their families at the destinations. The Hui minorities are usually distributed 

among the remote countryside, where socio-economic conditions are usually worse than at 

their destinations. Different from Han, their purpose of migration is to escape from villages 

and settle down in cities.  

The significance of hometown location suggests that migration distance may be 

important to Hui families because those who had come from the rural areas of the 

destinations were more likely to bring their families compared to those who had come from 

outside the province. It seems that the social capital accrued from Hui identity weakens as 

distance between destination and place of origin increases. Moreover, Hui couple and 

family migration prefer Lanzhou compared to Linxia in terms of destination. However, 

this does not necessarily suggest that Hui emphasize livelihood issues above considerations 
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of cultural adaptation. Interestingly from our observations, there is little need for Hui to adapt 

to the cultural differentiations in Lanzhou because Hui always aggregate within Hui 

communities and only maintain limited interactions with the host society, as long as they can 

survive with their family members. 

Table 3-3 Multinomial regression of sole, couple and family migration of the Han and Hui samples 

     
         Independent variables 

Han Hui 

        Couple        Family        Couple       Family 

B SE B SE B SE B SE 

Socio-demographic characteristics         

Age (Ref: >45)         

 <=25 1.917** 0.574 1.312** 0.504 -0.238 0.459 -0.660 0.460 

 26-45 1.238** 0.462 0.753* 0.382 -0.455 0.341 -0.350 0.326 

Gender (Ref: Female)         

  Male -0.086 0.258 0.130 0.251 -0.269 0.234 -0.104 0.227 

Education (Ref: Senior high and above)         

 Junior high and below -0.003 0.273 -0.182 0.260 -0.575 0.306 -0.389 0.309 

Number of the children 0.432* 0.189 0.356* 0.181 0.275 0.167 0.193 0.162 

Employment and Housing          

Employee (Ref: self-employed) 

Income (Ref: >2000) 

  <=2000 

Monthly rent 

-1.667** 

 

0.177 

0.002 

0.318 

 

0.260 

0.001 

-2.330** 

 

0.159 

0.003** 

0.300 

 

0.252 

0.001 

-.756** 

 

-0.371 

0.002 

0.304 

 

0.236 

0.001 

-1.315** 

 

0.130 

0.003 

0.276 

 

0.228 

0.001 

Social capital         

 Time of stay (Ref:>2 years)         

  <=2 years 0.144 0.268 0.176 0.256 -0.415 0.239 -0.617** 0.233 

  Number of Local acquaintances 0.000 0.058 0.125** 0.052 -0.001 0.058 0.049 0.053 

  Community relations 0.115 0.124 -0.052 0.117 0.115 0.126 0.316** 0.122 

Circulation (Ref: Yes)         

  No 0.276 0.298 0.844** 0.318 -0.448 0.263 0.494 0.280 

Settlement intentions (Ref: undecided)         

 Stay in the current city -1.047** 0.376 -0.996** 0.365 0.596* 0.310 0.677* 0.288 

 Return home after earning money -0.398 0.374 -0.561 0.367 0.225 0.322 0.260 0.306 

 Transfer to another city -0.964** 0.452 -0.429 0.426 0.680 0.415 0.170 0.415 

Hometown (Ref: out of the province)         

 Within the city 0.158 0.316 -0.120 0.299 0.562 0.440 1.040** 0.435 

 Outside the city. within the province 0.271 0.400 0.138 0.365 0.281 0.447 0.292 0.451 

Destinations (Ref: Linxia)         

 Lanzhou -0.107 0.377 0.606 0.356 1.669** 0.425 1.147** 0.404 

 Gannan -0.325 0.332 -0.188 0.335 0.478 0.418 -0.008 0.380 

Model χ2 191.544 140.798 

Pseudo R2 0.300 0.211 

Number of the cases 537 595 

Note: The reference category is: sole.  * P<0.05; ** P<0.01 in two-tailed tests.  

3.6 Entrapment or not? A Qualitative Interpretation of Social Capital and Ethnic 

Community 

Qualitative materials such as narratives and personal stories unveil the circumstances of 

individual migrant agency in a bottom-up approach (Bryman 2006). As complementary and 

essential material, the qualitative analysis allows us to examine in detail the reasons why the 

Hui community is important to Hui migrants and their families. Many Han migrants told us 

their homes of origin during the fieldwork, but we seldom were informed about the ethnic 

group to which they belong. The Han generally do not consider themselves as a subgroup of 

Chinese society, and ―Chinese‖ and ―Han‖ are usually used synonymously (Harrell 1990). 
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Moreover, the Han rely primarily on the clan and fellows who come from the same place as 

themselves rather than from an ethnic Han group to build social networks. In fact, the cultural 

differences between a Han and non-Han may sometimes be less pronounced than between two 

Han (Wu 1991). It is unlikely that Han migrants would feel that they belong to a Han 

community due to the rootlessness of Han identity as perceived by Han migrants (Zhang et al. 

2018). 

Bonding Capital, Ethnic Networks and the Entrapment Experiences of Hui families in Hui 

Communities 

Su came to Lanzhou in 2009. He bought the cheap daily necessities from his fellow Hui and 

sold them in the Hui community as a street peddler. His wife sold chicken meat and eggs with 

the wife of his Hui friend. The couple replied on and benefits from the dense networks Su had 

established before migration. However, he was ambivalent about his relationships with other 

Hui and was highly cautious when he made a complaint about his business. 

It is not easy for Hui people to live in the city, we stay together and many problems will be 

solved…I do not always get the best bargain when I stock goods from him…but I do not want to 

let him down…after all, he helped me when I wanted to stay…(however), I know I am Hui and I 

never forget it…I have lots of (Hui) friends here, I do not need to get more (Han friends)…I do put 

my Hui fellows first when I do business…(Hui, male, 28, peddler, 4-year stay, August 2013) 

    Many interviewees fell into the dilemma like Su. On the one hand, they thought they should 

gain more profits when associated with other Hui. On the other hand, they were reluctant to 

get a bargain because they felt embarrassed and did not want to let their Hui fellows down, 

especially since the giver and the receiver were in different social position. For instance, ―You 

get what you are paid, you should not complain because at least you are given a job here” 

(male, Dongxiang, 30±, Linxia). Li (2004) argues that strong ties often imperceptibly impose 

values of loyalty and obligation, thereby resulting in a possibly low-paying position of the 

migrants. In this vein, the ethnic resources that migrants bear can become a burden rather than 

a merit in the ethnic community. The strong ties with ethnic fellows could put actors in a 

disadvantaged position in society (Kelly and Lusis 2006). Bourdieu (1986) suggests that the 

cultural capital that migrants possess can transform into other forms of capital. However, he 

does not discuss whether the process of transformation from one type of capital to another 

may result in a deduction of the capital. The deduction is the price that many migrants have to 

pay in order to rely on ethnic bonding capital.  

According to Su‘s comments, he was both major source and intermediary of job 

information for his family. Coleman (1990) calls the situation ―network closure‖ to describe 
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people like Su and his wife, who only rely on their existing networks and do not establish new 

relationships. A similar condition also applies to Bai‘s wife. When we asked Bai why he and 

his wife had come together to Lanzhou, his strong and aggressive reply revealed that he took 

the leading role in the marriage. Indeed, male migrants usually answered questions, even 

when both man and wife appeared during the interviews. Although the last 30 years has 

witnessed a trend of egalitarian development of gender roles in urban China, rural citizens still 

strongly embody the traditional patriarchal norms (Hu 2016). Despite evidence from eastern 

and coastal cities indicating that traditional gender norms have loosened due to the market 

demand for female labor (Fan 2011), the market economy in NWC has barely developed and 

traditional norms still dominate. A Hui female LDZG from Xihu Street in Lanzhou 

disappointingly observed that  

Here you do not see the specific need for female laborers in the job market; many women have 

followed their husbands as the company or assist but not the reverse… you will be looked upon if 

you are following your wife, they call it Chi Ruan Fan de (the sponge-off)… their (wives) choices 

for jobs are extremely limited…we are not encouraged to pao tou lou mian (work in public).  

The rural Hui respondents expressed the ideology of ‗Nan zhu wai, Nv zhu nei (Men are 

breadwinners, women are homemakers)‘ which only varies in degree. The spouses who 

reverse each other‘s role normally face high social pressure. If the demand for female labour 

in the job market in destination cities is low, female spouses will have to seek alternatives to 

support the family. However, it may be difficult for Hui family members to obtain the social 

capital out of the communities (number of local acquaintances is uncorrelated with migration 

patterns). Many Hui women tended either to be their husbands‘ assistants, like Bai‘s wife, or 

they relied on the ethnic ties their husbands have developed in the communities, like Su‘s 

wife. The implication here is that husbands have a strong influence on the ethnic networks of 

their wives. In other words, a gender dimension of entrapment may be imposed on female Hui 

in Hui communities. They may also face the loss of weak ties, which are useful for exploring 

new sources and information (Granovetter 1973). The Hui communities are also significant 

resources for the children of Hui families. We can now continue our conversation with Bai 

about his children he left behind in his hometown. 

…they will come when they are 12 or 13, when they can calculate and write……they should Xue 

Jing (learn Islamic classics) and do business, going to the school does not help…we are Hui and 

this is the way for generations and should be respected… 

Despite efforts by Chinese authorities to popularize the nine-year compulsory education, it 

is common for rural Hui children to drop out of school at an earlier age (Lu et al. 2016). The 
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reason, as Mackerras (2003) argues, is that Muslim parents generally place greater emphasis 

on fostering their children‘s survival skills rather than providing them with a formal education 

to improve their livelihoods. Hui children who quit school usually join their parents at the 

destinations at a young age. Although some children are sent to the madrassah (jing tang jiao 

yu in Chinese) in the mosques, many start to work in Hui communities. In fact, many Hui 

respondents take it for granted that they should bring their children as long as ―they can 

recognize words and know how to calculate.‖ The cultural behavior may be inherited from the 

Muslim tradition in many Middle East countries where the youths are obligated to assist the 

family business (Fernea 1991). However, this obligation tends to exacerbate Hui families‘ 

dependence on communities because Hui children as the child labors could only have access 

to the job market within Hui communities. Besides, it may lead to the alienation of under-

aged children from the interactions with the other groups outside the community because they 

barely have any opportunities to develop the bridging capital with the others during their 

childhood and youthhood. 

The Other Side of the Coin, Hui Communities as Shelters for Hui Families to Settle Down 

Chen came to Lanzhou with his wife in 2010. At first, the couple were recruited by the local 

government agent through the project called ―poverty alleviation‖ and worked at a 

construction site. After the completion of the construction job in 2012, they became 

unemployed. Unfortunately for Chen and his wife, the local government did not have 

subsequent institutional arrangement after the construction work had been completed. He told 

us how he got the current jobs for himself and his wife. 

…When we finished our jobs I did not want to return…but I did not know what to do because I 

know nobody in Lanzhou…I met Boss Ma when I did salat in Xijingdonglu mosques…He asked 

me to come to his construction site to do the old work and my wife did the cooking for workers…I 

met lots of friends when doing salat and some of them became good friends…We will pick up our 

children when we have a stable foothold here and when they are a little older…(Hui, Male, 26, 

construction worker, 3-year stay, September 2013)  

    Chen mentioned that Boss Ma had provided jobs for him and his wife because they are all 

Muslims and had done salat in a local mosque. In this case, the connection between the 

migrants and the job provider represents ethnic-specific bonding capital. In fact, migrants‘ 

ethnic identity is recognized as cultural capital which can be used to generate profits (not 

necessarily but can be reducible to economic profits) through social networks (Bourdieu 

1986). Like Chen, when the social resources that migrants possess in the destination cities are 

low, they spontaneously switch to the places where their cultural endowment is recognized 
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and allows them to be involved in the ethnic networks (Li 2004). The Hui community, in this 

sense provides members with a natural sense of trust and solidarity through the recognition of 

identity. In fact, many Hui migrants relied on the network of their co-ethnics based on mutual 

trust and group solidarity when they were totally unfamiliar with the place and the people in 

the destinations.  

Throughout the interviews Chen made an interesting distinction between ―friends‖ and 

―good friends‖. Kelly and Lusis (2006) suggest the networks should not be seen as equally 

distributed but rather that some networks are clearly more valuable than others. Bourdieu 

(1986) discusses how people from the same ethnic group may have access to networks 

differently because of the different knowledge and resources they possess. Within a Hui 

community it is necessary to distinguish specific ethnic networks as ―good friends‖ who can 

help effectively, and to identify other, more generalized networks, as ―friends‖ who may not 

be very helpful. In fact, the latter ―friends‖ network is more likely to lead to group rivalry than 

solidarity. 

Ryan et al. (2008) provide an analogous case on the prevailing idea that ―Poles do not help 

each other‖ in Britain because of the job competition in Polish communities. However, none 

of our respondents made similar complaints during the interviews. We suggest that the 

underlying reason is because the generation of bonding capital occurs not merely in the ethnic 

aspect but also in the religious aspect. Ma‘s case further explains the relationship between 

these two aspects. 

I remembered that the first thing I did when I arrived at Lanzhou was to find a Hui community and 

mosque, you know, it means (halal) food and shelter…People (Hui) from here are always helpful, 

they help me to get to know the place…I was alone when I first came here, I was not prepared for 

this because I knew nobody in Lanzhou before I moved… (Hui, male, around 40, a small 

restaurant owner, 7 year stay, August 2013) 

For Hui people, the Hui identity can to some extent be generalized as their religious identity 

(Gladney 2003). As indicated by many respondents, religious activities such as visiting the 

mosque can increase social capital resources (Maselko et al. 2011). Most Hui migrants have 

chosen to pay higher monthly rent (table 2) in order to live in a Hui community, and not only 

to be closer to their ethnic fellows but also to be in close proximity to mosques. When Ma 

mentioned ―food and shelter‖, he literally meant he was offered free food and shelter. It was 

confirmed to us on many occasions during the fieldwork that common sense compelled the 

Hui to provide free food and shelter for other Muslims (not limited to Hui) if they were in 

need. In fact, keeping a good community relationship is, in another respondent‘s words, the 
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―will of Allah.‖ Although there are many differences among Hui in terms of religious sects 

and practices (for instance, the Qadim, called Laojiao and Ikhwan, called Xinjiao in NWC, 

Zhang et al. 208), in a more general sense, religion can play an effective role in easing rivalry 

and promoting group solidarity in Hui communities. In other words, the bonding capital 

among Hui migrants is not only built on shared ethnic identity but also on shared religion.  

3.7 Conclusion and Discussion 

Drawing from the results of our survey in NWC, this article has discussed the factors 

influencing sole, couple and family migration of Han and Hui families respectively using 

quantitative analysis. In our choice to use a mixed method of analysis, we have also explored 

the reasons why community relations are important to Hui families through an in-depth 

qualitative questionnaire/survey. The quantitative analysis has allowed us to draw an overall 

and general image, but it nevertheless has two distinct drawbacks. First, it can neglect certain 

salient details and heterogeneous information. Second, since ethnic identity, social capital and 

ethnic communities are all considered to be dynamically changed during the migration 

process, these may not be fully reflected in cross-sectional data. Our use of qualitative 

analysis therefore picks up where quantitative analysis has left off, by enhancing our ability to 

articulate the family migration process in a more dynamic way, using insights gained from in-

depth interviews.  

One of our main findings is that the settlement intentions of individual Han migrants do not 

necessarily indicate their family settling plan. Compared to Hui, Han migrants are more 

utility-oriented and tend to circulate among different places in order to maximize their utility. 

The Hui migrants, on the contrary, are indeed seeking opportunities to settle with family 

members at the destinations. This tendency has required us to examine the migration of Han 

families from a more dynamic perspective, and to study Hui families within a more localized 

context. Whereas for Hui migrants and their families, social capital may be more important 

than human capital (personal qualities). NELM and network theory may be more effective in 

explaining the arrangement of Hui migrants‘ family members.  

It may not be necessary for Hui migrants to adapt to the cultural context of destination 

cities because they usually aggregate in Hui communities upon arrival at their destinations. 

The results of the regression in the Hui group highlight the importance of community 

relations for Hui families. Different from Han migrants, Hui migrants rely on Hui 

communities to create their networks and accumulate social capital for their families. The Hui 

community, if not an entrapment, is definitely the vital resource for Hui families.  
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Wide arrays of policies and local regulations have in recent years been implemented by 

Chinese authorities in order to stimulate economic development in urban areas, but this has 

been achieved at the cost of the livelihoods of many migrants, especially minorities and their 

families. The Hui community, as an informal agent, plays the essential role of fostering the 

settlement of Hui migrants and their families. It would nevertheless be prudent over the long-

term to establish relevant policies on how to formally and institutionally guarantee the 

livelihoods of minority migrants in NWC. 

However, there may also be a dark side to the ethnic community. Not only may the 

community be a pitfall for individual ethnic migrants, but it may also be a trap for other 

family members as well. This is especially true for the Hui women and under-aged children 

because they are always the followers. In fact, the entrapment phenomenon is not unique to 

China; it also appears among minority communities of immigrants in other parts of the world 

(Li 2004). However, the Hui women in China may not only face the constraints from their 

husbands and Hui communities, but they may also encounter pressures from mainstream 

society because they usually move to cities in NWC in which the social environment is 

relatively conservative. A more fundamental reason for the dark side of the Hui community 

could be because the community itself is isolated from the larger society. To build a more 

inclusive job market in the overall society, and find a way to promote inter-group 

communication, may help minority migrants and their families avoid becoming entrapped in 

Hui communities. 

The main revelation gained from our in-depth interviews is that the accumulation of 

bonding capital does not necessarily suggest an increase or decrease of bridging capital. Thus, 

―ethnic community‖ should neither be seen as a negative nor positive term but rather as a coin 

with two sides, pro and con. The ethnic community, rather than its dark side being a pitfall, 

can be potentially used as an agent by migrants to minimize the risk of unemployment, 

improve their livelihoods, and foster the settlement of their families. Moreover, the 

relationship between group solidarity and group rivalry need not suggest a waxing and waning, 

but can instead co-exist in the ethnic communities. The dense networks of ethnic fellows in 

the community may lead to in-group competition and disadvantage the members among them 

(Ryan et al. 2008). However, our study suggests that the shared religion among the ethnic 

group members may actually be a useful intermediary for easing rivalry and promoting group 

solidarity in ethnic communities. Furthermore, the analysis set out here indicates that migrants 

and their families do not necessarily engage into their social networks prior to the migration 

and settlement process. The reason is because the bonding capital based on certain religious 
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identity and ethnicity can be generated between strangers through trust and shared identity. 

However, from a theoretical perspective, it would nevertheless be beneficial in future studies 

to delve more deeply into the relationship between bonding and bridging capital. 
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Chapter 4 A Tale of Three Cities: Negotiating Ethnic Identity and 

Acculturation in Northwest China
6
 

 

Abstract: Through extensive interviews with Hui, Han, Dongxiang, and Tibetan migrants and 

participant observation in northwest China between 2013 and 2015, we examine how the negotiation 

of ethnic identity influences acculturation strategies in three cultural contexts by scrutinizing the three 

operational aspects of ethnic identity: perceptions, affections and behaviors. We argue that the ethnic 

identity is negotiated at both the group and individual level as a relation of dialectical unification in 

regard to fixity and fluidity. At the group level, ethnic identity is relatively fixed and rigid and is 

perceived by most of the group members as the social norms which normalize ethnic behaviour 

collectively. At the individual level, on the other hand, ethnic identity can be highly flowing and 

contested from one individual to another. Han identity is generally self-perceived as unmarked, porous, 

situated, and sometimes even vacuous. Han migrants‘ acculturation is more dependent on the cultural 

context of the host society. Hui and Dongxiang migrants show a strong attachment and affective bonds 

to their ethnic identity, which is largely based on religious identity. Although Tibetan migrants 

perceive a complex, place-based identity related to their religion, the grassland, their traditional ways 

of living, and their language, a Tibetan identity seems to be difficult to fulfil given their economic 

vulnerability and the contradictions between retaining traditions and being Sinicized in the city. 

 

Keywords: Ethnic Identity, Acculturation, Migration, Representation, Northwest China 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
6
 A slight different version was published as ―Zhang, B.*, Druijven, P., and Strijker, D. (2018). A 

Tale of Three Cities: Negotiating Ethnic Identity and Acculturation in Northwest China. Journal of 

Cultural Geography, 35(1), 44-74.‖ 
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4.1 Framing Ethnic Identity and Acculturation 

Against the background of rapid urbanization and the Western Development Campaign, rural-

to-urban population mobility is gradually increasing in northwest China (NWC). Migrants in 

the region have substantially different ethnic origins compared to those in eastern and central 

regions of China, because not only is NWC the homeland of the majority Han but it is also 

home to many ethnic minorities, mainly Hui Muslims and Tibetans. Berry (2008) asserts that 

social engagement among migrants with different ethnic identities leads to a process of 

acculturation, a process important for local socioeconomic development, social stability and 

migrant well-being (Berry 2006; Yoon Lee and Goh 2008), especially since tensions have 

already arisen among different ethnic groups in NWC (Hasmath 2014).  

    However, there is insufficient research to understand how the ethnic identity of migrants 

influences their acculturation in NWC. This is not surprising, given the sensitivity of Chinese 

ethnic issues, lack of accessibility for scholars, and scant data for this region. Furthermore, 

migrant ethnic identity in the acculturation process is positioned and conditioned by the 

cultural context of the receiving society (Kaplan and Chacko 2015). In China, regional ethnic 

autonomy is assigned by the regional governments at different administrative levels where 

minority groups have been congregated by the Chinese government. Within these autonomous 

entities, although the minorities do not dominate politically, the central authority of China has 

given minority groups a certain degree of freedom to foster their own language, religion, and 

culture. This raises two questions that we address in this paper: 1. How do migrants interpret 

and negotiate ethnic identities in their new cultural contexts? 2. How do the ethnic identities 

of migrants influence their acculturation to a new cultural context?  

Negotiating Ethnic Boundaries and Operationalizing Ethnic Identity  

Most scholars agree that ethnic identity is developed within a constructionist framework, 

where ethnic identity is seen as fluid, situational, and negotiated by and through the context of 

group contacts (Barth 1969; Phinney 2003; Sullivan 2012). Ethnic identity construction 

involves the negotiation of ethnic boundaries, where the individuals label ―self‖ and ―others‖ 

in terms of their ethnic categories (Wimmer 2008). Such labelling employs the process of 

othering, which is achieved by maximizing the distinctiveness of those outside the group 

(―out-group‖), and the similarities of those inside a specific ethnic group (―in-group‖) (Brewer 

1991; Nagel 1994; Rijnks and Strijker 2013). The constructionist point of view argues against 

the existence of essential traits of ethnic identity, thereby allowing for new forms of 

representations of ethnic identity to develop when different cultural groups encounter each 
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other during migration (Chacko 2015). Ethnic identity is performed as a perpetual negotiation 

and renegotiation between different ethnic groups rather than drawing a fixed boundary 

(Bhabha 1990; Zhu and Qian 2015). Lee and Park (2008) highlight the pivotal role of cultural 

attributes in different geographical locations to the creation of situational identity, because the 

ethnic identity of arriving groups is highlighted and amplified when it interacts with cultural 

context of the receiving ethnic groups. 

    The intentions and meanings of the migrants‘ performances of their identities reflect their 

own perceptions of what that ethnic identity entails (Carlin 2017). Actors apply stereotypes as 

a result of the perception that ethnic identity is characterized by inherent allegiance to 

particular elements that are fixed and unchanging, in order to normalize the specific signifiers 

(Chirkov 2009; Skop and Li 2017). Such stereotyped signifiers are often exaggerated and 

oversimplified. The stereotype relies on the concept of fixity, indicating the repetitive and 

rigid part of ethnic identity (Bhabha 1994; Ridanpää 2014). . Due to what they perceive as the 

norms of ethnic category, actors associate their affection with a specific ethnic group in order 

to fulfil the desire for ethnic identification and obtain a sense of belonging (Brown 2000; 

Owens et al. 2010). Ethnic identity negotiation also stresses the importance of ethnic behavior 

(Hogg and Reid 2006). Although ethnic behavior may be an unreliable guide to actors‘ ethnic 

identity (Schechner 2013), people nevertheless associate specific behaviors with certain ethnic 

groups as a mean of constructing ―otherness.‖ Ethnic identity is also symbolically reflected in 

language, food preferences, and religious practices. In this article, we examine the ethnic 

identity of migrants based on these three components. At the moment of culture encounter, 

arriving groups with alienated cultural backgrounds and receiving groups immediately start to 

renegotiate boundaries and redefine their identities as a result of three factors: perceptions 

(how do the actors perceive their own ethnic identity and others‘ ethnic identities), affections 

(how do the actors forge their affective bonds and attachment to their ethnic identities), and 

behaviors (how do the actors act in their daily life and how the actors alter their behaviors in 

the different cultural contexts).  

China is portrayed by its own state media propaganda as a unified multi-ethnic country 

(tongyide duo minzu guojia), home to the Han majority (Hanzu) and 55 minority ethnic 

groups (shaoshu minzu), all of whom enjoy social equality through a series of preferential 

policies for minority groups (similar to U.S. affirmative action policies). The official 

classification of ethnic minorities is, however, highly politicized (zhenzhihua, Ma 2007) and 

arbitrarily based on the state-orchestrated ethnic classification (minzu shibie, Mullaney 2011) 

launched in the 1950s. In the eyes of the state, ethnic identity is pre-programed and non-
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negotiable. According to Mullaney (2011), this essentialist viewpoint only catches up with 

presupposed primordial ethnic characteristics, while overlooking the contingencies, variation, 

and fluctuations of ethnic identity. In this sense, ethnic identity formation is mainly 

institutionalised and enforced as a tool of political or economic manipulation by authorities 

(Jenkins 1997; Skop 2017). Although the minzu shibie is an official, state-sanctioned project, 

ordinary Chinese people, especially the minorities discussed in this article, are aware of their 

official ethnic identities. 

Connecting Ethnic Identity to Acculturation 

The assumption of acculturation was developed from the experience of migrants in U.S. as an 

alternative to a linear, bipolar framework, which assumed a process of ethno cultural 

encountering as one waxing, another waning (Miyares 1997). In contrast, Berry (1992) 

formulated acculturation, the idea that different cultural orientations of a migrant are 

independent of each other to a certain extent. In this view, migrants‘ ethnic identity can be 

conceptualized through four acculturation strategies, integration, assimilation, separation, 

and marginalization based on two variables: the migrants‘ relative tendency to retain their 

original identity (maintaining the cultural heritage of their society of origin), and their 

tendency to obtain the ethnic identity of the host group (or adopting cultural characteristics 

from the host society). Integration occurs when migrants adopt the cultural characteristics of 

the host society while also keeping their own ethnic cultural heritage, assimilation occurs 

when the migrant adopts aspects of the new culture while also giving up their original identity, 

and separation happens when the migrant maintains their original culture and does not adopt 

the new one. Marginalization strategy manifests as refusing both cultural heritages of host 

society and the society of origin (Phinney 1990). Acculturation is the process of psychological 

or cultural change occurring in both groups and individuals after engaging in intercultural 

contact (Berry 1992). At the group level, it involves changes such as collective actions, social 

institutions, cultural forms, and group solidarity (Berry 1997). At the individual level, it 

involves changes in attitudes, behavior, and even loyalty.  

    The acculturation strategies mentioned above mainly derive from a universalist perspective, 

which presupposes homogeneous ethnic identities (Berry and Sam 1997). This may be 

problematic since there are no ―pure‖ or unitary identities that have never experienced change.  

From the interpretive perspective, ethnic identity formation provides us a way to explain 

acculturation through symbols, meanings, representations, and performances because ―people 

intentionally reason their actions through a meaningful socio-cultural context‖ (Chirkov 2009, 
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96). The dialectical relationship between group and individual acculturation is reflected in 

changes in intersubjective and subjective meanings, that is, migrants construct their identities 

at group level collectively through normalizing and consenting ―shared essences‖ while 

individuals label the categories and negotiate the meanings of their identities according to 

their own perceptions and interpretations (Hollis 2002; Skop 2006; Carlin 2017). 

Acculturation is therefore not only an objectively identified and sculpted paradigm but may 

also be subjectively perceived and fluidly negotiated. It is from this perspective that we 

approached our analysis. 

As Cox (2014) argues, the social-cultural context would not even exist were it not for 

human agency reproducing or retransforming it. In this article, human agency is essential 

because the arguments of ethnic identity formation are mainly established from the raw 

materials drawn from our in-depth interviews. The theoretical framework for our study 

appears in figure 4-1. We examine migrants‘ perceptions, affections and behaviors at both 

individual (i.e. how individuals execute ethnic identity through symbols, representations and 

performance) and group level (normative meanings, e.g., collective actions, specific cultural 

forms and group solidarity) to illustrate how individual migrants negotiate their ethnic 

identities in different cultural contexts. We argue that the ways in which migrants perceive 

their ethnic identities, and how they feel they are perceived by outsiders, influences their 

acculturation differently in different social-cultural contexts. Our aim in this article is to build 

a bridge between ethnic identity and acculturation by discussing three operational components 

and meanings of ethnic identity. We assume that the four strategies of acculturation are rooted 

in fluid rather than fixed conceptions of identities, and are based on the subjectivity of 

individual migrants during their negotiation of ethnic identity.  

Perception

Affection Behaviour

Change of cultural context

Three Operational Components of Ethnic Identity Migrants‘ Acculturation Strategies

Intra-group vs. Inter-group

Individuals vs. Groups

Separation Integration

AssimilationMarginalization

The acquisition of the ethnic 

identity of the host society

The maintenance of the 

migrants‘ ethnic identity

The Experience of Human 

Subjectivity

 

Figure 4-1 Theoretical framework (Adapted from Berry 1992; Hogg and Reid 2006; Phinney and Ong 2007; Carlin 2017) 
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4.2 Data Sources 

Our study took place in Lanzhou city (Lanzhou), Linxia Hui Autonomous Prefecture (Linxia), 

and Gannan Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture (Gannan), all in Gansu Province of North West 

China (NWC, figure 4-2). The dominant cultures in these cities/prefectures are Han, Muslim, 

and Tibetan, respectively. Gansu is situated in the buffer area between the Tibetan and Loess 

Plateaus and the ancient Silk Road where Han Chinese, Persians, Arabs, Mongols, and 

Tibetans have repeatedly encountered each other. Due to the long history of frontier contacts, 

Gansu retains a highly heterogeneous mix of ethnic groups in the present day. We discuss 

Han and Hui migrants in Lanzhou, Han, Hui and Dongxiang migrants in Linxia, and Han and 

Tibetan migrants in Gannan.  

              

Figure 4-2 Research areas  

Source: Adapted from National Geomatics Center of China, made by Dr. Lei Jiang 

    By ―migrants‖, the authors are referring to all liudongrenkou (floating population) who do 

not have local hukou (household registration). In China, the hukou system has been applied 

since 1958 as a means of controlling population flows. To have hukou means to be eligible for 

urban social benefits such as low-rent housing and medical insurance. The ―floating 

population‖ comprises people who live in places where they are not officially registered. 

Some migrants may also be known as nongmingong (rural-urban migrant workers); these are 

low-skilled laborers with little education who carry out the ―Three-D‖ jobs: dirty, dangerous 

and demeaning. This type of work is routinely shunned by the local population. Most 

migrants therefore live in informal housing, such as urbanizing villages and peri-urban areas. 

Urbanizing villages refers to the semi-urbanized spaces which have been transformed from 
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traditional villages during rapid urban sprawl. Although urbanizing villages are found within 

the cities or towns, they retain rural characteristics in terms of residents and buildings. The 

low rent and cost of living make urbanizing villages the first choice for the migrants who 

work and cannot afford high rent in the cities. We conducted our fieldwork in six urbanizing 

village regions and peri-urban areas in Lanzhou, Linxia and Gannan between August and 

November, 2013, and October and November, 2015. The fieldwork was organized by the 

authors and carried out with the help of students from local universities as well as key 

informants who had have high prestige and familiarity with the residents and the condition of 

local communities—most notably ji sheng zhuan gan (JSZG, 计生专干, special workers for 

family planning) and liu dong zhuan gan (LDZG, 流动专干, special workers for floating 

population). These government officials in sub-district administrations work closely with 

migrants every day and are familiar with local floating populations. 

    Interviewees were mainly chosen through a snowballing method. Some Dongxiang and 

Tibetans were reluctant to express themselves in Mandarin. The interviewees in Linxia and 

Gannan were therefore allowed to use their own languages and their interviews were 

organized, interpreted, and translated by two Tibetan students. Our total of 59 interviews 

included 9 Han and 7 Hui migrants in Lanzhou; 8 Han, 10 Hui, and 4 Dongxiang migrants in 

Linxia; 5 Han, 5 Hui and 11 Tibetan migrants in Gannan, some of who were visited more than 

once, and 11 key informants. All participants were over age 21 and had lived in their 

destination cities for at least two years. All the participants had engaged in both inter- and 

intra-group interactions during their migration process, and they all had long-term intentions 

to settle in the region. The in-depth interviews were semi-structured and conversational, 

always starting with questions on their migration experience, job search, and living conditions. 

In some instances, where possible, we visited interviewees at their workplace. We focused on 

questions pertaining to the three elements of migrants‘ ethnic identity and acculturation 

developed from our theoretical framework. Each interview lasted approximately one hour. 

Transcripts were translated in order to maintain their original meanings to the greatest degree 

possible.   

4.3 A Tale of Three Cities I: Lanzhou 

As the capital city of Gansu Province and a central city of NWC, Lanzhou (figure 4-2) attracts 

many migrants from across China but mainly from the Northwest. The Muslim clusters are 

mostly situated in the west of the city, in Xiaoxihu district. As mentioned above, the earliest 

Muslim immigration dates to around the 10
th

 century, when numerous Muslim groups from 
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Arabia, Persia, and central Asia engaged in commercial activity, manual work and cultural 

communications via the Silk Road. The Hui originate from the descendants of these travelers 

who had settled and merged with locals and other groups under the unifying banner of Islam 

(Gladney 1996). Despite Lanzhou‘s long history of multi-ethnic cohabitation (mainly Han and 

Hui), Han is unequivocally the dominant ethnic group in terms of number (comprising nearly 

95.6% of the population, according to The Sixth National Census), culture, and economy. 

“I am not sure if I really have a strong sense of being Han.” 

    Around one hundred years ago, the construction of the Chinese Han identity was advocated 

by Chinese nationalists as part of a nation-building effort to motivate feelings of unity and to 

reduce the possibility of national disintegration (Gladney 2000). Today, most Han people 

believe that Han identity is the Chinese national identity and vice versa (Dikötter 1990). 

When we asked about their daily contacts with locals, one interviewee provided the following 

illustration: 

I am used to it because I am a xi bei ren [person from the Northwest]….I am not sure if I really 

have a strong feeling of being Han. I probably feel like a Han only when I am dealing with a 

Hui….they are minority, you know, you do not always associate with them.…I began to notice 

that they were Hui when I was informed, but that‘s it….I don‘t have any problem when dealing 

with the Hui because it makes no difference. (Interviewee 1, Han, male, 51, small restaurant owner, 

8-year stay, August 2013) 

Traditional Chinese social structures generally organize people into clans or communities 

attached to their lands of residence rather than by ethnicity. The Han group, as Ma (2007) 

argues, is highly politicized and arbitrarily assembled. In fact, the cultural distinctions 

between two Han migrants from different places may be more pronounced than between a 

Han and a minority migrant (Wu 1991). Harrell (1990) asserted that Han Chinese generally do 

not perceive that they are ethnically different from the mainstream culture. This is very 

similar to white people in American society who have been portrayed as both ―unmarked‖ and 

the standard of the society in terms of specific behaviors and attitudes (Skop 2016). The Han 

identity also seems ―unmarked‖ because it is not self-perceived as an ethnic group or a sub-

group in Chinese society. This is because the self-perception of being a Han does not always 

present symbolic meanings. Our observations in Lanzhou also support this assertion. The 

Han-Hui inter-group contacts can be described as a trigger for Han migrant identity. The 

appearance of the Han identity is a response to Han-Hui interaction rather than an inherent 

sense of Han identity. In inter-group contacts, Han migrants‘ perceptions of identity merely 

serve to draw a boundary between self and other, rather than to self-label as ―Han.‖ That is to 
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say, it is other-determined rather than self-determined. The result of this othering process fails 

to generate a sense of belonging from which Han migrants could benefit because ―it makes no 

difference‖ (Interviewee 1). In fact, they appear to be unaware of the concept of ethnic 

identity applied to themselves in a place where they are the majority. 

“I know I am Hui and I never forget it”. 

Berlie (2004) argue that the Hui are relatively more Sinicized and secular than to other 

Chinese frontier Muslims (e.g., Uyghurs and Kazaks) because they share the Han language 

(Chinese), they generally identify themselves as both Muslim and Chinese, and are seemingly 

better adapted to Chinese society. Nevertheless, many Hui insist that they have inherited a 

strong sense of belonging from their ancestors. They perceive a shared history and are closely 

tied to their ethnic identity. When we asked how they perceive their Hui identity, one Hui 

migrant originally from Linxia offered an illustrative response: 

My Hui identity is not something that appeared suddenly, I know I am Hui and I never forget it….I 

do put my Hui fellows first when I do business. But this is easy to understand, every nationality 

has its own culture and so do we…For example, we can sell meat to locals, but we do not buy any 

food from them because it is not qingzhen (清真, halal). (Interviewee 2, Hui, male, 28, peddler, 4-

year stay, August 2013) 

    As indicated by interviewee 2, the perception of Hui identity is spontaneous for many Hui 

migrants while the representations of Hui identity are seen as tenacious and inflexible. The 

outward manifestation of Hui identity is largely presented through performance of religious 

taboos, for instance, the avoidance of pork-related products. Not only do Hui migrants avoid 

consuming pork, but they also avoid even using the word ―pork‖ (猪肉); instead using the 

phrase ―big meat‖ (大肉). The Chinese word fei (肥) is replaced with zhuang (壮) because fei 

is usually used to describe pork and is considered embarrassing and likely to cause disrespect 

while zhuang means strong or robust. Furthermore, as interviewee 2 emphasised, food 

produced by non-Muslims is shunned because it is not qingzhen (Halal, literally means ―pure 

and true‖. Chuah 2012). These taboos and the concept of ―Pure and True‖ are used and even 

exaggerated and simplified to represent sufficient conditions for many Hui migrants to 

establish an ethnic boundary with non-Hui people. It is important to mention that these taboos 

are accepted and defined as an ethnic boundary. Individuals who ignore the taboos do so at 

the cost of being ostracized by Hui communities. The inherent perception of Hui identity and 

the sense of belonging to the Hui group are mainly rooted in their religion practice. 
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    Gladney (2003) contend that the Hui identity could be understood largely through their 

religious identity, or more generally, their ethnic identity is their religious identity. We 

confirmed this to be the case during our interview process in NWC. In fact, Hui migrants who 

claimed to be Hui were automatically stereotyped as Muslims by both Muslim and non-

Muslim groups most of the time.  It almost becomes a social consensus that Islam is supposed 

to be the most important precondition and the essence of Hui identity in Lanzhou. The 

performances of Hui identity concentrate on a series of collective actions such religious 

practices, but also by the areas they choose to dwell.  One interviewee from Ningxia (Muslim 

region) remarked on the sense of community derived from the location of his home in 

Lanzhou: 

The first thing I did when I arrived at Lanzhou was to find a Muslim community and a 

mosque…People from there are always helpful. It‘s not just me; all Hui migrants do this…it also 

helps us get to know the place and do our gong ke (five pillars of Islam). (Interviewee 3, Hui, male, 

around 40, a small restaurant owner, 7-year stay, August 2013) 

    Like interviewee 3, many also mentioned the Muslim community and mosques as the key 

markers of Hui identity. They express their distinct dwelling preferences in their selection of 

certain areas in the city, as shown by their inclination to concentrate in small groups in 

traditional Muslim communities. These Muslim communities and mosques (as outward 

symbols) serve as symbolic markers of Hui identity at the group level in a non-Muslim 

dominant society. As interviewee 3 commented, the first ports of call for many Hui migrants, 

especially new arrivals, are typically the traditional Muslim communities such as the 

urbanizing villages in the Xiaoxihu area of the Qilihe district in Lanzhou. In these 

communities, Hui migrants carry out economic activities with strong ethnic associations, such 

as the production of halal food and leather, and follow Islamic religious practices, such as 

listening to preaching by imams or studying in mosques (figure 4-3). The Hui communities 

not only offer a neighborhood environment for these migrants, but also give symbolic 

meaning to Hui identity (Ke 2001). This settlement pattern of living in the Islamic bolsters a 

collective identity and reduces the strangeness of a new environment. Given that the Hui 

migrants‘ main socioeconomic activities are conducted within the communities, this may also 

hinder opportunities for inter-group contact and build cultural barriers against the host society. 

However, not every Hui migrant admitted to being Muslim, nor did every Hui migrant live in 

a Hui community. One female Hui migrant from Shaanxi province told a different story about 

her attitude towards Hui identity:  
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You could say I am a Hui but it is not accurate to say I am a Muslim. Am I? I hardly ever pray or 

fast. I can‘t even memorize the shahada….I would say that to me these are habits, not really 

religion….I never eat non-halal food, simply because I have never eaten it before.…It is not true 

that I do not want to fit in.…You know, it would cause trouble for others when eating out with my 

non-Muslim friends. They always ask me if I am Muslim when I mention that I do not eat pork or 

other non-halal food. (Interviewee 4, Hui, female, 24, waitress, 3-year stay, October 2013). 

    As mentioned previously, even though some Hui migrants may not practice Islam, the Hui 

are generally perceived as Muslim by their own communities. Therefore, it is intriguing that 

interviewee 4 identified herself as Hui but not as Muslim. Her comments remind us of 

Wright‘s finding of a woman who refused to be stereotyped and labelled as a ―typical 

Mexican woman‖ (Wright 1997). Interviewee 4‘s identification as Hui but not Muslim may 

reflect her disapproval of the stereotype associating Hui identity with Islam. For her, the Hui 

identity—praying, fasting, the food taboo, and other religious performances—seem to have 

lost their religious meaning. At least in her view, her Hui identity relates more to customs 

which may have influenced her for many years rather than to an Islamic identity with which 

she was born. The interviewee herself also questioned the accuracy of being labelled a 

Muslim because of her non-pork diet. Gladney (1996) discusses how the pork diet is 

portrayed as taboo and unclean; the non-pork diet is found mainly in NWC where the Hui 

population is numerous. It is safe to say that the non-pork diet in NWC is a necessary but 

insufficient condition to draw the boundary between Hui communities and non-Muslims, in 

this context, the Han. Although interviewee 4‘s statement provides an interesting anecdote of 

a person who would prefer to be assimilated into the host society at the expense of stripping 

away the religious meaning of her ethnic identity, social stereotyping by the mainstream could 

also act as an exclusionary force, continuously obstructing her attempts to gain admission into 

the dominant culture of the host society. 

For many Hui respondents, we observed that their understanding of their ethnic identity is 

largely anchored in Islam which they perceive as the essence of Hui identity. These 

perceptions tend to be tenacious and subconscious which may result in Hui migrants‘ 

following a separation strategy, maintaining their identity and self-consciously setting 

themselves off from the dominant culture. In a more general sense, many Hui respondents 

have created a sense of place through collective behaviors such as living in close proximity to 

mosques where they can follow what they perceive as essential and authentic traits of the Hui 

identity. The perception of Islam as an intrinsic part of Hui identity may lead to in-group 

isolation of Hui migrants who deny a religious identity and as a result may no longer be 
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regarded as members of the Hui community. On the one hand, the Hui migrants who accept 

their Muslim identity as the essence of Hui identity may greatly benefit from the Hui 

communities and adapt new lives at the very beginning of migration. But on the other hand, 

they may be ―trapped‖ in the Hui communities over the long run because of the isolation 

between Hui communities and the host society. Thus, sticking to what most of the Hui 

migrants have perceived as the essence of Hui identity may negatively influence their 

attempts to assimilate and integrate with the host society if they choose to do so.  

 

Figure 4-3 One of the entrances of the Hui community (top left), the mosque for praying and studying (top right) and 

the Muslim market inside of the Hui community (down). Source: Photographed by Peter Druijven and Bo Zhang in 

September, 2013 in Lanzhou. 

4.4 A Tale of Three Cities II: Linxia 

Linxia, in ancient times known as Hezhou (figure 4-2), is the largest Muslim centre in Gansu 

Province and is known as ―Little Mecca in China.‖ It links Lanzhou in the North and Gannan 

in the South, and used to be the most important junction on the South Silk Road for Muslim 

commercial activity in NWC. Linxia has also played a crucial role in the development of 

Muslim culture and religion since antiquity. Muslims and non-Muslims traditionally lived 
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separately, but these former habitation patterns are changing today. The major Muslim groups 

in Linxia are the Hui and the Dongxiang, accounting for 31.6% and 26.0% of the population 

respectively while Han group makes up 39.7% (The Sixth National Census). Culturally, the 

Dongxiang are comparable to the Hui and were officially categorized as Hui until the 1950s. 

The name Dongxiang literally refers to a place and literally means ―East Village.‖ The 

Dongxiang people have their own spoken language, which is akin to Mongolian but 

incorporates Chinese, Persian, and Arabic words and expressions. Most Dongxiang people 

use the Chinese formal writing system. For Dongxiang people, their ethnic identity is also 

connected to Islam. Although Muslims may never be the politically dominant group in any 

places in China under the current communist regime, our observations of Linxia sufficiently 

inform us that Muslims are a relatively dominant group in terms of economic and cultural 

activity. To Han migrants, the exotic and symbolic local landscapes (for instance, there are 

over 3,000 mosques densely distributed across the city of Linxia) and interaction with locals 

undoubtedly evokes a sense of cultural alienation and the exotic.  

 “I am a majority and they are minorities, I am aware of that.” 

In Linxia, it is the common view that whenever someone mentions minorities (shaoshu), he or 

she does not mean all ethnic minority groups, but only Muslim groups (e.g., Hui or 

Dongxiang). For many Han migrants, it is practically unavoidable to have at least limited 

interaction with minorities in their daily lives. For instance, most of the food-related 

businesses (except pork) and restaurants are run by Muslims. All the Han respondents in 

Linxia claimed that they were more or less aware of the concept of ethnic identity and the 

Islamic cultural context of the host society. However, most Han respondents seemed to focus 

on the ethnic identity of other groups rather than their own. The awareness of Han identity in 

Linxia is triggered by the Muslim cultural context of the host society in Linxia rather than by 

personal contacts in Lanzhou. When we asked about their daily contacts with locals and their 

perceptions of Han and Hui identity and the feeling towards the city, two of our interviewees 

from Shaanxi clarified: 

You have to know whether unfamiliar people are duoshu [majority] or shaoshu [minority] before 

you do anything with them…I am not jiangjiu 讲究 [picky]….I do business with minorities, I eat 

halal food….Still I am a majority and they are minorities, I am aware of that….Sometimes it feels 

awkward to say Han or Hui, as though we are divided minzu [ethnic groups]….I am a majority and 

so what…minzu zhengce (preferential policies) is only for minorities, we do not benefit from 

it….Han identity does not mean anything. (Interviewee 5, Han, male, around 40, furniture maker, 

2-year stay, September 2013). 
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I am not often in contact with minorities because my business partners are all Han….I never say 

―pork‖ or ―pig meat‖ in Linxia. If I have to say it, I say ―big meat.‖ On the other hand, I cannot say 

―big meat‖ in front of Hui people….I will think before saying it, even when I‘m not speaking to a 

Hui….To be honest, one Hui is not Hui, only two Hui are Hui….they zhuang [pretend] to be 

religious to show to us, we also pretend that we believe (Actually, we do not believe)they are 

serious [about their religion and identity]…but they [Muslim minorities] are truly tuanjie 

[united]…I mean they can rely on the other Hui when they need help …we (Han) cannot. 

(Interviewee 6, Han, male, 30, vehicle painter, 5-year stay, September 2013) 

    Han migrants in Linxia seem to be more cautious than when they are in Lanzhou about 

their behavior. However, most Han respondents were indifferent about their Han identity. 

Ethnic identity, in Han migrant eyes, seems only to be something associated with non-Han or 

minorities. Although Han are not the ―majority‖ or at least not dominant in terms of 

population, economy, or culture in Linxia, they are still labelled as the ―majority‖. In fact, 

most Han migrants do not perceive themselves as a vulnerable minority in Linxia. Yet we also 

observed in these interviewees a resistance to being designated as ―the majority‖ because the 

perception of ―superiority‖ by other groups could constrict communications and lead to 

psychological discomfort for all involved. Interviewee 5‘s understanding of ethnic identity 

corresponds to whether or not he benefits from his supposedly superior Han identity. His 

statement that ―Han identity does not mean anything‖ demonstrates his dissatisfaction with 

preferential policies for minorities, especially in non-Han dominant regions. To many Han 

respondents, minority migrants have enjoyed the privileges granted only because of their 

minority status not because of the specific context they find themselves in. Apparently, Han 

migrants do not consider the ―minority‖ as minority because Linxia is, according to some Han 

interviewees, ―their [Muslim] place where they are the host and not vulnerable.‖ Indeed, 

many Han respondents seem to perceive a sense of unfairness because their Han identity 

provides no solid privileges, even when they are not the majority population. The complaints 

about preferential policies for minorities to some extent reflect the self-perception that the 

Han identity is hollow. 

    The unique Muslim cultural context in Linxia becomes an essential social norm which 

regulates Han respondents‘ behaviors. To most Han respondents, the ethnic boundary between 

Han and Hui or other Muslim groups was simply defined by the presence of Islamic religious 

taboos. Almost all the Han interviewees stereotyped Islamic taboos as the essence of Hui or 

Dongxiang identities, and neglected to consider the multiple interrelated layers and nuanced 

meanings of ethnic identity. The purpose of Han respondents in negotiating ethnic boundaries 

is to distinguish themselves from Muslims rather than to form and explore the richness of the 
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Han identity. Interviewee 6‘s perception of ethnic identity reflects the ineffable yet well-

known stereotypes and prejudice among many Han migrants towards Muslims in this region. 

This is understandable because most of the Han Chinese are atheists coming from the single 

ethnic region and they have rarely met anyone who is not Han before migrating to Linxia. 

Many Han migrants take it for granted that the concept of ethnic identity is hypocritical and 

should not be taken seriously because their own perception of Han identity is situational and 

hollow. More importantly, his assertion suggests a perceived absence of essential and unified 

meanings in Han identity.  

Although not all Han respondents believed that Muslims strictly abide by basic religious 

and cultural rules (e.g., the food taboo), especially when they are alone, all respondents 

nevertheless indicated that they had already changed their behavior to accommodate Islamic 

taboos. Moreover, they also remarked that they would consider their wording of Islamic 

taboos before speaking, even when conversing with another Han. Joniak-Lüthi (2016) 

discusses a similar case in Southern Xinjiang where Han migrants are blurring the boundaries 

and acculturating to Islamic and Uyghur conventions, even though these Han migrants are 

reluctant to admit to integrating and assimilating. However, the cultural context hardly 

provokes their self-awareness for the Han identity and affection to Han group. In fact, as we 

discovered in Lanzhou, there are few cultural traits that are perceived as the essence of Han 

identity by Han migrants, let alone traits that associate their attachment to the Han group. This 

characteristic allows Han migrants to integrate easily into other groups as long as the cultural 

context does not exclude them. In our study, we observe that the performance of Han identity 

is highly situated by the local cultural context, and by the act of moving from a Han-

dominated to a relatively Muslim-dominated society. The performance changes noted in Han 

interviewees‘ behavior are responses to the local cultural context rather than enactments of 

identity with the Han ethnicity. Similar to Lanzhou, Han respondents in Linxia regarded Han 

identity as rather weak, although they were more receptive to the concept of them having an 

ethnic identity.  

              “We are Muslims” vs. “Muslims are not all the same” 

Although within Hui community the salience of religious identity can vary dramatically, most 

Hui migrants are Muslims. Compared to what we have observed in Lanzhou, religion in 

Linxia plays a more complicated role among different Muslim ethnic groups in their ethnic 

boundary negotiations. When asked about where migrants lived and how they perceived their 

ethnic identities, we were told:   
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I prefer living with shaoshu…I mean not just Hui, it is OK as long as with Muslims….After all, 

we are all Muslims. (Interviewee 7, Dongxiang, female, around 30, bread seller, 5-year stay, 

September 2013) 

Living in Linxia is not easy, I mean, not easy to fit in to a Muslim group….It is not just your 

ethnic identity, you know, Muslims are not all the same, we speak different languages and have 

different beliefs…. I believe in xinjiao [新教, New Teaching] but there are not many xinjiao 

believers around me. It is different from laojiao [老教, Old Teaching]. We don‘t hate each other, 

but we are still different….They do not see the differences; they just think we are Muslims. 

(Interviewee 8, Hui, male, driver, 29, 3-year stay, September 2013) 

    The concepts mentioned by interviewee 8 are the Qadim (Laojiao) and Ikhwan (Xinjiao), 

the two largest Islamic sects in Linxia. The Qadim, one of the oldest sects, accepts many 

Chinese traditional values such as Confucianism, while the Ikhwan strives to be less 

influenced by the alienated cultural forms like the customs from Taoism and Confucianism 

and should follow the Koran and Hadith and go back to the essential truths of Islam (Lipman 

1984). The local Imam from the Laohua mosque (the most important Qadim mosque, in 

contrast to the Xinhua mosque, the most important Ikhwan mosque (figure 4-4) in Linxia  

used the expression ―laojiao bulao,xinjiao buxin [The old teaching is not that old while the 

new teaching is not that new]‖ to explain the divergences between these two sects. In a strict 

sense, the members of the two sects do not visit each other‘s mosques, in extreme cases they 

do not even intermarry and treat each other as heterodox. 

 

Figure 4-4 The Qadim (left) and Ikhwan (right) mosques. Source: Photographed by Bo Zhang in October, 2013 in 

Linxia. 

    Stroup (2016) has argued that religious unification decreases the salience of ethnic identity 

in order to increase the importance of religious identity (see also Jacobson 1997). For instance, 
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many Muslim respondents underscored the boundary between Muslim and non-Muslims 

while downplaying their Hui or Dongxiang identity when associating with non-Muslims. This 

religious collectiveness is known as ummah, a notion which allies all Muslims together into 

one single group. As in Lanzhou, many Muslim interviewees in Linxia also expressed strong 

affection for their group by emphasizing the importance of religious practices and the 

preference for living with their fellow Muslim near mosques, or in Chinese, a fang, a 

traditional Muslim residence, to gain a sense of belonging. In this case, the formation and 

performance of a Hui or Dongxiang identity are largely weakened through the notion of 

ummah. In other words, ummah downplays the salience of Hui and Dongxiang identity 

through merging the boundaries of ethnic identities. Through the notion of ummah, many 

Muslim migrants from different ethnic groups are categorized by others and self-perceived as 

one united Muslim group during interactions with non-Muslims.   

The multi-sectarian development of Islamic schools in Linxia undermines the salience of 

Hui and Dongxiang identities by re-establishing boundaries in terms of different Islamic sects, 

that is to say, migrants‘ perception of their sectarian identity may impede their ethnic group 

solidarity. Interviewee 8‘s statement that ―Muslims are not the same‖ illustrates how the 

boundaries of different sectarian identities embedded in the religious identity divide the 

migrants into different sects by undermining their perception of ummah. It is not uncommon 

for non-Muslims to ignore the divergences between Muslim sects, while Hui or Dongxiang 

migrants will sometimes perceive otherwise. Interviewee 8 would regard the Ikhwan as the in-

group and relegate his ethnic identity to the background as less important in his self-

identification. Due to the diverse Islamic sects in Linxia, sectarian categories become salient 

to many migrants in their perception of ethnic identity. Their sectarian identity emerges as the 

core element of ethnic identity in Hui or Dongxiang groups. The othering process performed 

within the same ethnic group could therefore be vital in understanding the acculturation of 

Hui and Dongxiang migrants. Hui or Dongxiang migrants may face separation or 

marginalization within their own ethnic groups, despite the fact that most of them are 

Muslims living in Linxia, the Muslim cultural context. 

“I have to pretend that I am a devout Muslim” 

There are also some Hui migrants who are unwilling to practice Islam in Linxia. However, it 

is more difficult to be assimilated or integrated into a non-Muslim cultural identity within a 

Muslim-dominated cultural context. A Hui migrant from Linxia bemoaned the fact that: 
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I don‘t want to mention my ethnic identity; it creates distance for others…Everyone thinks that if 

you are Hui you have to follow the routine, otherwise you are considered offensive…To be honest, 

I really don‘t identify myself as Muslim…But I have to pretend that I am a devout Muslim…You 

know, you would be judged by both sides. (Interviewee 9, Hui, male, maintainer, 33, 7-year stay, 

September 2013) 

    Like interviewee 4, interviewee 9 is self-categorized as Hui but denies his Muslim identity. 

The notion that Hui are born to be Muslims is reinforced in a traditional Muslim society like 

Linxia; Hui identity is created and supported by the local social environment within which 

Islamic rules are a deeply entrenched tradition. Most of the times both Han and Hui 

communities tend to stereotype all Hui as Muslims. Therefore, for many Hui migrants in 

Linxia to deny Muslim identity embedded in their ethnic identity could be perceived by Hui 

Muslims as a denial of the entire Hui community. The results of interviewee 9‘s rejection of 

his religious identity could bring intense pressure to bear from both sides, especially from the 

host society. As his statement ―I have to pretend that I am a devout Muslim‖ demonstrates, his 

behavior is inconsistent with his perception and affection, a split that he undertakes to avoid 

prejudice from both sides.  

    Lacking other strong representative identity symbols, such as a distinct language and 

historical territories, religion therefore becomes the most crucial factor that influence Hui and 

Dongxiang migrants‘ ethnic identities. Most Hui and Dongxiang migrants place their religious 

identity above ethnic identity, especially when associating with non-Muslims. We would 

assert too, that these ethnic identities are enhanced and magnified under the influence of Islam. 

Additionally, the development of different Islamic sects in Linxia has led to a state of multi-

sectarianism among many Hui and Dongxiang migrants. As sectarian identities become 

salient to their ethnic identity, another ―othering‖ process is conducted to label Muslim 

migrants in terms of their sects. It has been difficult for Muslims to acculturate to non-

Muslims under the circumstances surrounding the strong hold and exclusivity of Islam on 

Muslim migrants; therefore, for most Hui and Dongxiang migrants, separation from Han 

society seems to be the only choice.  

4.5 A Tale of Three Cities III: Gannan 

Gannan (Figure 4-2), the homeland of traditional Tibetan nomads, is situated in southern 

Gansu Province, adjoining the north-eastern part of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau and Aba, 

Sichuan province. Its marginalized geographical location determines that it is less influenced 

by traditional Tibetan values and culture and relatively more secularized compared to the core 

areas of the Tibet region due to the regular cultural contacts received throughout history. 
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Correspondingly, the religious surveillance by the state in Gannan is much lighter. For 

instance, we saw portraits of the 14
th

 Dalai Lama in some Tibetan people‘s houses, something 

unimaginable for Tibetans living in Lhasa, the Tibetan Autonomous Region (TAR). The 

earliest Han-Tibetan contact dates back to the commercial links formed during the reign of 

Emperor Wu of Han (B.C.E. 141-87). Later interactions were mainly commercial, generally 

through the exchange of Han silk, tea, porcelain, dye, and Tibetan yaks, highland goats, and 

horses (figure 4-5). The establishment of Labrang Monastery and Milarepa (or Nine-layer) 

Pavilion (figure 4-5) in the latter 1800s led to the building of informal settlements nearby and 

the appearance of the new ―Congla‖ commodity trading markets, and the subsequent 

migration of Han to this region. The modern Han migration to the Tibetan regions was state-

orchestrated in the ―Down to the Countryside‖ movement during the later 1960s and early 

1970s and the Western Development Campaign to support the development of under-

developed areas in the 1980s (Fischer 2008). Today in Henzuo City, the major Han settlement 

in Gannan, Han people from all over China are self-promoted migrant workers rather than 

state-sanctioned. 

 

Figure 4-5 The Yak and highland goats market (top), the Tibetan community next to the Tibetan architectural complex 

(down left) and the Milarepa (nine-layer) Pavilion (down right). Source: Photographed by Bo Zhang in October, 2013 in 

Gannan. 
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“I do not want to distinguish between Han and Tibetan.” 

Chinese central authority has adopted and enforced a national amalgamation policy in the 

Tibetan Autonomous Areas
7
(TAA) since 1980s, especially through the Western Development 

Campaign. The recent wave of so-called ―socialist modernization‖ is to divert the attention of 

Tibetan people away from religion and politics and instead to the economic activities through 

investment and market reforms in the TAA (Levine 2015). However, the main result of 

economic amalgamation has been the unrestrained flow of non-Tibetan populations into urban 

areas in the TAA, which has led to non-Tibetans controlling the urban economy (Fischer 

2008). Gannan is no exception. Many Han migrants travel to Hezuo to earn money because it 

is much easier for them to find jobs and receive a higher payment in Hezuo city, the major 

urban area in Gannan, compared with local Tibetans. Consistent with Yeh (2013), we also 

found that Han migrants consider themselves ―helpers‖ who assist in the development of the 

local economy to the benefit of local society. When asked about daily contact with Tibetans, 

one Han lady who moved to Gannan with her husband, a bricklayer from Hunan Province, 

expounded: 

Tibetans are easy-going people, honest and kind-hearted….Like my Tibetan landlord, she does not 

speak good Chinese, but that‘s normal, you are in their place and you should follow their rules 

here….Besides, Tibetan culture is quite good. For my part, I have learned some simple Tibetan 

words….I go to her when I have problems. I do not like to distinguish Han and Tibetan....I mean 

what you can get from your Han identity… And it would be strange if you told me I am a Han….I 

am from Hunan….It is difficult to fit in but still possible if you want to. (Interviewee 10, Han, 

female, around 30, waitress, 5-year stay, November 2013). 

    Interviewee 10 was generous in her praise of Tibetans, including her landlord, going so far 

as to express reliance on her and attachment to Tibetans in general. In fact, the Tibetan 

identity has been perceived variously such as authentic, unsophisticated, innocent, even 

masculine (Hillman and Henfry 2006; Yeh 2007). These stereotypes are argued as the 

representations of Han pursuing and contesting a sense of Tibetan-ness during the ethnic 

boundary negotiations with local Tibetans (Zhu and Qian 2015). Interviewee 10‘s description 

of Tibetans as easy-going, honest and kind-hearted is apparently in keeping with stereotypes. 

Han migrants are easily influenced by the stereotype of Tibetan culture as mysterious and 

attractive which has come into vogue among inland Chinese in the last several decades 

                                                           
7
Here TAA not only includes Tibetan Autonomous Region but also Tibetan Autonomous areas in 

other provinces at all administrative levels. 
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(Choedup 2015). Interviewee 10 also insisted that she gained no benefit from her supposedly 

―privileged‖ Han identity and described Han identity as remaining in name only. Her Han 

identity was no more than an appellation which hardly has any influence on her attachment to 

another alienated cultural form she was experiencing. For interviewee 10, the Han ethnic 

boundary is blurred and insignificant. Furthermore, although the linguistic barrier is not 

considered to be a decisive obstacle, it can be a genuine barrier in Han migrants‘ acculturation 

to Tibetan culture (Hu and Salazar 2008). The Tibetan language acquisition of interviewee 10, 

however, is superficial. Thus, we may not conclude that Tibetan language acquisition reflects 

a willingness to integrate or assimilate with Tibetan culture, but rather it echoes our 

discoveries in both Lanzhou and Linxia: a weak perception of Han identity which does not 

function as an obstacle to Han migrants‘ acculturation.  

Although the aforementioned case that many Han migrant seeks to acculturate into Tibetan 

culture is atypical, it seems that the Tibetan cultural context is generally perceived as less 

exclusive and more accessible to the Han than the Islamic culture. It may be therefore less 

arduous for Han migrants to be acculturated into the Tibetan cultural context if they are 

willing to. Mackerras (1998) shows how Islam and Tibetan culture in China approach labor 

and production quite differently. Islam endorses individual economic actions while Tibetan 

Buddhism bars its clergies from market activity and advocates that people, even if poor, 

should accept their destinies and chase inner peace. Han migrants we interviewed in urban 

areas are generally perceived as less economically threatening in the Tibetan context than 

from the Islamic one. For instance, our respondents in Lanzhou and Linxia told us that 

―Huihui（ the Hui ethnic group）are good businessmen‖ and ―they are astute, you can 

consume halal food but you do not consume anything they told you, you can never take 

advantage of them‖. The Tibetans, meanwhile, have long been portrayed by state media and 

tourism propaganda as living a backward-looking and surreal lifestyle and indifferent to 

money (Qian and Zhu 2016). We even heard from a local Tibetan that Tibetan Buddhism 

temple is also open to Han believers. The historical religious connections between Han and 

Tibetan Buddhism have also gained greater acceptance of Tibetan culture performances and 

representations. 
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        “I do not speak Han Hua
8
.” vs “I have to speak Han Hua.” 

When three of our interviewers attempted to strike up a conversation with a Tibetan lady after 

buying fruit from her grocery store, she turned them down with a single sentence in Chinese: 

―I do not speak Han Hua.‖ Her rejection of the Han interviewers may have been deliberate. 

Our Han interviewers regularly received a ―cold shoulder‖ from Tibetan migrants over the 

period of fieldwork in Gannan. Two Tibetan students who were assigned to the second trial 

confirmed our suspicion, when one from Diebu (a town in Gannan next to Sichuan province) 

responded as follows:  

I can speak some Han Hua but I do not want to…this is not the grassland, and you have to deal not 

only with other Tibetans but also with Han, Hui and others….It is OK to talk with strangers….I 

am not against them….It is not easy for us to get a job….It is OK to work with other groups but  

they [Han] do not want to hire us….city life is difficult and we do not even have time to visit a 

temple….In the countryside we could earn some money but we do not want our children to remain 

herders forever. (Interviewee 11, around 40, female, grocery shop owner, 8-year stay, November 

2013) 

    For most rural Tibetans, the Tibetan identity is rooted in a sense of local place. The ancient 

place-based experiences have endowed local places with symbolic meanings to Tibetans 

(Ying 2014). For instance, we were told by a Tibetan Liu Dong Zhuan Gan that many rural 

Tibetans who live in a pasturing area generally believe that every mountain and lake is sacred 

and has different meanings locally. To many rural Tibetans, their local and regional identity is 

an indispensable part of the Tibetan identity. The local and regional identity that embedded in 

the Tibetan identity is constructed through the local places where they are connected to the 

local gods and spirits. In contrast, the Tibetan identity assembles the local and regional 

identity through Tibetan Buddhism but does not eliminate them. (Samuel 2012). The 

representations and authenticity of Tibetan identity nowadays are still partly performed 

through divine rituals with the help of the Tibetan Buddhist clergies (Yeh 2013).  Thus, to 

many Tibetan migrants who move to urban areas, the religious rituals that affiliated with their 

daily lives could only be performed in the temple or through the clergy. Tibetan Buddhism, as 

addressed by Samuel (2012), is a religion of practice. Constraints on religious practices, as 

interviewee 11 remarked on how little time she had to visit a temple, may signify a cultural 

decline and thus ruin migrants‘ ability to express their identity as Tibetans.  

                                                           
8
In Chinese, the word which literally means the Han language is Han Hua, which is pronounced in the 

way as the word for Sinicization. I use Han Hua and Hanhua to distinguish them. 
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    Even after eight years sojourning, interviewee 11 remains cautious when dealing with Han 

counterparts. As we can see in Interviewee 11‘s comments—―I do not want to‖, ―It is OK‖ 

and ―I am not against them‖—indicate lack of satisfaction and suspicion about living among 

Han, Hui and others, which many Tibetan migrants experience when moving to cities. The 

side effect of a utilitarian pursuit of money in cities on Tibetan identity is profound 

(Postiglione et al. 2004). Tibetan migrants are vulnerable in terms of employment in cities 

mainly dominated by the Han economy. Moreover, the Tibetan language and Tibetan 

Buddhist practices, among other things closely related to Tibetan identity, cannot be fully 

practiced, and may lead to the marginalization of Tibetans. Certainly, the difficulties Tibetan 

migrants have encountered mirror what interviewee 11 has expressed, and more. A Tibetan 

from Aba, Sichuan Province with a sound grasp of Mandarin had this opinion about city life 

and Tibetan identity:  

Living in the city is so different…I have to speak Han Hua [Han language] to be an ‗urbanized 

Tibetan‘ (laughs). Hmm...I am someone who is typically Hanhua [Sinicized]…I am not saying 

that we should not be modernized…we just do not want to be like the Hanren [Han people]….We 

want to keep our old traditions. How do we know we are Tibetan if we leave home and do not 

speak Tibetan anymore….but you do not have many choices….you know, we cannot survive just 

like our ancestors…(Interviewee 12, 28, male, small restaurant owner, 6-year stay, October 2013).  

    Interviewee 12‘s attitude also reflects the contradictions experienced by other Tibetans. 

Many Tibetan migrants still struggle against being assimilated by Han society. City life, in 

their view, spells potential economic, social and cultural threat from Han society. In order to 

live in the city that is economically dominated by Han, they may resort to Sinicization. In 

other words, in cities where the economy is largely monopolized by non-Tibetans, there are 

no opportunities for Tibetan migrants to selectively adapt; in contrast, Tibetan migrants could 

only passively accept the Han ―formula‖ to adopt city lives. Most rural Tibetans we 

interviewed felt that contemporary cities are not authentic Tibetan places, whereas the rural 

lands such as the grassland plays an essential role in constructing Tibetan identity. However, 

this does not necessarily imply that they are willing to remain forever in rural areas. Because 

the reality in rural Tibetan is, as Alai (2000, 143) describes, ―When it comes to the Tibetan 

Plateau, to this unique cultural landscape, everything seems to be very simple. It is either 

good or bad, either civilized or barbaric. Even more troubling is that rural culture is 

completely turned into a reflection of the morality of the metropolis. Country life is not the 

paradise of Shangri-La. On the ascending steps close to the Tibetan Plateau, there is much 

suffering, but the people who have been kept in the dark have not yet learned to express it in 
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their own voices‖. In fact, young Tibetans are especially drawn to city life. Thus, rather than 

to argue that the current city life is far removed from the life Tibetans had self-developed for 

thousands of years, it could instead be that an unexpected urban livelihood stimulates their 

reminiscence to recall the images of a conventional livelihood on the grassland, where 

Tibetans had collectively garnered their attachment to.  

    Unlike Hui migrants, Tibetans have possessed their own historical territories since antiquity. 

And together with the recent rise in nationalism, the Tibetan landscape, including the rural 

areas, has been bestowed with collective meanings for Tibetan identity. The implementation 

of the CCP (Chinese Communist Party) ―New Socialist Countryside‖ or resettlement plan 

(Yeh 2013) in the Tibetan region indeed distances the rural Tibetans from their traditional 

ways of living which to some extent reinforces their yearning for a traditional lifestyle. 

Located on the edge of Tibetan region, Gannan may not be like Lhasa or the core Tibetan 

region which have provided coherent and powerful affiliations for Tibetans for many 

centuries. The local-based experience becomes essentialized in renegotiating and contesting 

Tibetanness when they move to Gannan from their hometown. The perception of traditional 

lifestyle and affective bonds to the rural areas still play an important role in constructing what 

many Tibetan migrants perceive as the essence of Tibetan identity. In general, many Tibetan 

migrants have a strong sense of belonging to their ethnic identity, which is multi-layered and 

reflected from their local and regional identity. 

    As a result of Han-dominated urban economies, many Tibetan migrants are indeed in-

between: negotiating their Tibetan-ness on the one hand and adapting to the Han cultural 

context in their destination cities on the other. During fieldwork, many respondents claimed 

that practicing Tibetan traditions may make them less suited for life in the city; sometimes 

they even felt incompatible living in Gannan. However, it is doubtful that strong attachment 

to tradition and grassland identity cannot co-exist with urban lives, because in reality, 

Tibetans have barely been given the opportunities to develop their own ways of living in the 

cities. Thus, if living in the cities is ride-sharing with Sinicization and is perceived by Tibetan 

migrants to constitute a threat to Tibetan values, Tibetan migrants may indeed reject it. 

Linguistic barriers to some degree exemplify and reinforce stereotyping by both sides, 

because most Han-Tibetan communication is simplistic and superficial. For Tibetan migrants, 

neither is the loss of ethnic identity in the city necessarily offset by economic gains. In fact, 

Han and Tibetans both have distorted perceptions of the government‘s Tibetan development 

policy and each other‘s role in it. Because non-Tibetans control most urban economic 

activities, many Tibetan migrants who yearn for an urban life believe they are immediately 
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disadvantaged when competing with Han, who possess better money-making skills and 

greater advantage in the local labor market. 

As interviewee 12 said, linguistic ability has allowed him to become an ―urbanized 

Tibetan‖ claiming to shuttle between Tibetan and Han society. Many Tibetan migrants have 

already realized the constraints of living in rural Tibet in terms of the difficult habitat, the 

fragile and degraded environment, the under-developed social and economic conditions, and 

most importantly, the limited opportunities and access to education for their children. For 

instance, interviewee 11 did not wish her children to remain in the countryside, even if urban 

living is associated with Sinicization. Increasingly, many Tibetan migrants move to the city 

for their children to have a better education. Although living in the city and maintaining 

Tibetan identity need not be mutually exclusive, it is still difficult for Tibetan migrants to 

balance ―being Tibetan‖ and ―socialist modernization‖ which may bring a sense of alienation 

from both. Being urbanized through Sinicization leads to fewer opportunities for Tibetan 

migrants to create their own economic spaces and at the same time gradually strips away the 

cultural elements embodied in their ethnic identity. Years of externally driven urban 

development strategies of central authorities have left little space for Tibetan migrants to 

actively develop their own internal coping mechanisms in order to adapt to a social and 

economic context dominated by Han, possibly resulting in their marginalization. 

4.6 Conclusion and Discussion 

In this article, we have presented case studies of three cities to demonstrate how migrants 

perceive their ethnic identity and traced how migrants are perceived in different cultural 

contexts. There is a long history of describing Han Chinese as ―civilized‖ and ―advanced,‖ 

while minorities as ―primitive‖ and ―backward‖ in contemporary China (Gladney 1994). How 

the ongoing ethnic identity negotiation influences migrants‘ acculturation in Northwest 

Chinese cities is therefore important in the face of easy stereotypes. The cases of Han 

respondents in three cities/prefectures depict that there are hardly any performative 

representations or symbolic elements that can be perceived as the essence of the Han group. 

Nor did we find any widely accepted cultures or traditions used to form affective bonds and 

attachment between individual Han migrants and Han ethnic identity. The perception of Han 

identity is not inherent but rather a state-making strategy carried out by the Chinese 

authorities and is highly politicized and variable in its extent and connotations (Ma 2007; 

Joniak-Lüthi 2013). To some extent, the current preferential policy towards minorities 

enhances the self-perception that Han identity is porous and even vacuous. In fact, most Han 
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migrants are unaware of their ethnic identity in the context where they are the dominant group. 

As one LDZG in Linxia told us, the Han show ―the least united (zui bu tuan jie)‖ among the 

groups, even when they are fewer in numbers. We urge and reassert that the traditionally view 

that unites all the Han under a simple and one-dimensional label should be questioned. Many 

Han migrants choose to dilute their weakly perceived Han identity and integrate effectively, 

provided that the cultural context is not exclusive to other groups. Even in relatively exclusive 

cultural contexts such as the Muslim communities in Lanzhou or the Muslim society in Linxia, 

many Han migrants still displayed acculturated behaviors. This indeed challenges Hansen‘s 

assertion that as long as the Han migrants are socially and politically dominant group, they are 

reluctant to adapt the cultural practice of the host society (Hansen 1999).  

    As revealed in the article, with few exceptions, Hui and Dongxiang migrants prevailingly 

show a strong sense of belonging to their ethnic identity which is largely represented and 

performed through Islamic culture and practice. They generally seem to be less likely to be 

acculturated than the Han, and are less influenced by the non-Islamic cultural context going so 

far as to create their own if necessary. Hui migrants who denied their Muslim identity could 

be considered an out-group and excluded from the Muslim communities. Moreover, cultural 

contexts in which Muslims are the dominant group have a greater impact on the acculturation 

of Hui migrants who deny their Muslim identity. This is because such Hui migrants are not 

only stereotyped by the dominant Muslim society, but also by Han society as well. Hundreds 

of years of intermarriage and cohabitation experience have made the Hui group the most 

integrated into Han culture and society which results in the certain degree of secularization. 

However, secularization does not suggest assimilation. In contrast the Hui still manifests 

separation from Han society. In this vein, the scholars who simply treat the Chinese-speaking 

Muslims as the Chinese or Han who believe in Islam would be counterproductive when 

studying the negotiation of Hui or Dongxiang identity. 

    Similar to Hui and Dongxiang migrants, Tibetan migrants in general also have a strong 

sense of belonging and attachment to their identity. Compared to the other groups, Tibetan 

identity is multi-dimensionally constructed, place-based, and reciprocally embodied and 

reflected in traditions such as linguistic, religious practices and traditional ways of life. Living 

in cities may be a possible way of ―becoming modernized‖ given the harsh conditions of the 

Tibetan plateau and the poor and unproductive rural pastoral lands where the Tibetan people 

have lived for many generations (Hao 2000). In reality, few opportunities are provided for 

Tibetans to create their own economic space in the cities while urban development strategies 

have left limited space for them to actively develop their own internal coping mechanisms to 
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adapt to city life that is economically dominated by non-Tibetan groups. In fact, the bitter 

experience of individual Tibetan migrants in our study reflects the group disempowerment, as 

Fischer illustrated, the consequences of non-Tibetan controlling the Tibetan local economy 

―resulting in numerous polarizations, inefficiencies and other perversions‖ of the Tibetan 

group in the Tibetan region (Fischer 2011: 63). The group disempowerment, in turn, 

aggravates the perception of individual Tibetan being marginalized as a result of the 

contradictions between retaining their own identity and being Sinicized in the city. For 

Tibetan migrants, the first step to acquire a sense of belonging in a more urban-oriented 

society may only be achieved in renegotiating their identity through creation of a more 

Tibetan-involved city economy.  

The framework (figure 4-1) we have developed could potentially be used to apply social 

psychology ideas to cultural geography. It focuses in particular on the experience of human 

subjectivity which is grounded in the perceptions, affections and behavior of the migrants. 

Although migrants‘ ethnic identity is generally portrayed as a perpetual negotiation, we found 

that the migrants‘ understanding of ethnic identities still relies heavily on what they have 

perceived as the essence of ethnic identity. In other words, the ongoing process of ethnic 

identity negotiation is largely grounded in what the migrants perceive as the primordial ties 

from the shared past. In this sense, an interpretive approach may be more appropriate and 

persuasive than a universalist approach in studying the ongoing negotiation of ethnic identity 

since it is more aligned with the sense of human agency than with social structure in 

deciphering meaning and intention.  

Ethnic identity is negotiated at both the group and the individual level as a relation of 

dialectical unification in regard to fixity and fluidity. At the group level, ethnic identity is 

rather rigid and fixed. It indicates the affective bonds and attachment to the specific ethnic 

group and is perceived by most of the group members as the social norms which normalize 

ethnic behavior collectively. At the individual level, ethnic identity can be flowing and 

contested from one individual to another. In other words, there are large variations among 

individuals who interpret ethnic identity in terms of their own perception, affection, and 

behavior. Although Berry‘s (1992) acculturation strategies model sheds some light on ethnic 

identity formation through collective actions at a group level, it actually distances us from 

understanding the variations of ethnic identity at individual level. For instance, this 

universalist approach may explain why Hui groups follow Muslim routines, but it falls short 

when clarifying why some individual migrants identify themselves as Hui but refuse to be 

labelled as Muslims. We suggest combining an interpretive approach for investigating the 
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fluidity of ethnic identity so that we may more accurately advance our understanding of 

acculturation in future studies. 
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Chapter 5 Hui Migrants and Hui Communities: Territorial 

strategies, Ethnicized Spaces and Power Negotiations
9
  

 

Abstract: Based on extensive interviews with Han and Hui migrants, and local cadres in Hui 

communities, 2013 and 2015, this article analyzes relationship entanglements and power negotiations 

among Hui, Han and local and state (authorities) in the ethno-territorial process. Hui migrants tend to 

mark boundaries and demarcate spaces through a series of representations. These representations, as 

territorial strategies, are also important spatial practices for Hui migrants in defining ethnicized space 

and claiming power in Hui communities. Whereas from the position of Han migrants, the Hui 

community expresses a kind of spatial segregation which normalizes the social order of the occupied 

space and creates a sense of exclusion, thereby making Han feel unwelcome. Besides, the formation of 

ethnicized space illustrates how disciplinary power and hegemonic discourse can be expressed and 

instilled within Hui communities. Moreover, the article argues the extent to which Hui migrants carve 

out and make Hui communities exclusionary space is contingent upon how Chinese authorities 

(re)configure their relationship with the Hui, and the extent to which Han is willing to be exerted by 

the discourse of ethnic solidarity. In a broader context, the geopolitical significance of Hui migrants 

and communities should be considered beyond the Han/Hui dichotomy. Rather than a strict localized 

phenomenon, power relations among different actors can partly be understood as global-local 

dynamics. The degree to which the Chinese central authority gives concessions to the Hui depends on 

the breadth and scope of its interactions with the Muslim world in terms of economics and politics. 

 

Key words: Hui migrants and Hui community, Territory, Ethno-territoriality, Ethnicized space, Power 

negotiations, Hegemonic discourse 
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 A slight different version was submitted as ―Zhang B.* Hui Migrants and Hui Communities: 

Territorial strategies, Ethnicized Spaces and Power Negotiations‖ to an international journal and under 

review. 
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5.1 Introduction: The Story of Mr. Liu 

While I was conducting fieldwork on minority migration in 2013 in Lanzhou, Northwest 

China (NWC), an old Han Chinese migrant, Mr. Liu, who lives in the Boshuxiang community 

(See figure 5-1) in the Xiaoxihu area was eager to talk. He voluntarily introduced himself and 

explained how he had arrived to the area. Hailing from Henan province, Mr. Liu moved to 

Lanzhou in response to the nation‘s call to ―develop the West‖ in 2000. His choice to reside in 

Boshuxiang was simple at that time: he was doing business with Hui, plus house rents were 

cheap. In fact, he said when he first arrived, Boshuxiang was a rather mixed community. 

Nowadays, the cost of rent in the Xiaoxihu area is increasing steadily due to high population 

density and the scarcity of rooms. When asked about his experience with Hui migrants, he 

complained that 

…the relationship between Han and Hui was better when I first came…otherwise I would not do 

business with them…many of my old friends (Han) are moving out, more and more Hui and 

Dongxiang are moving in…now I do not really trust these newcomers…these places become their 

(Hui‘s) places, we have to be careful when we talk or eat there…they do whatever they want and 

the local authorities dare not to correct it because they have to maintain harmony (hexie)… 

 

Figure 5-1 A section of Boshuxiang community in the Xiaoxihu area. 

                  Source: Photograph by Bo Zhang, September 2013. 

Over the years, Hui Muslims have been portrayed as the ‗familiar strangers‘ straddling 

between Chinese society and Islamic teachings, secular while religious, assimilated while still 

keeping their own cultural characteristics (Lipman 1997). Hui are probably among the most 

widely scattered and urbanized minorities in China (they reside in over 97% of China‘s 

county level administrations) (Gladney 2004). Within the past decade, however, increasing 
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numbers of Hui have migrated from rural to urban areas, making them one of the most mobile 

ethnic groups, even more than Han Chinese (Howell 2017). At local level, Hui communities 

assume the role of harbors for Hui migrants to settle into their destination cities (Zhang et al. 

2018); due to their ethnic and religious identity, the distinguishable white cap and increasing 

presence in the urban areas, Hui migrants are often perceived by local authorities and Han 

Chinese as ‗trouble-makers‘ who are ―hard to deal with‖ in many cities in NWC. (This 

stereotype is discussed in detail in Section 4). In the broader context, rising national demand 

for resources from Islamic countries in the Middle East and Middle East investment in 

China‘s ethnic regions is moving apace. As a posture to the outside world, how to treat its 

Muslim minorities and how its Muslim minorities express their ethnicity have direct impacts 

on its relations with the Middle East partners (Gladney 2003).   

Hui communities are often located nearby mosques, the area where Hui migrants not only 

find jobs and accommodation but places in which they enrich their spiritual lives through 

symbolic and representative meanings, thereby reinforcing their ethnic identity (Zhang et al. 

2018). From a geographical perspective, the Hui community mentioned above reminds us in 

many ways of Storey‘s (2012) definition of ―territory‖. According to Storey, territory pertains 

to a part of bounded space claimed by a particular group of people. By using the phrase 

―bounded space‖, territory refers to the territorial boundary and space as well as the localized 

social relations underpinning the space where some people inscribe their values and build up 

social hierarchies (Cox 1991, Storey 2017). Whereas territoriality is deployed as a strategy to 

access geographical space in order to contest power. In an analysis of territoriality, it is 

possible to observe whether a dominant group is asserting or sustaining power against a non-

dominant group, or if a non-dominant group is resisting the power and control exerted by a 

dominant group (Sack 1986). For the purposes of our analysis here, the Hui community is 

understood as a place where Hui migrants as the non-dominant group exert their collective 

power within a Han dominant city.  

The present article addresses the phenomenon of outward migration of Han people and 

inward migration of Hui people, mainly in the Boshuxiang community in Lanzhou (a Han 

dominant city), as the entry point for the analysis of the process of ethno-territoriality in Hui 

communities. ―Power‖ is enlisted as the needle to thread through the narratives I have 

encountered in the fieldwork. According to Holloway and Hubbard (2001), power is rooted in 

a portion of everyday spaces, and spaces are full of power relations. Power is produced and 

reproduced through social relations and knowledge; it is widely dispersed, and even 

individuals or the non-dominant group can access power (Foucault 2012b). It should be borne 
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in mind that social spaces are never symmetrical, and therefore power relations express as 

perpetually constructions (Cresswell 2012). The Hui community identified here is a locus of 

power negotiations. As such, the following questions are set out: How do Hui migrants claim 

the community as ―their place‖? How do Hui migrants defend the ethno-territoriality of the 

Hui communities? How do Hui migrants assert their power in Hui communities? And finally, 

what roles do local and central authorities play in the process of the ethno-territoriality?  

5.2 Towards a Conceptualization Framework of Ethno-territoriality of Hui 

Communities 

This section provides the framework within which I shed light on how Hui migrants build the 

Hui communities into ethnicized spaces through the ethno-territoriality process. This process 

involves power negotiations operated at different scales across different ―players‖, namely 

between Hui migrants and Han migrants in Hui communities, and between Hui migrants and 

authorities at local and central level. The framework will act as the story line to string together 

what I have encountered in the fieldwork and information I have obtained from secondary 

data. I enter the argument from the definitions of territory and territoriality.  

    The traditional view holds that the concept of territory is innate, pre-determined and 

difficult to change (Storey 2012). Having been influenced by contemporary spatial philosophy, 

modern political geographers are more likely to consider territory as socially constructed, not 

fixed and therefore often contested (Cox 2008). Gottmann (1973) conceptualizes territory as a 

specific place where boundary lines are drawn by a group of people in order to assert control. 

In Gottmann‘s view (1973), the purpose of occupying territory is to secure political power, 

which in turn underpins the economic opportunities of that space. In regard to territoriality, 

Sack (1986: 19) defines the term in a socio-political context as the ―attempts by an individual 

or group to affect, influence or control people, phenomena, and relationships, by delimiting 

and asserting control over a geographic area.‖ In other words, territoriality stands for the 

social relations embedded and represented in the territories.  

Sack‘s (1983, 1986) elaboration raises several important connotations of territoriality. First, 

territoriality is considered as geopolitical strategies which are drawn at different spatial scales, 

for instance–from macro, as in state or sub-state political entities–to micro, as in communities 

or even individuals who require personal spaces. Second, by classifying the space, 

territoriality establishes boundaries for territory over time. Boundaries of territories can be 

expressed in various forms, such as physical structures (doors or enclosures in general), or 

linguistic signs (―No Trespassing,‖ ―Authorized Personnel Only‖) as long as they convey 
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meaning and create demarcation (Delaney 2005). Third, territoriality is a dynamic and 

ceaseless process which can be seen as the spatial expression of power through territorial 

behaviors and strategies. Last but not least, territory makes power manifest through the 

reification of territoriality. 

Territory and territoriality are paired concepts which define and are defined by each other. 

Territory can be seen as the product of the territoriality process (Delaney 2005). The 

formulation of territoriality makes territory the spatial container for the entanglement of social 

relations of people through representations and social practices (Storey 2012). However, 

territory is not merely a mosaic of a spatial container; it also articulates the boundaries and 

identities of the actors within it through territoriality. Boundaries can have material referents 

as well as metaphorical and symbolic representations (Delaney 2002). Moreover, boundaries 

are not always fixed, but rather they can become fluid over time and thus are likely to 

encounter transgression. Transgression indicates the turning away from what have come to be 

understood as appropriate social norms or appropriate behaviors of public approvals in a 

particular place (Cresswell 2012).  

Boundaries are indeed widely established among different social groups through a series of 

social and cultural characteristics and representations, including age, gender and sexual 

orientation, or ethnic identity, as exemplified in the present article. Moore (2008) asserts that 

group identities are malleable and fluid because they endure constant social (re)construction. 

For ethnic groups that move from rural to urban areas, the sense of belonging based on shared 

history and perceived representative identity markers provides them with security and 

familiarity against perceived outsiders (Cox 2008). Castells (1997) proposes the notion of 

resistance identity to illustrate the formation of communities. In this sense, communities are 

places in which ethnic groups create a sense of otherness (Rijnks and Strijker 2013). 

Furthermore, Tyner (2006: 107) argues that spaces taken up by a specific social group ―are 

defended, contested, and claimed against the claims of others‖ through demarcation. Such 

demarcations can be found almost everywhere in major cities in Europe and North America, 

particularly in places where ethnic groups congregate, a typical example is urban ghettos. The 

expression ethnicized (Islamized) space will be used in this study to describe boundary and 

exclusionary behaviors in the Hui community. For Hui migrants, the negotiation of Hui 

communities as their own urban territories reifies the combination of religious identity (as 

Muslims) and ethnic identity (as Hui people) in urban space.  

In politics, power indicates the ability of people to coerce others, and at the same time it 

expresses the struggling for territoriality and recognition of identity (Agnew 2002). But where 
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does that notion of power come from? Gramsci (1971) introduces the concept of hegemony to 

illustrate how power is obtained through building compelling stories to convince non-

dominant groups that they too can benefit from the ideologies of the dominant group. Doing 

so prevents those who believe the stories from realizing the social hierarchies to which they 

belong, and this also plays out in geographical spaces (Cresswell 1996). In fact, hegemony is 

not simply imposed (top down) by the actors who possess the power, but is also negotiated 

through a series of discourses, including consensus, persuasion and domination (Holloway 

and Hubbard 2001). In a similar vein, Foucault (1998: 63) connects discourse with power and 

illustrates power in a rather flat sense. Power is ―everywhere‖ and ―comes from everywhere‖. 

Foucault (1998) argues that power is constantly produced, represented, diffused, challenged, 

and negotiated through social relations in/out territory. Whoever can gain access to the 

production of knowledge in a particular place can also acquire social power. Thus, power is a 

neutral term because it is not only coercive or repressive, but also necessary and productive 

(Gaventa 2003). In this sense, territory produces and is a by-product of power. 

In China, the preferential policies for ethnic minorities represent a typical case of 

institutionalized hegemonic discourse. In this discourse the Han majority used to be rendered 

as ―big brother‖: more ―civilized‖, ―advanced‖ and ―modernized‖, consequently always 

already to help and be tolerant of these minorities who are still ―barbarian‖, ―backward‖, 

―antique‖, and ―ignorant‖ (Gladney 2004). An earlier more aggressive discourse having even 

wider influence was that of ‗two fewer, one leniency‘ (liangshaoyikuan in Chinese, CCCPC 

1984) policy. The policy instructed Chinese law-enforcement departments at all levels to 

handle minority criminals leniently, and to arrest and kill fewer minority criminals compared 

to Han who commit the same crime. Sautman (1998) has criticized the policy, despite the fact 

that it gives preferential treatment to minorities, e.g. non-adherence to the one-child policy 

and extra opportunities for further education and promotion. The policy has had mixed effects 

and has failed to instill social equity; one could argue that, far from its intended effect, it has 

created ethnic tension and resentment.  

The Hui migrants discussed in our study are not only negotiating power with authorities 

through hegemonic discourse, but they are also contesting space with Han through what 

Foucault (2012a) calls ―disciplinary power‖ in the Hui communities. Versieren and Smet 

(2016) describe how disciplinary power is rooted in institutions or specific contexts and is 

thereafter spread by regulatory forces. The success of disciplinary power always instructs 

normalization and hierarchalization (Foucault 1984). To distinguish among Hui migrants, Han, 

and local and central authorities, I use Cresswell‘s argument (1996), which asserts that groups 
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or institutions are not mutually-exclusive and strictly categorized into different spaces. Instead, 

in certain contexts one group or institution is holding power over others. In effect, it is not 

always possible to definitively separate and identify social hierarchies in space as dominant 

and dominated. Thus, I treat the relationships among different actors as fluid and intertwined 

with each other.  

Taking the aforementioned discussion of fundamental fragments and concepts into 

consideration, how might we empirically interpret the ethno-territoriality of Hui migrants in 

Hui communities? An important view provided by Delaney (2005: 15) asserts that, ―we can, 

therefore, analyze the territoriality of institutions (schools, prisons, hospitals), of 

organizations (corporations, military, religions), of activities (child‘s play, money laundering, 

drug use) or of aspects of identity or social being.‖ In other words, the interpretation of 

territoriality involves how people use institutions, organizations, activities, and identities to 

negotiate power in a particular place. Consequently, the interpretation of ethno-territoriality is 

usually subjective and contested. In his discussion on how to operate power, Foucault (1976) 

observes that ―we may not, therefore, speak of power if we wish to construct an analysis of 

power, but we must speak of powers and attempt to localize them in their historic and 

geographic specificity.‖ Power relations are therefore underpinned in a particular place at a 

particular moment through explanations of discursive representations, embodied 

performances, inscribed material referents, and institutionalized political structures (Moore 

2016). 

5.3 Data Sources and Method 

The data for the empirical research of this article is derived primarily from fieldwork 

conducted in Lanzhou, Gansu province, Northwest China, between August and November, 

2013, and October and November, 2015, respectively. Participant observations and in depth 

interviews were carried out with 5 Han and 5 Hui in 2013, and 4 Han and 2 Hui in 2015 

through the snowballing method. Each interview lasted approximately 1 hour. The term 

‗migrants‘ refers to the floating population (liudong renkou in Chinese) without local urban 

household registration (Hukou in Chinese). In the pilot study prior to the official fieldwork, it 

became apparent that questions needed to be loosely structured so that interviewees would 

feel able to talk freely without interruption or constraint. The questions focused on two topics: 

1. the migration experience mainly involving the daily contacts among Hui and Han migrants, 

and their personal stories (in addition to responses to photos with strong ethnic characteristics. 

See Sect. 4); and 2. Migrants‘ opinions about their ethnic identity and the local Hui 
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community. Further interviews took place with 11 key informants, including local offices, 

sub-district workers specialized in the floating population (liudong zhuangan in Chinese), and 

the imam (ahong in Chinese) at the local mosque. The information obtained from the key 

informants is essential because secondary data of the local situation is by no means 

transparent, and was indeed difficult to acquire, given the high mobility of migrants and 

sensitivity to minority issues. Taking on board the argument of Kendall and Wickham (1999: 

35) that, ―the crucial thing here is to avoid the idea that it is a purely linguistic 

term…discourse is not only about language‖, Foucauldian discourse analysis has been 

employed to allow for the highest degree of analysis to be carried out. In this way we might 

be able to better explore the different forms of representation obtained from the fieldwork. 

5.4 How to Claim a Place? Marked Boundaries, Ethnicized Spaces and Hegemonic 

Discourse 

The Chinese state media propaganda portrays itself as a united multi-ethnic nation (tongyide 

duo minzu guojia), with majority Han (Hanzu) and 55 other minority groups (shaoshu minzu) 

who share social equality from a strand of ethnic policies. The Han people, as the largest 

group in China, hold a similar position to white people in the U.S. in terms of ethnic identity, 

and are always regarded as the ―standard‖ in terms of social norms (Skop 2017). Thus, the 

labels ―Han‖ and ―Chinese‖ are generally interchangeable (Harrell 1990). Whereas the Hui 

are regarded as the descendants of Arabian, Persian, Mongolian, and central Asian Muslim 

merchants who travelled, settled and inter-married with local Chinese women on the Silk 

Road around the 10
th

 century under the unification of Islam (Gladney 2004). Lanzhou, the 

capital city of Gansu Province, is one of the most important destinations for Muslims in 

Northwest China and attracts many Hui migrants each year. Gaubatz (1998) describes 

Lanzhou as a once important fortress for defending against the ―barbarians from the west‖, 

characterized by a physical wall erected at the western edge of the city which separated Han 

from Muslim since the 1500s. (see the map in Gaubatz 1998). The implication here is that the 

formation of Hui communities in Xiaoxihu has a historical origin and was by no means freely 

chosen by the Hui migrants nowadays. Although a physical wall no longer exists in the 

present day, Hui migrants, like their Muslim ancestors, still face exclusion and are often 

blocked from accessing resources from mainstream Han society. 
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Marking Boundaries between Han and Hui through Representations 

During the interview with Li (40+, Han, 10-year stay, October, 2015) from Chengdu, Sichuan 

province, a Hui Cadre A from the Xihu sub-district office arrived to check the hygiene 

conditions in front of Li‘s malatang (a type of spicy snacks) eatery. Cadre A interrupted 

occasionally when Li spoke. 

For us (Han), doing business here is more and more difficult, I mean malatang is not qingzhen 

(halal, literally means pure and true)…you know, more and more minorities came in recent 

years…although some of them (Hui) eat here (Hui Cadre A: you are talking nonsense, it is 

absolutely not true, Hui will not eat here). I am 100% sure they are minorities, I do not have 

problems with them…my landlord is Hui. He knows the condition of my business and decreased 

my rent two times in past few years…I live here for almost 10 years. I know who is minority, who 

is not; they are minorities, with bai maomao (white cap)!!! I am telling the truth… maybe they do 

not know because I do not remind them this is not qingzhen. (Hui Cadre A: No, they do not know. 

They will definitely not eat here if they know)… 

Within Hui communities, whenever referring to minorities it is natural to presume that the 

person is considering only the Muslim groups (mainly Hui in Lanzhou). From the perspective 

of Han migrants, the representation of Hui as the minority makes the potential claim that ―I 

am still majority and you are minority,‖ which fits neatly into the ‗big brother‘/‗little brother‘ 

metaphor. In fact, their distinction between ‗majority and minority‘ highlights both the 

boundary and the asymmetric power relationship between Han and Hui at the national level. 

The fundamental reason for the formation of such asymmetric power relations, we would 

argue, may be traced back to our earlier mention of ethnic policies as institutionalized 

hegemonic discourse. Interestingly, the word shaoshu (minorities), as a rather colloquial, 

informal, or even disrespectful term, was widely used among migrants and locals. In the case 

study presented here, it seemed that Hui migrants themselves neither refused nor were averse 

to the expression. In his analysis of minority identity in China, Gladney (2004) asserts that the 

constructions of majority/minority discourse are pervasive and essentialized in Chinese 

society. Thus, Hui migrants may not even be aware of this interiorized majority/minority 

discourse, which represents the rhetorical manipulation and underpinning of asymmetric 

power relations within different spaces. Rather than being offended, some Hui took advantage 

of it in their power negotiations with Han, local, and even central authorities. The officials 

contacted for interviews were indeed cautious about their wordings, referring to Hui as 

shaoshu minzu (ethnic minorities) or Hui zu (ethnic Hui), a more neutral expression.  

It is difficult to distinguish between Han and Hui by appearance alone because the facial 

differentiations are usually subtle. When Han interviewee Li argued with the Hui Cadre, he 
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introduced an unmistakable way of distinguishing Hui from Han, that is, whether or not he 

wears a ―white cap (Taqiyah)‖. In fact, many Han migrants are atheists who had departed 

from non-ethnic regions. In Shorey‘s view (2013), prior to moving to Lanzhou they might not 

have acknowledged ethnic differences and possibly even considered religion to be based in 

―ignorance‖, ―superstition‖ or ―nonsense‖. For many Han migrants, the white cap of the Hui 

is an essential representation of Hui identity. Whereas for many Hui migrants, the significance 

of wearing the white cap is more complicated than the mere outward presentation of their 

identity. Although the new generation of Hui migrants, especially young Hui who travel 

beyond their rural hometowns, is usually more secular than their forefathers, many today 

proudly wear the white cap to assert their identity. A white cap, as well as the head scarf for 

Hui women, not only expresses religious symbolism but also visually separates them from 

their Han counterparts. More important, it acts as the demarcation that draws an ethnic 

boundary between Han and Hui in the same community. 

Gladney (1993) argues that halal restaurants in China serve as territories for Islamic 

cultural promulgation and are significant demarcations between Hui and non-Muslims. Indeed, 

this sheds light on the terse reaction of Cadre A to Li‘s comment that Hui people ate in his 

non-halal eatery. She made it clear that all Hui should adhere strictly to the Islamic food taboo, 

the halal. In this sense, Hui eating in non-halal canton is not understood as internal diversity 

within the Hui group, but instead as the stigmatization of the Hui community: those who eat 

non-halal are ―illegal‖ and ―transgressors‖ in terms of boundaries crossed. More importantly, 

the Hui ―transgressors‖ would also be policed by Han (For instance, some Han migrants call 

the Hui who eat pork Ye HuiHui, literally meaning wild Hui, a highly discriminatory 

expression). However, the results of our fieldwork clearly show that the Hui community itself 

is highly contested territory. Some respondents are devout Muslims who would never miss 

even one salah or fasting, while others are loosely tied to Islamic norms.  Some Hui migrants 

even have chosen not to identify as Muslims. Consider Ma (female, 24, Hui, waitress, 3-year 

stay, October 2013) elaboration. 

I am Hui but I can‘t even memorize the shahada….I would say that to me these are habits, not 

really religion…. I never eat non-qingzhen food, simply because I have never eaten it before…it 

would cause trouble for others when eating out with my non-Muslim friends. They always ask me 

if I am Muslim when I mention that I do not eat pork or other non-qingzhen food. 

Although some Hui, who neither identify themselves as Muslim nor comply with Islamic 

norms, are likely to face great social pressure from Hui communities (Zhang et al. 2018), 

there are nevertheless some Hui migrants like Ma who do not submit to social pressure. Here 
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is what makes the Hui identity contested. As Ma commented, the consumption of pork is 

another notable way in which both Han and Hui migrants can identify their fellows and set up 

territories. For Han, pork may be an essential food in their daily diet and an important aspect 

of Chinese culture (Shorey 2013). Thus, refusing to consume pork would be understood as a 

unilateral and overt demarcation by many Han migrants who had never before lived in multi-

ethnic regions. However, Hui migrants are usually from rural areas in Northwest China where 

Islamic traditions run deep. In a more general way, the Hui are highly conscientious about 

food taboos, especially that for pork in NWC (Gladney 2004). For many Hui migrants, a non-

pork diet is an essential and unambiguous boundary which is trimmed and obligatory. In 

extreme cases, conflict may occur if Han mention the word pork (zhurou) or pig (zhu) in front 

of Hui. Therefore, it is understandable that the Hui Cadre denounced those who would ignore 

the food taboos, particularly on pork and alcohol as a strategy of securing the boundary and 

marking the territory from inside. 

Newly arrived Han migrants may not immediately recognize the boundaries of cultural 

differentiation, so it is likely that conflicts will happen when the transgression of boundaries 

occurs. In response, Han migrants who have lived in the Hui community for many years have 

found ways to avoid awkwardness and conflict with their Hui counterparts. Here I am talking 

about the boundaries not just as in a physical form but also in cultural or ideological elements 

which are dispersed and infused into spaces. For instance, Han migrants never mention the 

word pork or pig, and have gone so far as to avoid expressions which may be associated with 

‗pig‘; the Chinese word Fei (肥) is replaced with zhuang (壮) because fei is a common 

adjective for pig and pork, while zhuang indicates robustness and usually refers to 

bodybuilders. Han wrap pork with papers and carry it discreetly in non-transparent black bags 

when crossing the Hui community. Han are invited to eat in and accept presents from their 

Hui friends, but not vice versa. In fact, I was informed more than once during the fieldwork to 

consider my wording and expressions when talking with Hui respondents. It may be that those 

who live in the Hui community have been trained verbally and non-verbally and that their 

behavior is regulated by ―protocols‖. The Hui community, from this perspective, is not simply 

a natural expression of where Islamic culture is represented, reproduced and diffused, but as 

the result of negotiation with those having the power to define boundaries.  

Visualizing Ethnicized Space: Halal-making as Territorial Strategies 

Ethnic identity interacts with space in different ways. For instance, some places like mosques 

are usually excluded for Han in China. Ethnic identity practices are represented and diffused 
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across space in subtle ways. For example, in the upper left of figure 5-2, the main entrances to 

the Hui community are bordered by the signboards of two mosques as explicit territorial 

markers for those who access to the place. Of course, these signboards do not forbid 

transgression outright, but rather they are reminders that things that are generally considered 

to be common sense or taken for granted outside the community should not take place here-an 

expectation about the normalization of behavior in a specific geographical space as well as a 

sense of otherness.  

Storey (2012) suggests the purposes of minority gathering are usually ―avoidance of the 

dominant culture,‖ ―preservation of cultural norms and heritage,‖ and ―resistance to threat or 

assimilation through the use of a territorial strategy.‖ When asked what they felt when Hui 

migrants saw these two signboards, the three most frequent answers were, ―I feel joyful when I 

see them,‖ ―I do not need to worry about foods anymore,‖ and ―I am home now.‖ For many 

Hui migrants, the signboards inspire a strong sense of belonging to the Hui community. 

Passing the ―gates‖, for Hui migrants means ―legal food‖, assistance for accommodation and 

employment, and a place to pray. Some migrants settle into the Hui community in order to 

escape from being assimilated and avoiding the influence of dominant culture. Many Hui 

migrants may not notice that, in the Hui community, Chinese culture is already juxtaposed 

with Islam. The signboards are extraordinary and overt combinations of Arabic words and 

Sinicized Islamic cultures which vividly demonstrated the power entanglements between Han 

and Hui. In this sense, the social relations of the dominant and dominated are exemplified and 

intertwined through the material and symbolic space. 
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Figure 5-2 Signboards of the Qingzhenda mosque (upper left), the former address of Xijingdonglu mosque with 

Chinese tower style (upper right), and the newly expanded Xijingdonglu mosque with Arabic style after 2012 (lower). 

Source: Photographs by Bo Zhang in September, 2013 and October, 2015. 

Despite decades of upheaval and unrest (many mosques were demolished during the 

Cultural Revolution), mosques have since been rebuilt and renovated in many cities in NWC 

where Hui people tend to aggregate nowadays (Israeli 2017). In fact, the influx of Hui 

migrants has recently led to the local development of different Islamic sects and the revival 

and reform of Islamic religion (see Zhang et al. 2018). The size and number of local mosques 

are increasing dramatically; there are currently 28 mosques in Hui communities in Xiaoxihu. 

These mosques are integral to the revitalization of the Hui communities in Xiaoxihu into 

Islamic-style commercial spaces and have an array of halal restaurants, halal meat shops, 

several halal schools, and other buildings. While discussing mosques with a Hui migrant, Ma 

(40+, 7-year stay, August 2013), who had donated money to help build the mosque, a Han 

Cadre B from the Xihu street administration jumped in: 

Ma:…there is a strict vetting process and very difficult when you want to build a mosque, you 

cannot just build without any restrictions… 
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Cadre B:…in reality, you are not always bounded exactly by the rule…the number of the local 

mosques is only increasing…so far, at least I know the mosques that were removed are all 

expanded in exactly the same place…the mosques are also more concentrated with the number 

increased.  

Ma:…more and more people move in, so the number of the mosques can only increase…also 

because of historical reasons, we (minorities) have come and lived here as a tradition, this is our 

first foothold when we jincheng (come to the city)…we feel convenient if the mosques are built 

around, our government also encourages socially benefiting policies for minorities to promote the 

hexie (harmony), right? 

Cadre B:…but the increasing of the mosques sometimes may not be necessary, you do not see 

many people pray in mosques, even on Fridays… 

Worth noting from the conversation above is the observation, within the Hui communities, 

that the newly built mosques adopt a more Islamic and Middle Eastern style of architecture 

compared to the older mosques which have Chinese elements (figure 5-2, down, see also 

Berlie 2004). The architectural façade indeed enhances the Hui identity and demarcates 

boundaries between Hui and Han. The local authority is tolerant and even gives Hui freedom 

to perform religious practices and engage in international communications only if these 

practices do not involve Islamic activism or secession of any kind. As a result, the ideologies 

that Muslims should be less influenced by the culture of home countries while more attached 

to the essences of Koran and Hadith with the slogan ―going back to the essence of Islam‖ 

become popular among the new arrived Hui migrants (See also Lipman 1997, Gladney 2004, 

Israeli 2017). As Han Cadre B agreed, concessions have been made in terms of mosque 

building in certain circumstances despite that the number of new mosques may exceed the 

needs of daily prayer. The remarks of our interviewees confirm that the function of the 

mosques is clearly beyond the religious purpose; the mosques symbolize the power 

underpinning the spaces. Their number and scale not only manifests as resistance to or 

avoidance of the dominant culture, but they physically also occupy the spaces. In this context, 

mosques are the symbols and representations of a particular place where space is gradually 

being claimed as the number of Hui migrants increases. 

    Moreover, the Hui community also becomes ethnicized space in relation to employment 

due to easy accessibility to the job market. In general, although the job market in NWC cities 

is under-developed and requires fewer skills and lower educational attainment, Han migrants 

nevertheless still enter into the relatively middle and higher echelons requiring professional 

skills and formal education. In contrast, many Hui migrants are likely to be employed within 

their own communities in low-skilled and irregular jobs having strong ethnic characteristics 
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(e.g. halal food and leather production). Many Hui migrants also start their own businesses 

and offer services to local inhabitants. Results of our interviews and observations of some Hui 

migrants‘ daily routines confirm that Hui migrants are increasingly taking the jobs that no 

longer appeal to Han. Interestingly, once the job positions have passed from Han to Hui, they 

are thereafter only open to Hui migrants in the Hui community. In other words, economic 

opportunities in Hui communities become part of the ethnicized fabric (i.e., spaces) to which 

only Hui migrants have access.  

In a more visible way, the Hui communities in the Xiaoxihu area are gradually becoming 

places where Hui migrants chisel out ethnicized spaces of their own through halal-making, 

especially in the supermarkets, where the use of labels for halal food is enforced. These labels 

must be ―strikingly marked‖ and are routinely checked by local authorities. During the 

fieldwork, every Hui respondent was shown the photographs in figure 5-3 and asked their 

views about making meat, flour, supermarkets, public bath houses, and hotels all halal. Most 

respondents only cared about food taboos for meat and oils. Some also expressed the need for 

halal food in general but did not provide any sophisticated reasons when asked the necessities 

of halal flour or supermarkets let alone a halal public bath house or hotel because only food 

taboos are extensively and explicitly prohibited in many major Islamic classics. In this sense, 

the halal labels across the community is a simple way to deliberately distinguish between Han 

and Hui establishments, since no stringent rules apply to mixed use of hotels or public baths 

except with regard to the food taboos. 
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Figure 5-3 Halal flour (upper left), halal supermarket (upper right), halal hotel (lower left), and halal bath house 

(lower right) in the Hui community. 

Source: Photograph by Bo Zhang in September, 2013. 

One could argue that there are four levels of adherence to religious taboos in the Hui 

migrant community. The first is the devout Hui Muslim who is abided by all the religious 

taboos and also prefers halal establishments. The second only eats in a halal way. The third 

avoids eating pork but does not abstain from non-halal restaurants. The fourth level of Muslim 

is not bound to strict religious taboos. In the main, however, most Hui migrants need to have 

halal foods but do not necessarily require a halal public bath house or hotel. Hui use 

signboards with halal symbols on food shops, supermarkets, hotels, and public bath houses in 

order to create a sense of belonging to the place, thus combining both their religious and 

ethnic identity. Halal-making processes may be seen as the intention to communicate, and for 

Hui migrants, it is an act of resistance against the mainstream secular ideology in Lanzhou. 

The community becomes the place where Hui migrants wrestle for power with hegemonic 

Han society and inscribe their own values. Conversely, for Han migrants, halal-making is 
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interpreted as a signal of an unwelcoming and exclusionary force. When shown figure 5-3, 

Shi (48, Han, 16-year stay, October, 2015), expressed his discontent about halal-making:  

You may not see but there are a lot of qingzhen. Are they really necessary?...after living here for 

all these years, we know what we can and cannot do, you do not need to remind us in this way. 

qingzhen restaurants, I‘m OK, they (Hui) need them, we also eat qingzhen food, but a qingzhen 

hotel, what it means by a qingzhen hotel…after all, there is no need to halal everything, 

right?…but what can we say? It‘s their place. 

Not every Han respondent recognized Hui communities as the Hui‘s place. However, for 

many Han migrants, they do agree that various representations and religious performances 

make the Hui community a less desirable place in which to live, especially for the long-term 

residents. In the case of Shi, the use of qingzhen signboards is an uncomfortable reminder that 

his behavior is regulated and he interprets this as an act of symbolic aggression. Like Shi, 

most Han respondents accept the Islamic food taboos as an important aspect of living in the 

community. They avoid talking about or eating pork in front of Muslims as a sign of courtesy 

and internalized discipline. However, many Han migrants still intentionally or unintentionally 

express dissatisfaction and assume it is not necessary to make halal, with the exception of 

food, even though all types of halal-making are legal and thus should not be cause for 

criticism. Han therefore often stereotype Hui migrants as ―hypocritical (shi qing duo de)‖ and 

―not easy to deal with (bu hao xiang chu de)‖. Furthermore, halal-making is understood by 

many Han migrants as territorial behavior by Hui migrants to claim space; this does not 

necessarily lead to violence, but it does create a sense of exclusiveness. Han migrants feel like 

―they do not belong here‖. In some cases, Hui communities are even read as ‗no-go‘ areas for 

newly arriving Han migrants, and rumors such as, ―It is an open secret that there are many 

drugsters there, you need to be careful when you pass by‖, ―it is not safe to go there at night‖, 

tend to spread rapidly. 

In sum, spaces in the Hui community are negotiated such that power relations are put into 

dramatic reconstruction. The Hui community is visibly ethnicized space through a series of 

representations, e.g. white cap, food taboos, mosques and other signage of the halal-making 

process. Hui migrants‘ efforts to design Hui communities as ethnicized spaces may be a way 

to address their marginalized identity, a means of negotiating power, a strategy to claim the 

Hui community as their own territory, and a need for recognition and inclusion in the broader 

society. In the Hui community, the par excellence combination of visualized representations 

(food taboos, costumes, mosques, and storytelling) altogether produces a vivid scenario of a 

―panopticon‖ perceived by Han migrants as an exclusionary and disciplinary force in which 
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Hui migrants acquire informal power or even special privileges within the Hui community. 

However, in reality, this may be more like the veneer of power because the Hui‘s interests in 

their communities are not actually guaranteed through institutional arrangements. For 

example, upon scrutiny of figure 5-2 (top right), one can notice that the local government has 

situated a monitor on top of the white lamppost. Hui migrants are also put into a ―panopticon‖ 

just like Han migrants, but in a larger context and in a different way by different actors. In 

other words, the negotiation of Hui space is a microcosm of the larger context.  

Maintaining Ethnic Solidarity through the Discourse of Hegemonic Power 

In 2013 many newly built high-rises could be observed in the Xiaoxihu area (figure 5-4); by 

then some construction had been completed, but of particular interest were the unfinished 

buildings. I noticed how tightly packed together the structures were, with little space between 

buildings for sunlight to shine through. Under current Urban and Rural Planning Law, it is 

very difficult to pass inspections and obtain construction permits. However, we were 

informed that construction rules are loosely applied and that some contractors may neglect 

certain fundamental construction standards (e.g., sewage and electricity). A Han officer from 

the local religious department told us that 

…a total of 68 illegally constructed buildings are in this district. Fifty-nine aggregate in this area 

(Xiaoxihu) and they all belong to Hui/Dongxiang real estate developers…who would build here 

without an ethnic background? Who are you going to sell to?…You know, this is their (Hui‘s) 

place (zhe shi ren jia de di fang)… 

    The information about the illegal buildings provided by the official can be found at the 

website of the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development. The Lanzhou municipal 

government is committed to ―solving the problems‖ within three years (initiated in 2012). In 

2015, the author returned to the same officer and was told the following 

It is unrealistic to shut down these constructions, they are minorities, you will be blamed as 

―breaking the ethnic solidarity‖…Many buyers are minority migrants who work in Lanzhou for 

many years…many buildings, to be honest, are quite dangerous…what we can do is to ask the 

developers to reinforce foundations, check the windows in case they fall down, and reapply the 

legitimate documents (yishu liangzheng in Chinese) for construction instead of shutting them 

down...not all developers listen to us…  

    When asked if the government would stop the constructions of Han developers (those with 

no ethnic background), the official replied 

No, there is no such issue, they (Han developers) are smart; they would not do things in this 

way…besides, they would not build it…Only minorities enjoy the privileges here…  

http://www.lawinfochina.com/law/display.asp?ID=6495&DB=1
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Figure 5-4 Newly built high-rises (upper two images) and nursing home for senior Muslims (lower). 

Source: Photograph by Bo Zhang in September, 2013 and October, 2015. 

The stories referring to the illegally constructed buildings remind us of Gladney (2004), 

who has argued that, although the Chinese government is considered to be authoritarian, the 

local authorities nevertheless ignore minor infractions and make concessions for Muslim 

activity in order to avoid accusations of discrimination against minorities. With the exception 

of our case study here, building safety would never constitute a ―minor infraction‖. It may be 

that the local government indulges Hui claims to the place, effectively turning the Hui 

community into ―outlaws‖ where Hui migrants are endowed with certain degree of informal 

powers under the discourse of ethnic solidarity. A similar case provided by Fischer and Zenz 

(2017) points out that the Chinese central authority uses ―Weiwen‖ (literally meaning 

―securing social stability‖) as a way to assimilate rather than empower the subaltern groups. 

One should bear in mind that the discourse of ethnic solidarity in the Hui community endows 

Hui migrants the ability to practice, but not possess, certain powers because the scattered 

ethnicized spaces in urban areas are not officially recognized or organized through the state 
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structure. Instead, they are commonly under constant monitoring and management by local 

Chinese authorities. In other words, the hegemonic discourse, as the alternative of institutional 

arrangement or empowerment, can be seen as one of the fundamental reasons for the 

formation of the ethnicized space in Hui communities.  

According to the officer from the Lanzhou municipal government, property buyers are 

mostly minority migrants. Han migrants may be reluctant to buy because of the doubtful 

quality of the buildings, lack of legitimate documents (concern about not being able to obtain 

a premises permit), and unwillingness to live with Hui based on the Han recognition of Hui 

communities as ―Hui places‖. In the eyes of Han migrants, maintaining ethnic solidarity 

represents a powerful hegemonic discourse on the sacrifice of their own interests. Han believe 

they are discriminated in Hui communities in informal and subtle ways for the sake of ethnic 

solidarity. For instance, local police usually do not intervene directly in physical conflicts 

between Han and Hui if conflict is kept at the ―individual‖ level (group level incidents would 

likely be under close surveillance). Otherwise special workers from the department of 

religious affairs intervene to reconcile the two parties, but it is the Han who usually ―suffer 

loss (chi kui)‖ in such matters. In response, many stories circulate among Han migrants, such 

as ―If you drive through the area, be prepared to meet the guys with white caps lying on the 

street and blocking your way. Make sure that you do not take a tough stance, just give them 

20 or 50 yuan and they will move away. Do not call the police, it is useless and a waste of 

time.‖   

As increasing numbers of Hui migrants move from rural to urban areas, the likelihood of 

Han-Hui interaction and potential conflict rises too. Thus, the question of how to handle 

―floating‖ minorities is seen as a key priority in protecting internal stability. For the local 

government, Hui communities are considered as suitable enclosed spaces for limiting the 

influence and consequences of ongoing negotiations and concessions. Furthermore, ethnic 

solidarity as a political aim is seen as integral to the political and administrative achievement 

of local administrators and Chinese Communist Party leaders. It is ―imposed‖ by central 

authority in order to maintain social stability and ethnic solidarity. The case of the illegal 

permits for these constructions in Hui communities under the discourse of ethnic solidarity 

might pacify Hui in a short term, however, it undermines social equality between Hui and Han 

in a long run.      

It is nothing new that the Chinese central authority may grant some concessions or 

sometimes even flattery to gain the support of minorities through rhetorical discourse on 

―ethnic solidarity‖. Whereas Han always assume that central authorities endow minorities 
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with privileges or preferential treatment, thus overriding the legitimate rights of Han. In one 

curious instance, a book entitled Sexual Customs (xing feng su) with chapters describing the 

sexual habits of Muslims was banned soon after its publication in 1989 due to wide-scale 

Muslim protest. Local and central authorities immediately responded to all demands by 

closing the publishing company and arresting two Han writers in order to quell the fury. In 

regard to our study, I have observed that the nursing home is exclusively for senior Muslims 

(See figure 5-4) of the Hui community. However, since many non-Muslims also live in the 

Hui community, it is unreasonable to ignore the needs of the non-Muslim elderly who also 

sometimes need nursing homes. This particular man-made boundary has been demarcated 

through the separation of Han and Hui Muslims in an authoritative intervention under the 

banner ―maintaining ethnic solidarity‖; such action represents the reification of territoriality 

which has reinforced Hui communities as ‗Hui Only‘ spaces.  

5.5 Conclusion and Discussion 

Based on extensive fieldwork in Hui communities in Lanzhou, NWC, this article has 

elaborated how Hui migrants mark boundaries and demarcate ethnicized space through 

various forms of representations. These representations are important spatial practices to 

defend ethnicized space and assert powers in Hui communities. The results show that Hui 

migrants use halal-making as their main territorial strategy for claiming space in Hui 

communities, echoing Castells‘ (1997) assertion of the visibility, manifesting as a group‘s 

need to assert its power where it is not dominant. The Boshuxiang community represents just 

one example of ethnicized space, a contested site, where ethnic meaning becomes dominant in 

our spatial understanding of Hui communities. Although Hui identity is contested, the 

perception of the spatial expression of Hui identity seems rather disciplined and regulated. 

This is because the Hui community needs to be perceived as a whole without much 

heterogeneity. This is the strategy which has been implemented by Hui as a whole to secure 

the boundary of territory from the inside in order to claim space and power.  

It is important to notice the dialectical relationship between the Han-Hui dichotomy when 

discussing the ethnicized Hui community; ethnicized space cannot exist without accomplices. 

From the point of view of Han migrants, the Hui community expresses a type of spatial 

segregation that is essential for normalizing the social order of the occupied space. The Hui 

community, according to Cresswell (1996: 134), is ―a model of geographical order and 

tidiness, with everything in its proper place‖. The formation of ethnicized space illustrates 

how disciplinary power can be imparted and instilled in Hui communities. Hui communities 

javascript:void(0);
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become territories not only due to disciplinary power, but also because of a sense of exclusion 

towards Han migrants, which makes them feel unwelcome. In fact, not only the Han migrants 

feel unwelcome, but the local Han also tend to move out of the place. A Han male cadre 

responsible for housing demolition and relocation informed us that whenever houses need to 

be demolished, Han are more likely to request monetary compensation while Hui ask for the 

new apartment in the same location when it is ready.  

Han interpret the expression ‗big brother helps little brothers‘ as that which refers to their 

(Han) obligations, alms and tolerance of minorities, or even as connivance because minorities 

are sometimes considered as ―not knowing how to behave properly‖ (Yeh 2013). However, 

this discourse is becoming increasingly disputed. Similar to the descriptions of Han migrants 

living in the Hui community, other angry Han Chinese outside the community along with 

many nationalists and netizens have also expressed dissatisfaction about the preferential 

treatment clauses in Chinese ethnic policy. They have even criticized the ―softness‖ of 

authorities when facing ethnic issues. In this sense, the extent to which Hui migrants carve out 

exclusive space depends on the degree to which Chinese authorities want to reconfigure their 

relations with Hui and also the amount of discourse on ethnic solidarity that can be produced 

and circulated. Although Chinese authorities can exert extensive control over internal ethnic 

issues, it is nevertheless difficult to control people‘s angry hearts. Based on our interviews 

and analysis, it is clear that a reform of China‘s ethnic policies is needed. A healthier society 

over the long-term should be based on the application of social equality rather than 

preferential treatment for specific ethnic groups. 

However, it is noteworthy that relationship entanglements and power negotiations among 

Hui, Han, local and state (authorities) are not confined to the micro community in question. 

Instead, they are dispersed across different geographical scales and actors. For example, 

official economic interactions between China and the Middle East have been increasing 

steadily since the 1990s. In 1990, China established diplomatic ties with Saudi Arabia, which 

was the last country in the Middle East to end formal diplomatic relations with Taiwan; one 

year later, China became a net importer of oil. Since then, the trade share, particularly of the 

import of crude oil from the Muslim world, has continued to expand rapidly. The import of 

crude oil from the Middle East exceeded 50% for the first time in 2015. China has become 

highly dependent on its ―Middle Eastern friends‖ in terms of the nation‘s energy supply. In 

2016, President Xi visited Saudi Arabia and upgraded the bilateral relationship to a 

―comprehensive strategic partnership‖, indicating that their bilateral cooperation is not limited 

to merely economic, but it also has political aspects. From this perspective, Hui migrants 
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definitely become a geopolitically significant group. The treatment of its internal minority 

issues, e.g., Hui migrant communities, could become part of China‘s geopolitical strategy. In 

contrast to the official interactions, it seems that the nongovernmental communications are not 

encouraged or even constrained. For instance, as another cadre told us that, at present, 

construction approval of Middle Eastern style mosques is principally forbidden and aid for 

constructing these mosques has been curtailed. Furthermore, the public ethnic school in 

Boshuxiang, where 97% of students are from Hui families or Dongxiang migrants, is not 

allowed to accept any kinds of sponsors from the Middle East since 2015. This is indeed a 

contradiction that Chinese authorities need to solve because in reality it is impossible to only 

allow official interactions while take fully control or even ban nongovernmental 

communications. 

In the broader context, however, Hui migrants and communities may be the places where 

authorities gain favor with the outside world. Granting some religious and political rights, and 

even flattering the Hui, may potentially strengthen diplomatic relations with countries like 

Saudi Arabia. Different from other ―restless‖ Turkish Muslims (mainly the Uyghurs), Hui are 

acculturated and Sinicized Muslims and thus a more suitable intermediary (Berlie 2004). 

Indeed, the long history of interaction, conflict, co-habitation, and accommodation make Hui 

the most secular and ―coordinated‖ of Muslims. Hui always understand the boundaries and 

proceed to carefully bargain with authorities in terms of economic, religious and political 

powers; this is in line with Lewis (2016), who argues that a robust authoritarian regime 

reproduces the hegemonic discourse which circulates among its influential social groups. The 

extent to which the Chinese central authority gives concessions to the Hui partly depends on 

the scope of its wilful involvement with specific Middle Eastern countries. Rather than just a 

localized phenomenon, the power relations negotiated within Hui communities exemplifies 

such local-global dynamics, in that ethnicized space and power is constantly produced, 

contested, diffused and challenged. 
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Chapter 6 Multi-ethnic Migration in Northwest China, Retrospect and 

Prospect 
 

6.1 Introduction 

China‘s Northwest has been home not only to the Han majority but also many minorities such 

as Hui, Dongxiang, Tibetan, and Uyghur. During the Maoist era, the flow of ethnic minorities 

was constrained while a large portion of Han immigration to this region was largely state-

sanctioned in keeping the region ―stable‖ and ―constructed in orders.‖ During that time it was 

difficult for those minorities to leave their homelands because of institutional barriers (mainly 

Hukou). Besides, most of them inhabited the remote and border areas where the transportation 

was barely established. It was also because there was no job opportunity at that time in a 

totally planned economy in urban areas. After the economic reforms of 1978, the number of 

migrants started to grow, and the patterns of migration began to change–voluntary migration 

became mainstream as the proportion of steered Han immigration began to decrease. If we 

take the ethnic minorities as a whole, it was not until the 1990s that the trend of minorities 

moving within the provinces became nearly identical to the majority Han, although the long-

distance migration of Chinese minorities was still largely lagging (Iredale and Guo 2003).  

Furthermore, for the minority groups as well as the majority Han who live in rural and 

remote areas of NWC, migration has obviously been a reasonable way for most of them to 

overcome poverty and to pursue a better livelihood, given their circumstances of a harsh 

natural environment and low efficiency in terms of agricultural productivity in the region. In 

this sense, migration means development and the increase of personal and family wealth. 

However, migration studies in China seldom reach out to the cities in NWC. As mentioned 

above, this thesis can be an evidential springboard for further exploration of multi-ethnic 

migration in China‘s ethnic regions. This thesis has investigated the migration process of 

different ethnic groups in China‘s Northwest frontier cities, namely, Lanzhou, Linxia Hui 

autonomous prefecture, and Gannan Tibetan autonomous prefecture. In particular, the thesis 

has analyzed four important aspects of multi-ethnic migration, namely, settlement intentions, 

family migration strategies, acculturation, and territorial politics of minority communities.  

6.2 Main Findings 

Settlement Intentions and Ethnic Identities 

Chapter 2 at first has analyzed the factors that influence the settlement intention of the 

migrants. Thereafter, it unveiled the relationship between settlement intentions and the ethnic 
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identities of the migrants. Lastly, it illustrated the connections between cultural contexts, 

ethnic identities and settlement intentions through the estimations of interaction terms. 

    In contrast to the existing literature (among others, Bjarnason and Thorlindsson 2006; Cao 

et al. 2015; De Vroome and Van Tubergen 2014; Fan 2011; Hu et al. 2014; Snel et al. 2015; 

Yang 2000; Yue et al. 2010; Zhu 2007; Zhu and Chen 2010), the author has not only included 

the intentions to stay or return to hometown but have also discussed the circumstances of 

taking the destination city as a transfer hub, in addition to including undecided migrants. In 

Chapter 2, the intention to stay is set as the reference group. A noteworthy finding is that 

those who are younger, who move without families, who engage in retail or service jobs, 

work as employees, or who have gained training from their work, are less likely to return. The 

number of friends and relatives and a good neighborhood relationship both serve to decrease 

the intention of returning. The lower paid incomers, the self-employed and those who accept 

no training from work are more likely to consider the current city as a stepping stone to other 

cities. The undecided migrants are those who have lower language proficiency, who stay in 

the current city for a long time, while migrants who come to the city for economic or skill 

reasons, have a long-term contract, who receive skill training at work, and foster better 

relationships in the communities are less likely to be undecided. In sum, the factors that 

influence the intentions of settlement emphasize migrant interdependence and interaction with 

their surroundings, e.g. friends, relatives and neighbors, rather than the personal 

characteristics of migrants. In other words, New Economics of Labor Migration (NELM) and 

network theory are more pervasive than Neoclassical Economics in explaining the settlement 

intentions of multi-ethnic migration in the targeted cities. 

Moreover, together with the qualitative materials, this chapter argues the statistical 

significance of ethnic identity and the cultural context of the city as well as their interaction 

effects on the settlement intentions of migrants. Specifically, we set up the ‗stay‘ group as the 

baseline, on the one hand, where migrants who work in Lanzhou, in contrast to Gannan, are 

more likely to return. On the other hand, those who stay in Lanzhou and Linxia are less likely 

to move to another city. This controversial result indicates that, although Gannan is where 

competition and the requirements for the labor force are lower, the Tibetan cultural context is 

among the least favorable in which to integrate when compared to the Han and Muslim 

context. Overall, we conclude that it is easier for Han migrants to transfer to another city, 

while Tibetan migrants are less likely to flow compared to Han and Hui migrants. The 

implication here is that Han migrants are less bounded by their identity when choosing their 

destinations, and they may therefore draw support from different means when entering cities 
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and hunting for jobs. The minority groups may have less access to cities while heavily relying 

on their social capital, e.g. personal ties. The significance of the interaction effects of ethnic 

identity and the cultural context of the city indicate that minority migrants are more likely to 

remain in the city where there are fewer demands for cultural integration (higher cultural 

homogeneity cities). This also explains why minorities have lower mobility. In contrast to the 

minorities, Han migrants have greater flexibility in regard to choosing their destinations. 

Family Migration Strategies, Social Capital and Hui Communities 

Chapter 3 has answered the research questions ―what factors influence migration patterns of 

Han and Hui families?‖ ―Do they benefit from, or are they trapped within, the Hui 

community?‖ ―Why are Hui communities important to Hui families?‖ and ―How do these Hui 

migrants and their families establish new networks and gain access to social networks in Hui 

communities?‖ After having discussed the migration behaviors of individual migrants in 

Chapter 2, Chapter 3 has first probed the determinants of family migration behaviors of Han 

and Hui, respectively, through a quantitative method. It then explained the reasons why 

community relations are important to Hui families through a qualitative study. Chapter 3 

confirms the judgement that social capital may be more important than human capital 

(personal qualities) for Hui migrants and their family members, suggesting that the NELM 

and network theory are effectively more pervasive in the explanation of the strategies of Hui 

family migration.  

In the quantitative analysis we set ‗sole‘ migration as the baseline. The Han migrants under 

age 45 years are more likely to bring their family members. Number of children also 

positively influences the probability of couple and family migration of Han. This result 

echoes Chapter 2, in which Han are described as more independent and autonomous and less 

likely to leave family members behind. For both Han and Hui, the self-employed tend to come 

with their families because self-employment is generally comprised of labor-intensive small 

workshops and migrants may not be able to hire others. Families working together can 

maximize efficiency without paying extra. We find that the monthly rent is positively related 

to Han family migration but is insignificant to Hui because the increase in cost of living is 

affordable to Han but can be a heavy burden for Hui families. 

One should bear in mind that the settlement intentions of individual Han migrants does not 

necessarily mean that family members will settle; instead, they are more likely to circulate 

between rural hometowns and urban destinations. However, the settlement intentions of 

individual Hui migrants indicate their family settlement plan; we can therefore examine the 
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migration of Hui families in a localized aspect. The reasons behind these two different choices 

are because for many Han migrants, the socio-economic conditions of their hometowns may 

be better than at their destinations (for instance, better environment and education resources). 

They move because they can rely on relatively higher personal qualities of professional skills 

or education levels and thus are more likely to be utility-oriented and put the strategy of 

―circulation‖ to good use instead of settling permanently at destinations. In contrast to Han, 

Hui migrants are even more likely to bring their family members. Compared to rural Han, 

there is a good chance that rural Hui may live in the remote countryside where there are fewer 

socio-economic opportunities. Their purpose for migrating is more likely to be able to escape 

from a poor hometown and settle permanently at the destination. 

The number of local acquaintances increases the probability for Han family migration 

while community relations are positively related to Hui family migration. Moreover, the 

length of stay at the destinations is positively associated with Hui family migration. This is to 

say that Han and Hui families rely on different types of social capital. For Hui families, 

communities are important during their migration and settlement process, while this does not 

necessarily apply to Han families. Furthermore, Hui families accumulate social capital 

through their stay in Hui communities, whereas Han families may be better prepared prior to 

migration. In other words, it is not necessary for Hui families to encounter cultural obstacles 

at destinations because they usually congregate in Hui communities. They largely rely on Hui 

communities to accumulate social capital for their families through networks. The Hui 

community in this sense can be vitally important to Hui migrants and their family members 

when they move to the place of destination. 

The ethnic community functions as a coin with two sides, pro and con. Minority migrants 

and their families could benefit as well as be trapped in the minority community; this is 

especially true for Hui women and their under-aged children who usually follow the male 

heads of the family. Hui women may also have to face social pressures from a relatively 

conservative society where the social norms for women are that they are less accepted in 

public and should assist their husbands and raise their children. In other words, they may be 

confronted with the fact that they are isolated from mainstream society. Besides, the dark side 

of the Hui community may also be that the Hui community, as a whole, is isolated from 

mainstream society. In this sense, promoting inter-group communication at the personal level 

and encouraging greater inclusivity into the larger society may help Hui migrants and their 

family members escape from being entrapped in the communities. 
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Acculturation and Ethnic Identity 

In Chapter 4 we presented case studies of three cities in NWC in order to demonstrate how 

migrants perceive ethnic identity and show how the ethnic identities of migrants are perceived 

in different cultural contexts. We also analyzed the relationship between ethnic identity and 

acculturation. The binary conceptualization of Han Chinese as ‗civilized‘ and ‗advanced‘ in 

contrast to minorities as ‗primitive‘ and ‗backward‘ is a long-standing stereotype in Chinese 

society. This chapter has attempted to explain the stereotype through the negotiation of ethnic 

identity and acculturation.  

For Han identity and Han migrants it seems that there are few symbolic representations that 

can be perceived as the essences of Han identity. The Han identity tends to be perceived more 

as a state construction rather than as inherent or fundamental traits. The connotations of the 

perception of Han identity are highly politicized and tend to vary in degree. It seems that 

current ethnic policies intensify the self-perception that the Han identity is ―useless and ―does 

not convey meaning‖ to some extent. In fact, many Han interviewees had not realized their 

own ethnic identity even while they were the dominant group at the destinations. Many Han 

interviewees choose to blend in and integrate into the cultural context that does not exclude 

others. Even in some contexts where there were relatively huge cultural differences, many 

Han interviewees still behaved using the integration strategy. 

Hui and Dongxiang interviewees expressed a strong sense of belonging to their ethnic 

groups. Many of them have anchored their ethnic identity in Islam and tend to perform their 

identities through Islamic cultural practices. In a more general sense, they are less likely to be 

acculturated and influenced by non-Islamic cultural contexts, and to even create their own 

cultural context if necessary. Those who disavow their religious identity tend to be excluded 

from their group, especially in the city, where the Islamic culture has dominated. Although the 

Hui are considered as the most acculturated group with a certain degree of secularization, they 

are still separate from Han society. With this in mind, when we study the negotiation of Hui 

or Dongxiang identity, it may be counterproductive for scholars to simply treat Hui or 

Dongxiang as the Chinese or Han who happen to believe in Islam. 

Tibetan interviewees also showed a strong sense of belonging to their identity. In a 

relatively simple sense, Tibetan identity can be summarized as multi-dimensionally 

constructed, place-based, and reciprocally-embodied, and reflected in traditions such as 

linguistic, religious practices and traditional ways of life. It should be borne in mind that it is 

difficult for Tibetan migrants to reside in urban areas because they lack opportunities to create 

their own economic space, given the fact that many Tibetan cities are economically 
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dominated by non-Tibetan groups. They are left behind in terms of developing their own ways 

of adapting to city life. As Fischer (2011) has described, Tibetans are disempowered, 

polarized and unable to cope with ‗modern life‘ in the city since they are vulnerable in terms 

of the local economy. In this sense, the first step for the marginalized group to empower and 

renegotiate their identity in the city is to create a more Tibetan-involved city economy. 

    In sum, Chapter 4 interprets ethnic identity as a dialectical unification in regard to fixity 

and fluidity in both group and at individual level. Ethnic identity can be perceived in a 

relatively fixed way at the group level while it is contested and flowing from one to another at 

the individual level. The case studies of three cities illustrate that the interpretations of ethnic 

identity are largely anchored on the perception, affection, and behavior of individual migrants. 

Moreover, although the ethnic identity of the migrants displays a process of perpetual 

negotiation, the ways migrants choose to acculturate are generally based on their 

understanding of the essence of ethnic identity. In other words, applying social psychology 

ideas to cultural geography stresses the importance of human subjectivity in deciphering the 

meaning of ethnic identity and acculturation. 

Hui Communities, Ethnicized Space and Power Entanglements 

Chapter 5 has discussed how the Hui migrants, as the minority in the city, claim the Hui 

community as their own place; furthermore, the study has shown how Hui migrants defend 

the ethno-territoriality of Hui communities through asserting their power in Hui communities. 

The chapter has also examined the entanglements of power relations among different actors in 

Hui communities and beyond. Hui migrants mark their boundaries and demarcate their space 

through a series of different representations. These representations, as important spatial 

practices, shape the spatial understanding of the actors within the communities and thus 

produce ethnicized space. The process of halal-making, for example, has been adopted by Hui 

migrants as the major territorial strategy for asserting their power and making demarcated 

spaces exclusionary. One should remember that the interpretation of Hui identity can be 

contested while the spatial expression of Hui identity is rather disciplined. The reason for this 

is because the Hui community itself needs to be perceived as a homogeneous place where the 

territorial boundary is secured through the spatial practices of representations. For the Han, 

however, entering into the Hui community means to normalize behavior and adapt to a social 

order within a place where a sense of segregation is diffused. The permeation and instilling of 

disciplinary power in the Hui community is essential to the formation of ethnicized space. 

Many Han migrants perceive a sense of exclusion and feel unwelcomed.  
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By following the argument above, Chapter 5 has elaborated the intertwined relationships 

and power relations among Hui, Han, and local and state (authorities) in the ethno-

territoriality process. To what degree Hui migrants carve the ethnicized space and turn Hui 

communities into exclusive places is up to how Chinese authorities would like to reconfigure 

their relations with Hui, and how much the discourse on ethnic solidarity is produced and 

circulated. In a broader sense, as mutual trade between China and Middle East countries 

increases, the minorities, especially Hui Muslims, are becoming a geopolitically significant 

group for Chinese authorities in their aim to balance China‘s external relations. The Hui 

communities may be the places where Chinese authorities garner favor from many Muslim 

countries. Compared to other Turkish Muslims such as Uyghurs, Hui Muslims are rather 

secularized and ‗coordinated‘ who always see the political boundaries when negotiating 

power with authorities. They are regarded as the better intermediary for authorities to 

communicate with Middle Eastern countries. In this sense, the extent to which Chinese central 

authority compromises with Hui Muslims during power negotiations depends partly on the 

depth and the extent to which it is willing to communicate with Middle Eastern countries on 

economic and political activity.  

6.3 Discussion 

The findings from Chapter 2 convey that individual migration decisions are always based on 

their contradictory considerations and the intertwining of their ethnic identity and the socio-

cultural context in which they migrate. This is especially true for those minorities who are still 

at a disadvantage when seeking opportunities in cities where cultural diversity is relatively 

low. From the constructivist view point, the social-cultural context is constantly being shaped 

and constructed through the everyday practices of the actors. Thus, to establish a more 

inclusive socio-cultural context would not only benefit the minority migrants but would also 

boost their Han counterparts. Ethnic identity influences migrant access to job markets and 

accommodation through networks. It is more likely that minority groups rely on their ethnic 

networks, which are usually formed with the ethnic communities. The quantitative analysis in 

Chapter 3 has also indicated the significance of relations embedded in the ethnic communities. 

We would argue that, rather than to be seen as either a negative or a positive term, ‗ethnic 

community‘ can be understood as the dynamic agency which migrants can rely on when they 

move to cities where they are not the dominant group. Moreover, from our interviews, it 

seems that the accumulation of bonding capital does not necessarily suggest an increase or 

decrease of bridging capital. Thus, the ethnic community, rather than its dark side being a 
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pitfall, can be potentially used by migrants to minimize the risk of unemployment, improve 

their livelihoods, and foster the settlement of their families. Furthermore, the relationship 

between group solidarity and group rivalry need not suggest a waxing and waning but can 

instead co-exist in the ethnic communities. Last but not least, we found that migrants and their 

families do not necessarily engage with their social networks prior to their migration process. 

   Cox (2014: 200) argues ―that human geography, in fact geography altogether, has no theory 

of its own but must reply on other fields.‖ Chapter 4 has attempted to develop a framework of 

cultural geography based on social psychology. The framework focuses on the experience of 

human subjectivity, which is based on the perceptions, affections and behavior of the migrants. 

Although migrants‘ ethnic identity is generally portrayed as a perpetual negotiation, their 

understanding of ethnic identity still relies heavily on what they have perceived as the 

―essentialized representations‖ of ethnic identity. In other words, the ongoing process of 

ethnic identity negotiation is largely based on what the migrants perceive as the ―memories of 

a shared past‖ or primordial ties. In this sense, an interpretive approach is preferred because 

the negotiation process of ethnic identity is more aligned with the sense of human agency than 

with a social structure in explaining meaning and intention. However, the process of 

negotiating ethnic identity is reflected as a dialectical relationship of fix and flow. For a better 

understanding of both the fixity and fluidity of ethnic identity, we suggest that new 

frameworks established for cultural geography should better be based on a combination of 

both universalist and interpretive approaches.  

The results from Chapter 5 illustrate the spatial meanings of the aggregation of migrants. 

People move from their rural hometowns to urban destinations not only with their labor forces 

(human capital) and networks (or social capital), but more importantly, they move with 

powers to define place and to claim space. Moreover, these powers that migrants bear are 

embedded in the social structure and are under perpetual (re)negotiation, thus making the Hui 

community a mosaic and porous spatial container of multiple entangled relationships rather 

than a vessel of mere physical traits. In this sense, inquiry into the power negotiations 

between Han and Hui should be put into different geographical scales across different actors. 

In Chapter 5 we demonstrated how these relationships entangle and how power is constantly 

produced, contested, diffused, and challenged in geographical space. Rather than a localized 

phenomenon (within the Hui community), the Han-Hui entanglements reflect global-local 

dynamics with multiple actors involved: Han, Hui, local and central authorities, and even 

other global players. Under such circumstances, the state-sanctioned discourse on the Han-

Hui relationship is continually being challenged by the power flow across the different actors 
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and in different geographical scales beyond the Hui community. This broad-based 

involvement requires a reform of China‘s ethnic policies, that is, the establishing of a long-

term mechanism based on social equality rather than preferential treatment for specific ethnic 

groups. 

6.4 Retrospect and Prospect: Towards a Transformation of Migration Studies 

In 1871, Ravenstein published the article ―Census of the British Isles, 1871: Birthplaces and 

Migration‖ where, for the first time in academia, the migration phenomenon was 

systematically examined from a geographical perspective. His later publication, ―The Laws of 

Migration,‖ in the Journal of the Statistical Society of London in 1885 and 1889, reasserted 

and complemented his elaborations of 1871. In his elaboration, there are several ‗laws‘ (he 

also uses ‗principles‘ and ‗rules‘) when people migrate from one place to another. These 

‗laws‘ can be roughly summarized as follows.  

1. Distance seems important in determining migration (most migrants travel short distances, 

whereas the people involved in long-distance migration usually head to commerce or industrial 

centers);  

2. Migrants are more likely to move to places where the economic activities are vigorous and 

diverse (Ravenstein refers to this as ―step by step‖ migration, namely, from remote to rural, from 

rural to urban, from small cities to big cities. He also mentions that the trend of migration is from 

rural areas to towns);  

3. Migration in one particular place is a dynamic process, even in places where a large number of 

people move away still receives some migrants from other places; 

4. The people who live in towns are less motivated‘ to move than those who live in rural areas; 

5. Age and gender influence migration behavior; 

6. Families are less likely to move; 

7. The increase of migrants in towns is higher than the natural population growth; 

8. Industrialization (the emergence of new technologies, e.g. transportation) increases migration. 

These descriptive findings, although largely situated within a geographical aspect, have 

substantially influenced the elaborations of later scholars in different fields (Grigg 1977). For 

instance, the prototype of the model of gravity is presented in 1 and 2; the uneven distribution 

of economic opportunities in different geographical places suggests the factors of ‗push‘ and 

‗pull‘ (see 2). In a more general sense, the work of Ravenstein sheds light on how the socio-

economic and geographical conditions of sending and receiving societies influence migration. 

This is not difficult to understand because the importance of agricultural activity had 

significantly declined by the age of the Industrial Revolution. It was obvious that people who 

used to work in agriculture traveled to urban areas for economic opportunities. Not until the 
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1920s did urbanization in American and Western European cities (increase of employment 

rate), and later the Great Depression (increase of unemployment rate), provide social 

scientists with sufficient materials for conducting wide scientific inquiries into rural-urban 

migration (Greenwood and Hunt 2003). Today, if we look closely at rural-urban migration in 

many developing countries where economic transformation has recently begun, we will notice 

to some extent how history is keen to repeat itself. 

On the basis of Ravenstein‘s findings, Thomas (1938) includes a comprehensive study of 

the demographic features of migrants into consideration in his migration studies. Specifically, 

Thomas‘ research emphasizes how the motivations for migration (e.g. higher pay or better 

environmental conditions in destinations) and personal characteristics (e.g. age, gender, 

marital status, and education) are reconciled in the actual migration behaviors (Greenwood 

and Hunt 2003). At the same time, researchers such as Zimmerman (1926), Beck (1934), 

Hamilton (1936), Gist and Clark (1938), and many others mostly coming from America at 

that time, supported Thomas by providing rich empirical evidence of their own. These 

altogether paved the road for the later development of neoclassical migration theories 

(Chapters 2 and 3).  

Lee (1966) probably was the first to explicitly bring forward the push-pull framework. His 

illustration distinguishes the factors which influence the decision-making of migrants at the 

individual level. In this sense migration can be seen as a process of human capital investment. 

The decision is calculated on a cost-benefit basis, this is to say, the migration decision is 

based on the expectation of positive future returns (Sjaastad 1962; Todaro 1969). The model 

of individual rationale was soon challenged by Mincer (1978), who argues that the migration 

decision is associated with family ties which influence the employment and earnings of the 

couple. Later, it was elaborated by Stark and Bloom (1985) and Stark (1991) that migration is 

a collective behavior based on the calculation of the utility of the whole family because 

migrants not only have to maximize their individual utility but also need to minimize the risk 

of the whole family from a deficient market at home through allocating family members 

(Chapters 2 and 3). 

As Massey et al. (1993: 448) articulate, ―migrant networks are sets of interpersonal ties that 

connect migrants, former migrants, and non-migrants in origin and destination areas through 

ties of kinship, friendship, and shared community origin‖; research on networks attracts the 

attention of economists and sociologists alike (Chapters 2 and 3). From the economic 

perspective, social networks (mainly kinship and friendship) ―decline costs‖ and ―decline 

risks‖ of migrants when they move to the destinations. The sociological aspect calls for wider 
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use of networks to be explored, such as weak ties and strong ties (Granovetter 1973), religious 

networks, contextual networks, transnational networks, and even global networks (Collyer 

and King 2015). The concept of social networks is always associated with social capital and 

its more detailed division, e.g., bonding and bridging capital (Putnam 2007), economic, social, 

cultural, and symbolic capital (Bourdieu 1986). Despite thousands of migration studies based 

on both economic and social aspects, our spatial understanding of migration behavior is still 

limited. It is increasingly difficult for social scientists to expand our knowledge of migration 

to a different dimension.  

In the time of Ravenstein and after, geographical research has relied heavily on descriptive 

analysis (without explanation of how and why migration behaviors occur). The quantitative 

revolution during the 1950s and 1960s has, however, greatly promoted the development of 

geographical knowledge and understanding of migration. Modern geographers contribute to 

migration research in a more detailed way; the migration theories are threaded into different 

geographical scales, such as families, communities, cities, and regions through sophisticated 

econometric tools for explaining empirical evidence. However, it is still frustrating that we 

still understand certain migration behaviors in a way that is comparable to Ravenstein‘s time.  

In fact, most of Ravenstein‘s findings are also reflected in the contemporary world. At 

macro level, as Ravenstein mentioned, the distance between place of origin and place of 

destination influences migration behaviors in a significant way. The unique Chinese rural-

urban dual structure leads to massive socio-economic gaps, even within the same municipal 

administrative areas
10

 between rural and urban areas where economic activities are usually 

vigorous and diverse. This gives rise to rural-urban migration. At micro level, rural ethnic 

migrants usually do not move over long distances due to their cultural habits (for instance, 

Halal foods, regular visits to mosques temples), low education level and skills, and they rely 

heavily on the networks of their ethnic fellows. Even if they are willing to move to large cities, 

they often need a transition or a ‗stepping stone,‘ and may consider the current city as the 

‗springboard‘ (Ravenstein refers to this as ‗step by step‘ migration). In fact, despite new 

transportation technologies (mainly bullet trains) emerging rapidly in China, physical distance 

still plays an important role in preventing migrants, especially ethnic migrants, from moving 

long-distance.  

                                                           
10

 Administratively built-up areas (Jianchengqu), urban areas (Shiqu), rural areas (Nongcun), cities 

(Chengshi), and municipal administrative areas (Shiyu) are different concepts in China. In general, the 

Shiyu in most of the Chinese Chengshi, include both Shiqu and Nongcun. 
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Thanks to the appearance of the so-called ‗spatial and cultural turn‘ in 1970s Western 

academia, spatial and cultural issues have become a foremost topic of concern in the social 

sciences. Our traditional understanding of culture, place and space are now totally subverted. 

‗Spatial and cultural turn‘ provides a different perspective on how we see migration, in which 

space is no longer considered as physical, absolute and static but instead as perpetually 

constructing and flowing. Culture is no longer seen as just a collection of symbols but rather 

as a key dimension of social construction [or we say ―embedded in the social structure 

(space)‖] with multiple-layers in different geographical scales. Migration behavior is 

abstracted as one form of flowing in space, or as Cresswell (2012) identifies it, as a form of 

mobility from one geographical place to another. In this sense, what is happening in the places 

(cities) should be discussed in reflexive multi-scalar contexts (Storper 1997, see for instance, 

Chapter 5). 

Culture, as Bhabha (1994) has illustrated, is nothing but the perpetual process of 

hybridization. Then how are we to analyze culture (for instance, Chapter 4)? Bhabha (1990) 

pushes the edge of post-colonialism studies on Said‘s (1978) ―Orientalism‖ by advancing the 

dialectic relations of ‗self‘ and ‗others.‘ Just like the colonial theories which include the 

colonists and the colonized, the ‗self‘ and ‗others‘ are twins and cannot live without each 

other. In regard to migration, any movement from one place to another will inevitably lead to 

the cultural encounter of ‗the local (the majority)‘ and ‗the migrants (the minorities),‘ giving 

rise to cultural hybridization, ―a process of identifying with and through another object, an 

object of otherness‖ and creating a state of ambivalence (Bhabha 1990: 211). In fact, any 

encounter, no matter how ‗pure‘ it is represented, always means hybridity.  

The process of migrating to different places involves relationship entanglements and power 

negotiations. Place refers to the physical partition of space where some people inscribe their 

values and build up social hierarchies. As Cresswell (2012: 3) elaborates, ―if movement is the 

dynamic equivalent of location, then mobility is the dynamic equivalent of place.‖ Place has 

become the spatial container for the entanglement of social relations of humans through 

representations and social practices (Storey 2012). Power is produced and reproduced through 

social relations and then widely dispersed in space (Foucault 2012). One should keep in mind 

that social spaces are always heterogeneous, thus, the power relations between ‗the local (the 

majority)‘ and ‗the migrants (the minorities)‘ are asymmetrical and implicated by the 

construction of cultural differences (Bhabha 1984; Zhu and Qian 2015). Mobility, in 

Foucauldian terms, influences the existing social hierarchies through (re)negotiations of 

power relations in spaces. In doing so, it shapes human subjectivities and in turn produces 
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new configurations of spatial relations. In this sense, mobility is not a pre-determined 

possession; it indicates the power flow among different actors across different scales of 

geographical spaces. 

Situated at the intersection of structuralism and post structuralism, the ‗spatial and cultural 

turn,‘ to some extent makes geographical space ‗subjective.‘ Space is not only an objectively 

existing but it is also shaped by the experience of human subjectivity (Tuan 1975; 1977). As 

Relph (1976: 26) argues, place ―has a range of subtleties and significances as great as the 

range of human experiences and intentions‖, human mobility thus imbues these experiences 

of human subjectivity into the social space. Human mobility not only involves the physical 

movement through materialized spaces but also brings symbolic meanings and representations 

through the production and reproduction of the spaces (Delaney 1999). In other words, 

mobility is ‗an empirical reality‘ as well as practiced,‘ ‗experienced‘ and it ‗embodies‘ 

through everyday practices and the negotiation of power relations (Cresswell 2012: 3). In this 

way people move with complex and fluid relations and cultural meanings within them, 

creating the relationship entanglement in the space.  

    In sum, the spatial understanding of migration complicates the classic migration theories 

which treat migration as merely a movement from one location to another. It emphasizes the 

significance of what is hiding through the process of movement. The ideological trend in 

human geography has gradually transferred from a modernism and structuralism-base to a 

postmodernism and post structuralism-base. Poststructuralist, as an important epistemological 

approach, has a profound influence on how we see space and spatial relations. Scholars have 

increasingly become more interested in spatial heterogeneity rather than the generalization of 

migration theories. In fact, this thesis closely follows these transformative lines. Chapter 2 is 

situated in the classic migration theories in order to acquire a universalist answer to the factors 

that influence migration decision-making. Chapter 3, using a mixed method, gives a taste of 

this transformation through the exploration of family migration and the experience of ethnic 

migrants in the ethnic community. Chapters 4 and 5, stand on the more postmodernism view 

point, by exploring the construction and negotiation of identities and cultures, and examining 

how migrants with different cultural backgrounds are involved in the contest of power and 

space. 

Based on the above discussion, the present thesis provides three advocacies (these are also 

demonstrated from Chapters 2 to 5) in future migration studies. First, as Cooke (2008: 255) 

has argued, ―internal migration research should embrace the family as a central component of 

migration, or rather that family migration should move front and center in discussions 
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regarding migration in general‖, Chapters 2 and 3 reflect this shift (from individual centered 

to family centered). Second, as King (2012: 148) contends, ―an overwhelming share of the 

cultural-geographic literature on migration processes is centered on Europe (especially the 

UK) and North America, with little acknowledgement of different cultural geographies of 

migration in other parts of the world‖, the nuanced meanings of the process of social 

construction of culture and identities at the micro-level are still under-explored, especially in 

China compared to the economic and social aspects of migration (Chapter 4). In other words, 

as illustrated in Chapter 4, a combination of both universalist and interpretive approaches 

should be used when investigating place and identity issues in migration studies. Third, with 

the increasing knowledge of our spatial understanding of geographical space, migration 

behaviors should not be seen as simply a physical movement but rather should be situated in 

the framework of mobility and power relations (Chapter 5).  

6.5 Policy Implications 

Nowadays, the labor cost in Eastern and Coastal cities is increasing rapidly. Following the 

national call of the Western Development Campaign as well as the call to lower labor costs, 

many labor-intensive enterprises are moving to Middle or even Western cities. Thus, the 

population flowing into Western China becomes increasingly important for local and national 

economic growth. These changes inevitably bring opportunities as well as shocks and tensions 

for both rural Han and the minorities in NWC.  

First, rural minorities face heavy employment pressures; a move to an urban area is 

considered as their primary means of making a living. However, many enterprises follow 

market mechanisms and tend to hire experienced Han workers and are thus reluctant to hire 

minorities. Furthermore, many Han workers come from Eastern and Middle areas of China 

which are far more competitive than the local rural minorities in the job market (this point 

was also confirmed during the fieldwork and is examined in detail in Chapter 4 details). It has 

become increasingly difficult for local governments to impose restrictions on population 

flows, especially to small and middle-sized cities due to the recent changes of Hukou. In fact, 

many local governments have already realized that they do need some skilled and experienced 

workers from outside to work in the enterprises that are invited by them to promote the local 

economy. Moreover, it is necessary to improve the employment rate of minority migrants; in 

fact, results from Chapter 2 indicate that it is likely critically important for minority migrants 

to acquire job training if they plan to stay in their destinations for a long time. Thus, investing 

in vocational schools, encouraging enterprises to hire minority workers through tax reductions, 
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and providing loans with more preferential terms for the private sector can pave the way 

towards balancing the labor market. 

Second, at present many Chinese cities are experiencing intensive spatial reconstruction. 

Minorities generally aggregate in the old city where the external benefits of land leasing are 

high, while the financial conditions of local governments rely largely on the redevelopment of 

these areas. In other words, the current models of urban renewal and regeneration are always 

put forward at the expense of the livelihoods and welfare of many minority migrants because 

minority communities are important informal agents who assist in migration and settlement 

(see Chapter 3). The livelihoods of minority migrants in NWC should be safeguarded in a 

long-term mechanism through formal and institutional means.  

Third, rural minorities used to live in relatively isolated conditions in the countryside. 

However, they more or less interact with Han when they make the move to urban areas. The 

Han migrants who come from non-NWC have seldom had any opportunities to learn anything 

about minority culture before moving to NWC. Cultural prejudice towards minorities has 

been known to arise among Han migrants. This prejudice tends to intensify the cultural 

estrangement between Han migrants and local rural minority migrants and leads to social 

exclusion caused by cultural differences (see Chapters 4 and 5). However, alleviating the 

cultural bias among different ethnic groups can be achieved through many means. Local 

authorities as well as central authorities can be the intermediary agents who alleviate inter-

group tensions and promote group relations. This requires that government officials 

themselves should be educated first in order to remove their own prejudice against minorities. 

The same principle is also applicable to entrepreneurs. A long-term mechanism should be 

based on mutual understanding between different actors and groups. In other words, the 

current education system should include more knowledge and common sense of minority 

culture and history. 
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Appendix 1 The distribution of questionnaires in three city/prefectures 

Provincial level City level District level Street level (numbers of questionnaires)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gansu Province 

Lanzhou 

Chengguan District 
Yannan Street (250) 

Yanbei Street (250) 

Qilihe District 
Xiyuan Street (250) 

Xihu Street (250) 

 Linxia Linxia city 

Chengjiao Zhen (250) 

Nanlong Zhen (250) 

Baohan Zhen (250) 

Zheqiao Zhen (250) 

 

 

 Gannan 

 

 

Hezuo city 

Yihe‘ang Street (100) 

Jianmuke‘er Street(100) 

Dangzhou Street (100) 

Tongqin Street(100) 

Nawu Xiang(100) 
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Appendix 2 (English) 

Rural-to-Urban Migrants Survey Questionnaire (2013) 

 

 

 

Hello, this is a special purpose survey being conducted jointly by Lanzhou University and University of Groningen (the Netherlands), aiming 

at understanding the current social issues of rural to urban migration in order to conduct academic research. The survey mainly involves some of 

your personal information such as income, consumption, employment, household management and daily life. Please answer the questions 

honestly and based on the actual facts and thoughts of your household, to assist the interviewers to complete the questionnaire. We will strictly 

comply with the Statistics Law and keep everything that you provide confidential. Thank you for your cooperation. 

 

 

 

 

Date: 

Name of the sub-level administration: 
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Appendix 2-1. Basic information of the respondents 

2-1-1. Your age A. Under 16 B.16-25  C.26-35 D.36-45  E.45-55 F. above 56 

2-1-2. Your gender A. Male B. Female 

2-1-3. Your nationality  A. Han B. Hui C. Tibet D. Dongxiang  E Bao‘an  F. Sala   G. other (please indicate:   ) 

2-1-4. Your household registration status A. Agriculture B. Non-agriculture  

2-1-5. Marital status A. Unmarried   B. Married   C. Divorced  D. Widowed or widower 

2-1-6. Number of Children  

2-1-7. Education status A. Illiteracy B. Primary school C. Junior high D. High (vocational ) school E. Junior college or above 

2-1-8. Do you have trouble in communications in mandarin? A. Fluent in mandarin B. Not fluent but no barrier C. Not fluent and barrier D. I have troubles in 

2-1-9. Please indicate your hometown  

2-1-10. Where have you lived and worked before you came here？  

2-1-11. The motivation of migration？(sorting by importance) A. Low income at hometown B. Labor surplus at home C. Professional skill D. Learning skills E. Widening horizon 

F. Influenced by the others G. Other: 

2-1-12. The reason to choose current city？(sorting by importance) A. High income here B. Near home C. Close habits D. Low risk E. Stable job F. Acquaintances G. Other: 

 

Appendix 2-2. Housing condition                                  

2-2-1. Housing type A. Rent from market B. Provided by boss C. Living with friend or relatives (paid, unpaid but offer help) 

2-2-2. How many square meters for housing?  

2-2-3. How much do you pay person/month?   

2-2-4. Facilities in the current living place Kitchen, Toilet, Shower, Tap water, Refrigerator, Washing machine, Heater and cooling system,  

2-2-5. Access to information Cellphone, Computer, Internet, TV 

 

Appendix 2-3. Jobs and Incomes 

2-3-1. What is your monthly income level? A. Less than 1200 B. 1200-2000 C.2000-3000 D.3000-4000 E. More than 4000 

2-3-2. Except monthly income, what do you get from work? A. Food (breakfast, lunch, dinner) B. Accommodation C. Job training  

2-3-3. Do you work here for the whole year? A. Yes  B. Half a year   C. Couple months (how long exactly?) 

2-3-4. How did you find your first job here? 

 

A. Relatives B. Friends C. Government-oriented D. Mass media (Including internet, Ads, etc.) E. Labor market on 

the street  F. Enterprise Recruitment G. Employment agency  H. Seek myself  I. others (??) 

2-3-5. How did you find your current jobs here?  A. Relatives B. Friends C. Government-oriented D. Mass media (Including internet, Ads, etc.) E. Labor market on 

the street  F. Enterprise Recruitment G. Employment agency  H. Seek myself  I. Others (??) 

2-3-6. How many times have you changed your job (current city)? A. 0 B. 1 C. 2 D 3 E >3 (please indicate：   ) 

2-3-7. You are? A. Employer B. Employee C. Self-employed 

2-3-8. What is your current primary job? A. Retails B. Services C. Professionals 

2-3-9. When did you start your current primary job?  

2-3-10. Do you have any other job besides your primary job? A. yes B. no 

2-3-11. What is the contract type of your current primary job? A. Long term (one year or above) B. Short term (less than one year) C. No D. Self-employment 

NOTE. 1. Self-employed means those who own the business without hiring any other employees (mainly family business). 

2. Retails include many different kinds of vendors selling fruits, snacks and beverages, electronics, home appliances, clothes, home furniture and minority specialty foods or goods; Services 

include waiter, public security, babysitter, housekeeper, nursing worker, telecommunications providers, barbers, taxi and truck drivers, small electronics repairers, shoe shiners, shoe repairers, 
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key makers and bike repairers; Professionals here include house painter, plumber, electrician, fitter, construction worker and others low income low skill (sometimes high risk) job position in 

China (not professors, lawyers, doctors, engineers etc.) 

 

Appendix 2-4. Intention of settlement 

2-4-1. Do you prefer the city life or the life of the countryside? A. City B. Countryside 

2-4-2. How long have you been here? A. Less than 1 year B. 1-2 years C. 3-4 years D. 5 years or more 

2-4-3. Are you willing to give up or sell your land in your home village? A. Yes B. No, I rely on the land if unemployment C. No, land is part of my income source D. No, I need to go back 

home after getting old E. undecided 

2-4-4. Do you want to change your HuKou to city if you can? A. Yes   B. No   C. Undecided 

2-4-5. Do you want to stay here? A. Stay in here (this place) B. Stay in the same city but other places C. Going back home afterwards D. Move to the 

other cities E. Undecided 

2-4-6. Is your family here with you? A. I am single B. Married, spouse not here, no children C. Married, spouse and all children not here  D. Married, 

spouse here, no children E. Married, spouse here, all children not here F. Married, spouse and (some of) children are 

here 

2-4-7. How many friends and relatives do you have in here?  

2-4-8. How many of them do you always have face-to-face and phone 

contacts for the past 3 months? 

 

 
Appendix 2-5. Community Relations 

2-5-1. How do you think of your neighbors are friendly? A. Very friendly B. Friendly C. Basically all right D. Not very friendly E. Unfriendly 

2-5-2. Do you always help your neighbors？ A. Always B. Sometimes C. Occasional D. Helped 1 or 2 times E. Never helped 

2-5-3. Do you always get help from your neighbors？ A. Always B. Sometimes C. Occasional D. Helped 1 or 2 times E. Never helped 

2-5-4. Do you trust your neighbors？ A. Trust, we are good friends B. Trust C. It‘s OK D. Trust but not totally E. Distrust 

2-5-5. Do you familiar with your neighbors？ A. Very familiar B. Familiar C. I know his/her family name D. not  familiar E.I don‘t know them 

2-5-6. Do you always communicate with your neighbors？ A. Always B. Sometimes C. Occasional D. Talked 1 or 2 times E. Never talk 
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Appendix 2 （中文） 

农村进城务工人员问卷调查 (2013) 

 

 

您好，我们是兰州大学和荷兰格罗宁根大学的学生，为了更好的了解农村进城务工人员的生活状况，我们制作了此问卷，问卷仅限

于科学研究。问卷的内容包含一些个人信息，例如：您的收入状况，日常的生活消费工作状况，家庭情况以及其他日常生活状况。请

您可以帮助我们如实填写这些情况，收集到的信息是完全保密的，我们会严格遵守统计法以及相关保密条例。非常感谢您宝贵的时

间。 

 

 

 

 

日期： 

街道名： 
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Appendix 2-1.个人的基本信息 

2-1-1. 您的年龄 A. 16 岁以下 B.16-25 岁  C.26-35 岁 D.36-45 岁  E.45-55 岁 F. 56 岁以上 

2-1-2. 您的性别 A. 男性 B. 女性 

2-1-3. 您的民族 A. 汉族 B. 回族 C. 东乡族 D. 保安族  E 撒拉族  F. 藏族   G. 其他 (请注明:     ) 

2-1-4. 您的户口情况 A. 农村 B. 非农  

2-1-5. 您的婚姻状况 A. 单身   B. 结婚   C. 离婚  D. 配偶去世 

2-1-6. 您有几个孩子  

2-1-7. 您的教育程度 A. 不认识字 B. 小学 C. 初中 D. 高中(职高) E. 大学(包含大专) 

2-1-8. 您平时用普通话和别人交流是否有障碍 A. 流利无障碍 B. 不流利无障碍 C. 不流利有障碍 D. 不会说普通话很难和别人交流 

2-1-9. 您的家乡在哪  

2-1-10. 您来这里之前还去过哪里打工  

2-1-11. 您外出打工的原因是 A. 家里收入低 B. 家里劳力多 C. 有一技之长 D. 外出学习技能 E. 外出开眼界 F. 受别的外出打工者的影响 G. 

其他: (具体是      ) 

2-1-12. 您选择这个城市打工的原因是 A.收入高 B. 离家近 C. 生活习惯接近 D. 风险小 E. 工作稳定 F. 熟人多 G. 其他: (具体是      ) 

 

Appendix 2-2. 住宿情况                                  

2-2-1. 住房类型 A. 自己租房子 B. 老板提供住宿 C. 在亲戚朋友家住 (付钱，不付钱，帮忙) 

2-2-2. 您现在住的地方有多少平米  

2-2-3. 您现在住的地方每人每月房租是多少   

2-2-4. 房子里面的设施 厨房, 厕所, 淋浴, 自来水, 冰箱, 洗衣机, 空调,  

2-2-5. Access to information 手机, 电脑, 网络, 电视 

 

Appendix 2-3. 工作和收入 

2-3-1. 您的月收入水平是 A. 少于 1200 B. 1200-2000 C.2000-3000 D.3000-4000 E. 高于 4000 

2-3-2. 除了月收入外，工作单位还提供 A. 三餐 (早饭, 午饭, 晚饭) B. 住宿 C. 工作培训  

2-3-3. 您每年在这里待多久 A. 整年 B. 半年   C. 几个月 (请注明：   ) 

2-3-4. 您是通过哪种方式找到来这里的第一份工作的 

 

A. 亲戚 B. 朋友 C. 政府劳务输入 D. 媒体 (如网络, 广告等) E. 街头劳务市场  F. 企业直接招聘 G. 职业介绍所  

H. 自找  I. 其他 (请注明：   ) 

2-3-5. 您是通过哪种方式找到目前的工作的 A. 亲戚 B. 朋友 C. 政府劳务输入 D. 媒体 (如网络, 广告等) E. 街头劳务市场  F. 企业直接招聘 G. 职业介绍所  

H. 自找  I. 其他 (请注明：   ) 

2-3-6. 您来这里后换了多少分工作 A. 0 B. 1 C. 2 D 3 E 大于 3 次 (请注明：   ) 

2-3-7. 您是 A. 雇主 B. 雇员 C. 个体户自营 

2-3-8. 您目前从事的工作属于 A. 零售 B. 服务 C. 技工 

2-3-9. 您什么时候开始目前的工作的  

2-3-10. 除了目前的工作，您有其他兼职工作吗 A. 有 B. 没有 

2-3-11. 您目前是否签了合同 A. 长期合同 (一年以上) B. 短期合同 (一年以下) C. 无合同 D. 个体户自营 
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注意事项 

1.  个体户自营是指不雇佣除了自己和家人以外的其他人。 

2. 零售包括各式各样的街边小摊，例如水果摊，食品和饮料摊，小家用电器电子元件，衣服，家装用品以及少数民族的食品或者物品摊等。服务业指的是服务员，保安，保姆，

看门人，护工，电信服务提供，理发师，出租车和货车司机，小电器修理，擦鞋匠，修鞋匠，配钥匙，修自行车等。技工指的是粉刷工，管道工，电工，装配工，建筑工以及其

他的低技能和高风险行业，并不包含教授，律师，医生，工程师这样类似的职业。 

 

Appendix 2-4. 定居意愿 

2-4-1. 您喜欢在哪里生活 A. 城市 B. 农村 

2-4-2. 您来这里多久了 A. 少于一年 B. 1-2 年 C. 3-4 年 D. 5 年以上  

2-4-3. 如果可能的话，您是否想要卖掉家乡的土地 A. 是的 B. 不，我在城市失业可以回家乡种地 C. 不，土地是我的一部分收入的来源 D. 不，我想以后年龄大

了回农村 E. 还未决定 

2-4-4. 如果有可能的话，您是否愿意把户口转入城市 A. 愿意   B. 不愿意   C. 还未决定 

2-4-5. 您想不想在这里长期定居 A. 我就想在这个城市的这个区域 B. 我想在这个城市但是不同的区域 C. 我早晚会回去的 D. 我想去另外一个

城市 E. 还未决定 

2-4-6. 您和家人一起来的吗 A. 不，我单身 B. 结婚无孩子，爱人不在这 C. 结婚, 爱人孩子不在这  D. 结婚了和爱人一起，无孩子 E. 结婚

了和爱人一起，所有孩子都不在这 F. 结婚了，爱人在，孩子也在 

2-4-7. 在这里有多少个认识的亲戚和朋友在这里  

2-4-8. 过去三个月经常联系(面聊或者打电话)本地亲朋有几个  

 

Appendix 2-5. 社区关系 

2-5-1. 您觉得您的邻居友好吗 A. 非常友好 B. 友好 C. 还可以 D. 不太友好 E. 一点都不友好 

2-5-2. 您是否经常帮助您的邻居 A. 经常帮助 B. 有时候会帮 C. 偶尔帮助 D. 一共帮助过 1，2 次 E. 从未 

2-5-3. 您是否经常得到您邻居的帮助 A. 经常帮助 B. 有时候会帮 C. 偶尔帮助 D. 一共帮助过 1，2 次 E. 从未 

2-5-4. 您对邻居信任程度如何 A. 非常信任，我们是好朋友 B. 信任 C. 还可以 D. 不太信任 E. 一点也不信任 

2-5-5. 您对邻居的熟悉程度如何 A. 非常熟悉 B. 熟悉 C. 我知道他/她姓 D. 不熟悉 E.根本不认识 

2-5-6. 您经常与邻居交流吗 A. 经常交流 B. 有时会交流 C. 偶尔交流 D. 聊过 1，2 次 E. 从未有过交流 
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Appendix 3 Interviews 

Number Age Gender Ethnicity Length of stay Occupation Date of Interview Location 

1 51 Male Han 8-year Small Restaurant Owner August 2013 Lanzhou 

2 20+ Male Han 2-year Construction Worker August 2013 Lanzhou 

3 57 Male Han 13-year Small Business August 2013 Lanzhou 

4 36 Male Han 10-year Driver August 2013 Lanzhou 

5 33 Male Han 7-year Construction worker August 2013 Lanzhou 

6 28 Male Hui 4-year Street-peddler August 2013 Lanzhou 

7 40± Male Hui 7-year Small Restaurant Owner August 2013 Lanzhou 

8 24 Female Hui 3-year Waitress October 2013 Lanzhou 

9 28 Male Hui 3-year Self-employed (Muslim Food) September 2013 Lanzhou 

10 26 Male Hui 3-year Construction Worker August 2013 Lanzhou 

11 40+ Male Han 10-year Small Restaurant Owner October 2015 Lanzhou 

12 48 Male Han 16-year Self-employed October 2015 Lanzhou 

13 50+ Female Han Over 10 years Gate Keeper October 2015 Lanzhou 

14 50+ Male Han Over 10 years Gate Keeper October 2015 Lanzhou 

15 33 Male Hui 7-year Self-employed (Muslim Food) October 2015 Lanzhou 

16 50+ Male Hui 20-year Self-employed (Muslim Food) October 2015 Lanzhou 

17 40± Male Han 2-year Furniture Maker September 2013 Linxia 

18 30 Male Han 5-year Vehicle Painter September 2013 Linxia 

19 30+ Male Han 3-year Glass Business October 2013 Linxia 

20 30+ Male Han 4-year Glass Business October 2013 Linxia 

21 30+ Male Han 5-year Glass Business October 2013 Linxia 

22 55 Female Han ------ Construction Site Cook October 2013 Linxia 

23 29 Male Hui 3-year Driver September 2013 Linxia 

24 33 Male Hui 7-year Maintainer September 2013 Linxia 

25 21 Male Hui 5-year Learning Ramen Skill September 2013 Linxia 

26 30+ Male Hui 4-year Construction Worker September 2013 Linxia 
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27 40+ Male Hui 15-year Small Restaurant Owner September 2013 Linxia 

28 30+ Female Hui ------ Construction Site Cleaner October 2013 Linxia 

29 30+ Female Hui ------ Construction Site Cleaner October 2013 Linxia 

30 30± Female Dongxiang 5-year Muslim Bread Seller September 2013 Linxia 

31 30± Male Dongxiang 5-year Muslim Bread Seller September 2013 Linxia 

32 38 Male Han 12-year Self-employed October 2015 Linxia 

33 34 Female Han 8-year Self-employed October 2015 Linxia 

34 22 Male Hui 5-year Street Vendor  October 2015 Linxia 

35 23 Male Hui 5-year Waiter October 2015 Linxia 

36 28 Male Hui 10-year Waiter October 2015 Linxia 

37 21 Male Dongxiang 2-year Waiter October 2015 Linxia 

38 21 Male Dongxiang 2-year Waiter October 2015 Linxia 

39 30± Female Han 5-year Waitress November 2013 Gannan 

40 27 Male Han 9-year Public Security November 2013 Gannan 

41 30+ Male Han 2-year Construction Worker November 2013 Gannan 

42 30+ Male Han 2-year Construction Worker November 2013 Gannan 

43 35 Male Han Over 10 years Small Business November 2013 Gannan 

44 50+ Female Hui ------ Construction Site Cleaner November 2013 Gannan 

45 50+ Female Hui ------ Construction Site Cleaner November 2013 Gannan 

46 36 Male Hui 10-year Self-employed (Muslim Food) November 2013 Gannan 

47 22 Male Hui 3-year Self-employed (Muslim Food) November 2013 Gannan 

48 25 Male Hui 2-year Street-peddler November 2013 Gannan 

49 40± Female Tibetan 8-year Grocery Shop Owner November 2013 Gannan 

50 28 Male Tibetan 6-year Small Restaurant Owner November 2013 Gannan 

51 23 Male Tibetan 5-year Fruit and vegetable Shop November 2013 Gannan 

52 25 Male Tibetan 5-year Fruit and vegetable Shop November 2013 Gannan 

53 22 Female Tibetan 3-year Selling Clothes November 2015 Gannan 

54 23 Female Tibetan 3-year Selling Clothes November 2015 Gannan 

55 33 Male Tibetan 8-year Financial Coordinator (RCC) November 2015 (group discussion) Gannan 
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56 23 Male Tibetan 3-year Financial Coordinator (RCC) November 2015 (group discussion) Gannan 

57 35 Male Tibetan Over 10 Years Financial Coordinator (RCC) November 2015 (group discussion) Gannan 

58 38 Male Tibetan Over 10 Years Financial Coordinator (RCC) November 2015 (group discussion) Gannan 

59 29 Male Tibetan Over 10 Years Financial Coordinator (RCC) November 2015 (group discussion) Gannan 

NOTE. 

1. For confidential purpose, the names are all replaced by numbers. 

2. Only one key informant is willing to be listed in the article.  

3. ------ means working in the daytime and going back home at night because the distance between the working place and home is near. 

4. RCC means Rural Credit Cooperatives
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Appendix 4. Pearson Correlations between 6 Variables of Community Relations 

Community Relations Friendliness Help given Help received Trust Familiarity Communication 

Friendship 1 0,665**** 0,613**** 0,616**** 0,579**** 0.570**** 

Help to 0,665**** 1 0,795**** 0,658**** 0,639**** 0.720**** 

Help from 0,613**** 0,795**** 1 0,682**** 0,646**** 0.709**** 

Trust 0,616**** 0,658**** 0,682**** 1 0,674**** 0.675**** 

Familiarity 0,579**** 0,639**** 0,646**** 0,674**** 1 0.744**** 

Communication 0,570**** 0,720**** 0,709**** 0,675**** 0,744**** 1 

Number of cases                  1918    

**** P<0.001 in 2-tailed tests. 

 

Appendix 5. The results of the factor analysis of 6 variables of Community Relations 

    Component Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance 

1 4.333 72.218 72.218 4.333 72.218 
2 0.487 8.112 80.330   

3 0.412 6.870 87.200   

4 0.338 5.626 92.826   

5 0.237 3.949 96.775   

6 0.194 3.225 100.000   

Only one component was extracted. Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis;  

KMO Measure of Sampling Adequacy: 0.899; 

Approx. Chi-Square: 8247.056 and P<0.001 in a Bartlett's Test. 

 

Appendix 6-1 The results of the Pearson correlation test between 6 variables of community relations of Han migrants 

Community relations Friendliness Help given Help received Trust Familiarity Communication 

Friendliness 1 0.640*** 0.581*** 0.580*** 0.567*** 0.572*** 

Help given 0.640*** 1 0.769*** 0.625*** 0.616*** 0.695*** 

Help received 0.581*** 0.769*** 1 0.663*** 0.619*** 0.685*** 

Trust 0.580*** 0.625*** 0.663*** 1 0.685*** 0.686*** 

Familiarity 0.567*** 0.616*** 0.619*** 0.685*** 1 0.745*** 

Communication 0.572*** 0.695*** 0.685*** 0.686*** 0.745*** 1 

Number of cases 537 

*** P < 0.001 in 2-tailed tests. 

 

Appendix 6-2. The results of the factor analysis of 6 variables of Community Relations of Han migrants 

    Component Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance 

1 4.249 70.813 70.813 4.249 70.813 
2 0.512 8.531 79.344   

3 0.445 7.409 86.752   

4 0.338 5.639 92.391   

5 0.241 4.021 96.412   

6 0.215 3.588 100.000   

Only one component was extracted. Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

KMO Measure of Sampling Adequacy: 0.895. 

Approx. Chi-Square: 2172.808 and P < 0.001 in a Bartlett's Test. 
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Appendix 7-1. The results of the Pearson correlation test between 6 variables of community relations of Hui migrants 

Community relations Friendliness Help given Help received Trust Familiarity Communication 

Friendliness 1 0.582*** 0.508*** 0.435*** 0.423*** 0.397*** 

Help given 0.582*** 1 0.755 0.599*** 0.590*** 0.668*** 

Help received 0.508*** 0.755*** 1 0.617*** 0.590*** 0.661*** 

Trust 0.435*** 0.599*** 0.617*** 1 0.560*** 0.593*** 

Familiarity 0.423*** 0.590*** 0.590*** 0.560*** 1 0.683*** 

Communication 0.397*** 0.668*** 0.661*** 0.593*** 0.683*** 1 

Number of cases 595 

*** P < 0.001 in 2-tailed tests.    
 

Appendix 7-2. The results of the factor analysis of 6 variables of Community Relations of Hui migrants 

    Component Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance 

1 3.910 65.163 65.163 3.910 65.163 
2 0.683 11.386 76.549   

3 0.458 7.637 84.186   

4 0.427 7.117 91.303   

5 0.288 4.801 96.104   

6 0.234 3.896 100.000   

Only one component was extracted. Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

KMO Measure of Sampling Adequacy: 0.883. 

Approx. Chi-Square: 1978.641 and P < 0.001 in a Bartlett's Test. 
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Summary 
 

The past four decades have witnessed a growing concern of rural-urban migration in China in 

the academia; yet, a noteworthy omission in the literature is the analysis of the migrants with 

different ethnic backgrounds in multi-ethnic regions. Possible reasons for such neglect could 

be the sensitivity of Chinese ethnic issues and policy, scant official data and low accessibility 

for scholars to these regions. This thesis tries to fill part of that gap.  

The fieldwork for the thesis was carried out in three cities/prefectures in Northwest China 

(NWC), Lanzhou, Linxia, and Gannan, from August to November 2013 and from October to 

November in 2015. At those occasions, both quantitative and qualitative data have been 

collected. Using the data collected, this thesis explores the settlement intentions, family 

strategies, acculturations strategies and power negotiations of different ethnic migrants. 

China‘s Northwest has been home not only to the Han majority (Around 92% of the whole 

population) but also many minorities such as Hui, Dongxiang, and Tibetan who stand for two 

of the most important religious groups in the area, Islam and Tibetan Buddhism. In some parts 

of NWC, the minorities sometimes even outnumber the Han, also because of China‘s regional 

ethnic autonomous policy. Worth to notice is that the minority migrants are usually short-

distance movers while Han people are sometimes long-distance movers into this region from 

all over China.  

 

The major research questions are listed as followed:  

1. How do the ethnic identities influence settlement intentions of the migrants?  

2. What factors influence family migration strategies?  

3. Why and how is the Hui community important to Hui migrants?  

4. How is the ethnic identity negotiated at both individual and group level?  

5. How is the ethno-territoriality of ethnic communities formed and defended by Hui migrants? 

 

The major findings of the thesis can be summarized as follows.  

First, the settlement intentions of the migrants are influenced by the interactions of their own 

ethnic identity and the socio-cultural contexts of the destination cities.  
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Second, through the study of family strategies, we find that Han migrants who are presently 

staying in the current city or transferring to another city are less likely to bring their families, 

that is to say, often the settling intention of individual Han migrants does not indicate their 

families‘ long-term settlement plan. On the contrary, Hui migrants‘ intention to stay increases 

the likelihood of couple and family migration. In other words, Hui migrants tend to settle 

down with their family members in the destination city.  

Third, Hui communities in the destination cities are often concentrated around the mosque. 

These communities are important agencies and are used to minimize risks, to improve 

livelihoods, to find jobs and to foster the settlement when Hui families move into the 

destinations.  

Fourth, in regard to the acculturation strategies of migrants, we find that Han identity is 

generally self-perceived as unmarked, porous, situated, and sometimes even vacuous. Hui and 

Dongxiang migrants show a relatively strong attachment to their ethnic identities, which is 

largely based on their religion, namely Islam. Tibetan migrants perceive a place-based 

identity related to their religion, traditional ways of living, and language, however, a Tibetan 

identity seems to be difficult to practice because of their economic vulnerability compared to 

Han migrants.  

Last but not least, the degree to which Hui migrants fabricate Hui community as an 

exclusionary space is depending on how Chinese authorities (re)negotiate their relationship 

with the Hui, and the degree to which Han is willing to be exerted by the discourse of ethnic 

solidarity. In a broader context, rising national demand for economic and political resources 

from Islamic countries in the Middle East requires Chinese authority to reconfigure its 

relation with its Muslim minorities. In this sense, as a posture to the outside world, the extent 

to which the Chinese central authority concedes the Hui to carve out exclusive space depends 

on the extent to which it interacts with the Muslim world in terms of economy and politics.     
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Nederlandse Samenvatting 
 

De afgelopen veertig jaar hebben een toenemende aandacht van de wetenschap voor migratie 

van het platteland naar de stad in China laten zien. Het ging daarbij vooral om migratie van 

west naar oost; opvallend is dat er nauwelijks aandacht was voor migratie binnen de 

westelijke multi-etnische regio‘s en voor migranten met een andere etnische achtergrond dan 

Han. Mogelijke oorzaken hiervan zijn de gevoeligheden in China bij etnische vraagstukken, 

gebrek aan officiële data en problematische toegang voor wetenschappers tot deze regio‘s. Dit 

proefschrift probeert deze leemte enigszins te vullen.  

Het veldwerk voor dit proefschrift is uitgevoerd in drie steden/prefecturen in Noordwest 

China (NWC), Lanzhou, Linxia, en Gannan, in de perioden augustus-november 2013 en 

oktober-november 2015. Bij die gelegenheden zijn zowel kwalitatieve als kwantitatieve 

gegevens verzameld. Deze gegevens zijn gebruikt om de intenties van migranten bij vestiging, 

gezins- en familiestrategieën bij migratie, acculturatiestrategieën en machtsverhoudingen van 

de migranten met verschillende etnische achtergronden te onderzoeken. Het noordwesten van 

China is niet alleen een woonplaats van de Han meerderheid (ongeveer 92% van de gehele 

bevolking), maar ook voor heel wat minderheden zoals Hui, Dongxiang, en Tibetanen. Deze 

minderheden staan voor de twee belangrijkste religieuze stromingen in het gebied, Islam en 

Tibetaans Boeddhisme. In sommige delen van NWC zijn deze minderheden soms zelfs in de 

meerderheid, deels veroorzaakt door het Chinese beleid voor regionale etnische autonomie. 

Vermeldenswaard is dat de migranten uit minderheidsgroepen vaak van relatief dichtbij 

komen (korte afstandsmigratie) terwijl de Han-migranten die er wonen of er naartoe 

verhuizen vaak van ver weg en vanuit heel China komen. 

 

De onderzoeksvragen die in dit proefschrift aan de orde komen zijn:  

1. Wat is de invloed van de etnische identiteiten op de intenties bij vestiging?  

2. Welke factoren beïnvloeden gezins- en familiestrategieën bij migratie?  

3. Waarom en op welke wijze is de Hui gemeenschap op de plaats van bestemming belangrijk 

voor Hui migranten?  

4. Hoe worden de etnische identiteiten door de migranten op individueel en op groepsniveau 

geconstrueerd?  

5. Hoe wordt de etno-territorialiteit van de etnische gemeenschappen gevormd en bewaakt 

door de Hui migranten? 
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De belangrijkste uitkomsten van het onderzoek kunnen als volgt worden samengevat.  

Ten eerste, de intenties bij vestiging van de migranten worden beïnvloed door de interactie 

van hun eigen etnische identiteit en de sociaal-culturele context van hun plaats van 

bestemming.  

Ten tweede, uit de studie naar de migratiestrategieën van gezinnen en families blijkt dat Han 

migranten niet de neiging hebben om hun gezinsleden mee te nemen. Althans uit de intenties 

van individuele Han migranten blijkt niet dat ze van plan zijn hun familie op wat langere 

termijn over te brengen. Het omgekeerde is het geval bij Hui migranten, bij hen blijkt dat ze 

juist wel van plan zijn echtgeno(o)t(e) en andere familieleden te laten overkomen. Met andere 

woorden, Hui migranten hebben de neiging zich samen met hun gezins- of familieleden op de 

plaats van bestemming te vestigen. 

Ten derde, de Hui gemeenschappen op de plaats van bestemming zijn vaak ruimtelijk 

geconcentreerd, meestal bij een moskee. Deze gemeenschappen zijn belangrijke sociale 

structuren voor binnenkomende migranten om risico‘s te minimaliseren, 

levensomstandigheden te verbeteren en werk te vinden en meer algemeen de vestiging te 

vereenvoudigen voor binnenkomende Hui gezinnen en families.  

Ten vierde, ten aanzien van acculturatiestrategieën van migranten blijkt een aanzienlijk 

verschil tussen Han migranten en migranten uit minderheidsgroepen. De identiteit van Han 

migranten zoals ze die zelf aangeven is weinig uitgesproken, fragmentarisch, plaatsgebonden 

en in feite tamelijk nietszeggend. Hui and Dongxiang migranten vertonen juist een relatief 

sterke verbondenheid met hun etnische identiteit, die in sterke mate gebaseerd is op hun 

religieuze identiteit: Islam. Tibetaanse migranten geven aan dat hun identiteit gebaseerd is op 

hun herkomst, hun religie, traditionele leefwijze en taal. Echter, een Tibetaanse identiteit kan 

vaak maar moeilijk worden vormgegeven vanwege hun kwetsbare economische situatie, ook 

vergeleken met Hui migranten. 

Tenslotte, de mate waarin Hui migranten hun gemeenschap, ook fysiek, kunnen vormgeven 

als een plek waar anderen worden buitengesloten, wordt bepaald door de manier waarop de 

Chinese autoriteiten omgaan met de Hui, en door de mate waarin de Han genegen zijn 

etnische solidariteit te handhaven. In een bredere context speelt ook mee dat China als land 

belang heeft bij goede relaties met Islamitische landen in het Midden-Oosten en dat heeft 

gevolgen voor haar omgang met de eigen Islamitische minderheden. De mogelijkheden die de 
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Chinese overheid geeft aan de Hui om hun eigen exclusieve ruimte te creëren wordt dus mede 

bepaald door de economische en politieke relaties van China met de Moslimwereld.   

 

 

 

 


